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Preface and summary 

Opto-electronics is one of the most rapidly developing technologies of our 

age. The semiconductor laser was commercially employed within ten years of 

its first demonstration in 1970, and within twenty years it had revolutionized 

the audio market An even greater econornical impact may be expected from 

the application of optica! technology in the telecommunication network. 

Within twenty years afterits birth in 1970 the optica! fiber has pushed aside 

the copper cable in the intercity network. In the corning decade it will 

penetrate the local network and reach the private subscriber. This wiil open a 

huge market for opto-electronic interface equipment. 

The Delft University of Technology entered the optica! communication scene 

in 1977, when professor H. Blok (Electromagnetism) introduced a course on 

optica! waveguide theory. In 1979 the scope was broadened to optica! com

munication technology. The new course was given jointly by professors H. 

Blok, L. Bordewijk (Information Transmission), and L. Krul (Microwaves). 

In 1981 G.A. Acket, leader of the "Physics of Microwave and Optica! 

Devices" group at Philips Research Laboratorles in Eindhoven, was appointed 

as part-time professor of optica! communication technology, in the depart

ment of Electrical Engineering. 
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In addition to two courses in optica! communication technology, Acket began 

a research project in the relatively new field of integrated opties. A decision 

was taken to work initially with aluminum oxide as a waveguide material, and 

to switch to t.he more challenging- but also more complicated- ill-V seiPj

conductor materials at a later stage. 

My involvement in this research began at its initiation. The present thesis 

comprises the most important results of the research program on silicon-based 

integrated-optical components at the Laberatory of Telecommunication and 

Remote Sensing Technology, carried out in the period between 1983 and 

1991. The far-reaching optical similarity between the aluminum oxide 

waveguide system, eperating at 633 nm wavelength, and InGaAsP/InP 

waveguide systems eperating at 1300 nm wavelength (wavelengths within the 

waveguides are almost equal) broadens the applicability of the results 

reported.Recent experiments with InGaAsP/InP-based waveguide bends (not 

reported here) confirm this statement. 

The thesis covers the following topics: 

* The development of low-loss alnminurn oxide waveguide films (0.35 

dB/cm @ 1300 nm wavelength), Fabrication process and annealing proce

dure are described in chapter 2. W aveguide design and fabrication are 

discussed in chapter 3. 
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* A normalized approach to the optimal design of waveguide bends, in

cluding the junctions to straight waveguides. In chapter 4 the 

normalization approach is explained and a set of empirica! formulae is 

derived for computing the design para..T.eters. Usi••1g t.."'lem optimal bend 

design can he done with a pocket calculator. 

* The development of compact directional couplers with reduced sen

sitivity to variations in the fabrication process. This development begrui 

with the design of conventional TMI-couplers, and has led, via two 

modifications introduced to improve the performance, to directional 

couplers based on ûl.e self-imaging properties of multimode waveguide 

sections (with single-mode input- and output waveguides). We called these 

couplers Multi-Mode Interterenee (MMI) couplers. Research on these 

couplers, which promise outstanding performance, is presently being con

tinued by L.B. Soldano at the Delft University of Technology, and by 

E.C.M. Pennings at Bellcore
1
. In chapter 5 the results on TMI-couplers, 

including the modifications, and the fundamentals of MMI-couplers are 

descri bed. 

* The development of focusing and dispersive components based on opti

cal phased arrays for application in components Iike wavelength 

demultiplexers, filters, and polarization splitters. Optical phased arrays 

form an alternative to curved planar gratings. They can be realized employ

ing conventional (high-quality) opticallithography in the sameproces step 

1) Bellcore, Red Bank (NJ), USA. 
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as the waveguides, thus avoiding the additional process steps required for 

electron-beamor holographic lithography. Experimental results show good 

performance combined with small device dimensions. In chapter 6 the 

operatien and design of optica! phased arrays is described and experimental 

results are presented. 

* Accuracy analysis of refractive-index and film-thickness determination 

from ellipsometric measurement data. Automated ellipsometers for deter

mination of the refractive index and thickness of transparent films on 

(preferably) absorbing substrates are wide-spread. The dependenee of their 

accuracy on the film-parameters is complicated. This reflects on the 

reliability of the automated approach. A Bounded-Error Estimation 

Approach has been developed and applied to the analysis of ellipsometric 

measurement accuracy. Results are presented in chapter 7. 

* Analysis of the efficiency of the prism-coupler for coupling light into 

narrow waveguide channels. Inclusion of diffraction effects in the 

analysis of the coupling mechanism reveals that optima! (but low) coupling 

efficiencies into narrow waveguides are obtained with weakly focused 

beams. From a measurement point-of-view this is an interesting result. 

Theory and experiments are described in chapter 8. A review of measure

ment methods developed at the authors laboratory is included. 

* A novel metbod for matching strongly elliptical mode-profiles in planar 

waveguides to fiber-modes. The elliptical mode profile of the planar 
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waveguide is matched to the fiber mode by means of a tapered interface 

which is produced in a simple polishing step. Theory of operation and ex

perimental results are presented in chapter 9. 

The results presented in this thesis could only be achieved through the close 

cooperation of many colleagues, students, and relatives. I am very grateful for 

their support and their contributions- (a detailed account is given in the ac

knowledgements at the end of this thesis). 

Delft, May 6, 1991 

Meint K. Smit 

Note: The thickness ofthe present thesis is partly due to the llfz line spacing used in the 
manuscript. Unfortunately the available editor did not support compression of sub- and 
superscripts which is necessary for using single line spacing. The perceptive reader wilt 
note some minor problems with the alignment of sub- and superscript lines. 
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Voorwoord en samenvatting 
(Preface and summary in Dutch) 

Opto-elektronica is één van de snelst ontwikkelende technologieën van onze 

tijd. De halfgeleiderlaser werd al commercieel toegepast binnen tien jaar na 

zijn "geboorte" in 1970 en bracht met de compact-disc afspeelapparatuur een 

omwenteling teweeg op audiogebied. De toepassing van optische technologie 

in het toekomstige lokale telecommunicatienet zal nog grotere economische 

en maatschappelijke gevolgen hebben. In het interlokale net heeft de glas

vezel de koperkabel nu reeds verdrongen. In het komende decennium zal dat 

ook in het lokale net gaan gebeuren en zal de abonnee zijn informatie via een 

glasvezel aangeleverd krijgen. Dit zal een enorme markt openen voor opto

elektronische schakelingen. 

De Technische Universiteit Delft 
1 

zette de eerste stappen op het gebied van 

de glasvezelcommunicatie in 1977. In dat jaar startte professor H. Blok van 

de vakgroep Theoretische Electriciteitsleer
2 

een college over de theorie van 

optische golfgeleiding. In 1979 werd dat college verbreed tot een college 

"Techniek van de glasvezelcommunicatie", dat gedoceerd werd door de 

hoogleraars H. Blok, L. Bordewijk (Transmissie van informatie) en L. Krul 

(Microgolftechniek). In 1981 werd G.A. Acket, leider van de groep "Physics 

of Optica! and Microwave Devices" van het Natuurkundig Laboratorium van 

1) Destijds: Technische Hogeschool Delft. 
2) Thans: Electromagnetisme. 
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de N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabriek, benoemd tot deeltijdhoogleraar in de 

techniek van de glasvezelcommunicatie bij de vakgroep Microgolftechniek 

(thans Telecommunicatie en Tele-observatietechnologie- TTT) van de afde

ling der Elektrotecluliek. 

Naast een tweetal colleges op het gebied van de glasvezelcommunicatietech

niek startte Acket ook een onderzoekproject op het gebied van de 

geïntegreerde optica, die toen nog in de kinderschoenen stond. Als materiaal 

voor de optische golfgeleiders werd in eerste instantie gekozen voor 

aluminiumoxyde, een materiaal waarmee ruime ervaring bestond voor het 

coaten van laserspiegels. De overstap naar de vanuit technisch oogpunt bezien 

meer interessante - maar ook meer gecompliceerde - ill-V halfgeleiders werd 

voorzien nadat eerst ervaring zou zijn opgedaan met aluminiumoxyde. 

Ik had het genoegen vanaf het begin bij dit onderzoek betrokken te zijn 

geweest. Het voorliggende proefschrift beschrijft de belangrijkste resultaten 

van het onderzoekprogramma op het gebied van passieve optische componen

ten, zoals dat bij de vakgroep Telecommunicatie- en 

Teleobservatietechnologie is uitgevoerd in de periode van 1983 tot 1991. De 

resultaten van dit onderzoek zijn breder toepasbaar dan alleen voor 

aluminiumoxyde golfgeleiders. Doordat de golflengte van licht uit een He-Ne 

laser (633 nm) in een aluminiumoxyde golfgeleider vrijwel gelijk is aan die 

van licht met een vacuumgolflengte van 1300 nm (samen met 1550 nm de 

belangrijkste golflengten voor telecommunicatie) in een InGaAsP 

golfgeleider, zijn deze golfgeleidersystemen optisch bezien vrijwel identiek. 
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Een ontwerp dat in het ene systeem is ontwikkeld, zou daarom ook in het 

andere moeten werken. Recente experimenten wijzen uit dat dit inderdaad het 

geval is. 

In het proefschrift worden de volgende onderwerpen behandeld: 

* De ontwikkeling van aluminiumoxyde golfgeleiders met geringe op

tische verliezen (0.35 dB/cm bij een golflengte van 1300 nm). Het 

fabricageproces van de aluminiumoxydefilms en de warmtebehandeling, 

die nodig is om de verliezen te reduceren, worden behandeld in hoofdstuk 

2. Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt het ontwerp en de vervaardiging van 

golfgeleiders in deze films. 

* Een genormaliseerde methode om gebogen optische golfgeleiders, met 

inbegrip van de aansluiting aan rechte golfgeleiders, optimaal te kun

nen ontwerpen (met minimale verliezen). De normalisatiemethode wordt 

uitgelegd in hoofdstuk 4. Tevens worden enkele empirische formules 

gegeven, die het mogelijk maken een optimale bocht te ontwerpen met 

behulp van een zakrekenmachine. 

* De ontwikkeling van compacte richtingskoppelaars met een geringe 

gevoeligheid voor variaties in het fabricageproces. Deze onwikkeling is 

begonnen met het ontwerp van conventionele Two-Mode Interf erenee 

(TMI) koppelaars. Via een tweetal modificaties ter verbetering van de 

eigenschappen, heeft zij geleid tot een nieuw type richtingskoppelaar, dat 
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gebaseerd is op de afbeeldende eigenschappen die multimodale 

golfgeleiders bezitten door het interferentiegedrag van de modi. Het onder

zoek aan deze veelbelovende koppelaars, die we Multi-Mode Interference 

(MMI) koppelaars genoemd hebben, wordt voortgezet door L.B. Soldano 

bij de TU Delft en E.C.M. Pennings bij Bellcore 
1
. In hoofdstuk 5 worden 

de resultaten behandeld die behaald zijn met conventionele en 

gemodifideerde TMI-koppelaars en wordt de werking van MMI

koppelaars besproken. 

* De toepassing van optische phased arrays voor het ontwerp van 

golflengtedemultiplexers, golflengtefilters en polarisatiesplitsers. 

Optische phased arrays vormen een alternatief voor gekromde planaire 

tralies. Ze kunnen met behulp van conventionele optische lithografie wor

den gerealiseerd in hetzelfde proces als de golfgeleiders, waardoor de extra 

processtappen die benodigd zijn voor holografische of elektronenbundel

lithografie worden vermeden. Experimentele resultaten wijzen uit dat deze 

nieuwe componenten goede eigenschappen combineren met geringe af

metingen. In hoofdstuk 6 worden de werking en het ontwerp ervan 

behandeld en worden de experimentele resultaten beschreven. 

* Nauwkeurigheidsanalyse van breking~index- en filmdiktegegevens die 

verkregen zijn met behulp van ellipsometrie. Geautomatiseerde 

meetopstellingen voor het bepalen van de dikte en de brekingsindex van 

transparante films op siliciumsubstraten zijn op tal van plaatsen in gebruik. 

1) Bellcore, Red Bank (NJ), USA. 
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De nauwkeurigheid van deze methode hangt sterk af van de specifieke 

eigenschappen van film en substraat. Kennis hiervan is belangrijk om tot 

betrouwbare meetresultaten te komen. Hoofdstuk 7 geeft de resultaten van 

een onderzoek naar de nauwkeu...righeid va..'l deze methode met behulp van 

een Bounded Error schattingstechniek. 

* Een onderzoek naar het rendement van het inkoppelen van licht in 

zeer smalle golfgeleiders met behulp van de prismakoppelmethode. 

Als de effecten van diffractie op het inkoppelrendement in rekening wor

den gebracht blijkt dat dit rendement optimaal (hoewel vrij laag) is 

watüïeer de in te koppelen bundel niet te sterk gefocusseerd wordt. Vanuit 

het oogpunt van meettechniek is dit een gunstig resultaat, daar een zwak 

gefocusseerde bundel het inkoppelen in een golfgeleider makkelijker 

maakt en de gevoeligheid voor trillingen vermindert. Theorie en ex

perimenten worden besproken in hoofdstuk 8. Tevens wordt daar een 

overzicht gegeven van de meetmethoden die binnen de vakgroep zijn 

ontwikkeld. 

* Een nieuwe methode om de sterk afgeplatte intensiteitsverdelingen in 

planaire golfgeleiders aan te passen aan de circulaire verdeling van 

een glasvezelmode. Het afgeplatte profiel wordt omgezet in een circulair 

profiel, dat aangepast is aan de glasvezel, door het golfgeleideruiteinde 

geleidelijk in dikte te laten afnemen (taperen). Dit kan gebeuren met be

hulp van een eenvoudige polijststap. De werking van deze methode, 

alsmede de experimentele resultaten, worden behandeld in hoofdstuk 9. 
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Het werk, dat in dit proefschrift behandeld is, kon allen tot stand komen door 

een intensieve samenwerking met talrijke medewerkers, zowel collega's als 

studenten, en steun van familieleden. Ik ben hen dankbaar voor hun bijdragen 

en hun steun (een gedetailleerd overzicht is te vinden m de 

"acknowlegements" aan het eind van dit proefschrift). 

Delft, 6 mei 1991 

Meint Smit 

Noot: De omvang van dit proefschrift wordt deels veroorzaakt doordat het manuscript met 
llf2 regelafstand afgedrukt moest worden, daar de gebruikte tekstverwerker niet beschikte 
over de mogelijkheid "sub- en superschrift-tekst" te verkleinen. De oplettende lezer zal op 
enkele plaatsen problemen opmerken met de uitlijning van sub- en superschrift-regels. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

This chapter sketches the history and future of telecommunication, with em
phasis on the role of optica! communication technology. Next the integrated
optics research at the Delft University ofTechnology, part ofwhichforms the 
subject of the present thesis, is briefly described. A short summary completes 
this chapter. 

1.1 Telecommunication: importance, history, 
and future 

Telecommunication is a rapidly growing economie sector. The world market 

for telecommunication equipment is greater than those for consumer 

electtonics and micro-electronic components together; in the information 

sector it is only exceeded by the computer market. Figure 1.1 depiets the 

volumes of the various sectors. Telecommunication equipment and services 

together make up more than half of the total information market, and are 

rapidly growing. They will soon exceed the market volume of the automobile 

industry to form the greatest market segment in the industrialized world [1]. 
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Chapter 1 

Figure 1.1 The world market for management and transmission of informa
tion in the mid-1980's (in billion ECU's, source: Studies of the Commission 
ofthe European Communities). 

The oldest telecommunication event mentioned in the literature are the frres, 

lit on a series of successive mountains, by the ancient Greeks to herald the fall 

of Troy. Other examples of primitive telecommunication include the smoke 

signals, employed by the American Indians, and drum signals employed by 

numerous African peoples. These early examples of tdecommunication· had 

no sequels, however, and must therefore be viewed as historically incidental. 

The roots of modern telecommunication can be traeed back to the signaling 

systems, which were already in use in the fifteenth century for communiea

tion between ships. In the following centuries these systems, which were 
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based mainly on the use of flags, were further developed to handle an increas

ing vai-iety of messages. Lï. 1691 Britain and the Dutch Republic agreed on a 

common signaling standard. A further step was the introduetion of a set of 

flags embracing both alphabet and numbers by the British admiral von 

Kempenfeit in 1781. Communication by means of such a cocled alphabet was 

called telegraphy. 

Telegraphy over land began in 1767 with Edgeworth's development of the 

semaphore, a pole with rotatable arms. A more primitive system for visual 

telegraphy had been suggested in 1684 by Robert Hooke, but hadnotbeen 

tried out in practice. The semaphore was first employed in France, where the 

need for faster communication was felt after the revolution of 1789, when 

France was threatened by the allied forces of Britain, the Dutch Republic, 

Prussia, Austria and Spain. In 1794 the French engineer Claude Chappe com

pleted an optical telegraph conneetion between Paris and Lille (230 km). It 

consistedof 22 semaphores over which a message could be transmitted with 

less than two minutes delay. Signaling rates were low; in the order of 10 to 20 

signals per minute. Telegraphy networks were further extended in the follow

ing decades. In France the network ultimately covered a distance of 4800 km 

with 566 stations. 

In the Netherlands the development of telegraphy also feil into the category 

"military research". Mter the Belgian revolt in 1830 a fast communication 

link was needed between the government in the Hague and the army in the 

southern part of the country, whose task it was to suppress the revolt. 
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Figure 1.2 shows the semaphore and the coding system developed by Lipkens, 

a Dutch telecommunication pioneer. Using this system the time required for 

transmitting a signal between the Hague and Flushing (19 stations) was 

reduced to less than 1 minute. 

It is interesting to note that the development of modern telecommunication 

began with optica! communication. By the middle of the 19th century optica! 

telegraphy had developed as far as it could, however, and the torch was taken 

over by electrical telegraphy, which is less dependent on weather conditions 

and allows for higher signaling rates. Experiments with electrical telegraphy 

started already in 1809, when the German doctor Sömmering employed the 

gas-bubbles generated by an electtic current in an electrolytic bath as a signal 

indicator. In 1845 Morse established the first intercity telegraph conneetion 

(Washington-Baltimore). His system was based on an electromagnet which 

was driven by the signaling current allowing for a higher signaling rate than 

that permitted by optica! telegraphy or earlier experiments with electrical 

telegraphy. 

Since then a variety of telecommunication services have emerged at an in

creasingly rapid rate [2]: speech transmission by telephone (1877, BeU), 

intercontinental radio telegraphy (1901, Marconi), radio broadcasting (1920), 

television broadcasting and telex (1930), mobile telephony, data-transmission, 

facsimile and color television (1960). More recently, services like broadband 

data transmission, telemetry, teletex, videotex, electtonic mail and videocon

ferencing have become available. Figure 1.3 provides a detailed overview of 

the divergence since 1847, and the expected service range at the end of this 

century. 
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With respect to the networks we observe an opposite development; from 

mat<y separate networks towards a few integrated ones. Radio and television 

distribution already use the same cable networks and are expected to be in-

. tegrated with telephony and other services into an integrated subscriber 

network. The multitude of data communication networks which have ap

peared in the past decade are increasingly coupled with each other and with 

the public telephone network. These developments are heading towards a 

worldwide integrated communication networkin the next century. Figure 1.4 

shows an artist's impression of this network, as it may have evolved by the 

year 2010. An explanation is given below. 

The private subscriber. In 2010 the private subscriber is still an important 
customer of the telecommunication companies. In actdition to his telephone 
set, which is equipped with a video display, he has a terminal which gives 
him access to services such as dectronie banking, teleshopping and many 
other low-priced information services. Next to his terminal he has a small 
color printer which is suitable for making hard copies and also serves as a 
facsimile printer. His old-fashioned television set has been replaced by a flat 
screen HDTV (High-Definition Television) set which is also suitable for in
spection of electronic mail. All equipment is provided with an optical plug 
which is combined with the power supply plug and can be used everywhere in 
the house. The thermostat and the central heating apparatus communicate via 
the local inhouse network; other equipment such as the oven and an electronic 
door loek can be remotely controlled with a multi-purpose wireless controller. 
Bandwidth problems have disappeared; the capacity of the network is more 
than sufficient for the actual service package. 

The professional user. His share in the use of the network has increased 
considerably sirree the introduetion of the Integrated Services Digital 
Network. In actdition to voice telephony, transfer of many kinds of data from 
simple electronk mail to documents with high-quality color graphics, 
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has become the most important application. Video-conferencing has also 
gained some popularity. The (single) inhouse netwerk is intimately coupled 
with the public telephone netwerk so that communication inside and outside 
the building is equally easy. An important difference with earlier networks is 
the worldwide standardization of communication protocols. All sorts of 
equipment communicate without difficulty over the netwerk and wrong instal
lation of equipment is reserved only to very intelligent people. 

The mobile user. Car-drivers have takentheir share in the spread of telecom
mumcation services. The car telephone, which became popular in the 1980's, 
is now standard equipment in every car. Digital transmission and a sophisti
cated cellular structure of the mobile netwerk guarantee fast access to the 
netwerk even if traffic stagnation occurs and many drivers call at the same 
time. Personal portable telephone sets and mini-terminals, which can be used 
over a large part of the world, have become wide-spread. 

Navigation. Automobiles as well as ships and airplanes have been equipped 
with an electronic navigation system. Using this system the on-board com
puter faultlessly guides the driver to the required destination, and avoids road
blocks and other stagnations, which are reported to the board computer by a 
mobile datalink. A traffic management system records the positions of trucks 
and guides them so as to avoid stagnations, thus reducing fuel consumption, 
air pollution and driver annoyance. 

Remote Sensing. The quality of the weather forecast has been greatly im
proved on the basis of data provided by a large number of remote sensing 
satellites. Satellite data is transmitted to the netwerk via a geostationary com
munication satellite. Ship movements, sea surface pollution, erop 
development and the state of the forests are also observed by satellite. Image 
data is processed in special centers and directly available to the interested 
( and paying) user via the netwerk. 

Satellite communication. The role of satellite communication has shifted 
from fixed communication links to more specific applications such as broad
cast service to mobile users and thinly populated regions and communication 
with ships and aeroplanes. Purthermere geostationary satellites conneet lew
orbit satellites to the communication netwerk via free-space laser beams, and 
provide a diversion path if a terrestrial conneetion is breken. 
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Network architecture and management. Behind the wall soekets of the 
network an invisible revolution has taken place. Each subscriber can attach as 
many terminals to his network port as he desires, without the need to ask 
permission and wait until the change has been effected. The local networks 
of different buildings can be coupled via the public network in such a way 
that two colleagues 1000 km apart communicate just as easily as if they were 
working in the same building. It is not necessary to reserve a hired line for 
this; the conneetion is realized within a few milliseconds when it is needed. 
The only occasion on which the user sees the difference between this type of 
conneetion and a permanent one is when he inspects his monthly bill! 

The development outlilled above is speculative, of course. Y et it is less of a 

question whether it will take place, than when. 

From the foregoing the following trends can be discemed. Until the second 

World War, the development of electrical engineering was driven by telecom

mumcation needs. Electron tubes, the predecessors of modern transistors, 

were initially developed for radio transmission. The close relationship be

tween electronk and radio engineering in this period is still testified to by the 

name of the Dutch society of electrical engineers: Dutch Society for 

Electronics and Radio Engineering (NERG). Starring in the sixties the 

development became technology-driven, as a result of the incredible achleve

meuts in the field of micro-electronics, which shifted the attention of 

dectronie engineers to computers and automation. Figure 1.1 shows that in 

the 1980's telecommunication has made a comeback. Achievements in the 

field of computer technique and automation are presently being integrated 

into a telecommunication environment by the rapid spread of data networks 
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(LAN's, MAN's, and WAN's) 
1 

and such techniques as distributed process

ing. 

It may therefore be expected that in the coming decades micro-electronic 

technology will become more and more telecommunication driven. This is 

already seen in ill-V semiconductor technology, where the shift from AlGaAs 

to InGaAsP is fully attributable to the fact that optica! fibers perform best at 

1.3 and 1.55 pm wavelength. It is also seen in the increasing demand for high

frequency silicon processes, such as the BICMOS process, which combine 

complex digital functions with the high bit rates required in broadband com

munication networks and equipment. Telecommunication, which was at the 

birthplace of electrical engineering, is thus seen to regain its position after a 

short intermezzo. 

A similar development is seen in optica! communication technology. In order 

to integrate more and more services into the network function, the channels 

have to be as transparent as possible and the form in which data is transmitted 

has to be as universa! as possible. These requirements have stimulated the 

development of broadband digital channels and switches. Important steps on 

the road to a completely transparent digital broadband network are the intro

duetion of the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), the development 

of an Integrated Broadband Communication Network (IBCN or Broadband 

(B)-ISDN), and the development of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

switching and routing techniques. 

1) Local Area Networks, Metropolitan Area Networks, Wide Area Networks. 
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Optica! communication links offer the bandwidth which is required for this 

development. It is therefore to be expected that the fixed part of the network 

will ultimately become all-optical. Short inhouse networks may be cabled 

with multimode fibers which provide easy connections combined with 

Gigabit transmission capacity on short distances. The other networks will be, 

or are already, cabled with monomode fibers which provide a virtually un

limited transmission capacity. Electtonic switches will become bottlenecks in 

the transmission speed of the network. With optica! switches Gigabit data 

streams are switched as easily as electtonic mail. The development of small 

switching matrices and optica! connectors which are suitable for mass

applications still has a long way to go, however, so that the switches will 

probably be the last parts of the network to become optica!. 

1.2 Optical communication technology 

Mter the development of electrical telegraphy interest in optica! signal trans

mission faded, but did not completely disappear. In 1880, for example, Bell 

experimented with a photophone based on photo-sensitive selenium cells in 

which speech was transmitted by means of a modulated light beam. The 

development of the frrst laser by Maiman [3] in 1960 (the phenomenon of 

stimulated emission had already been predicted by Einstein in 1917) gave a 

new impetus to optica! communication research. Initially experiments were 

carried out with free space beam propagation and suffered from the same 

problem which hampered early optica! communication, namely, great suscep

tibility to weather conditions. 
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In 1966, Kao and Hockam [4] proposed the use of optica! fibers as a 

waveguide to eliminate environmental influences. The waveguiding 

properties of dielectric rods were already known in the nineteenth century and 

had been analyzed in 1910 by Hondros and Debye [5]. The main problem in 

employing glass fibers was the attenuation. Even the purest glasses exhibited 

attenuations in excess of 1000 dB/km, so that unamplified propagation was 

limited to some tens of meters. Kao and Hockam predicted that attenuations 

could be reduced below 20 dB/km. Their prophecy was already fulfilled in 

1970 when Kapron, Keek, and Maurer [6] reported a (monomode) quartz 

fiber with 20 dB loss per kilometer. Within fifteen years fiber losses had been 

reduced below 0.2 dB/km, close to the theoreticallirnit. 

Reproducible monomode fiber production and conneetion appeared to be too 

complicated for early fiber technology. Experiments with multimode fibers, 

driven withAlGaAs semiconductor lasers and LED's yielded more promising 

results. Multimode fibers reduced the toleranee requirements for fiber and 

connector fabrication technology, and the fastest route to a worldwide 

monomode fiber network appeared to be along the detour of multimode 

fibers. 
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AlGaAs lasers provided a small (chip size: 0.3x0.3 mm2) and relatively inex

pensive alternative to gas and solid-state lasers, they could also be directly 

current modulated at bit rates of hundreds of Megahits per second, an impor

tant advantage. Until the mid-1980's optica! communication was based on 

multimode fibers. Due to the non-linearity and noise problems in channels 

containing lasers in combination with multi-mode fibers, optica! communiea

tion became almost completely digital. 

The rapidly growing market for multimode fiber links formed a base for in

creased investments in fiber fabrication and connector technology. By the end 

of the seventies, technology had been developed so far that monomode fiber 

links, which offer a much greater transmission capacity, became feasible. In 

monomode fibers the transmission performance is limited by the fundamental 

material absorption and dispersion properties of quartz, which are shown in 

figure 1.5. It can be seen that the lowest attenuation occurs at 1.55 pm 

wavelength, whereas minimal pulse dispersion occurs at 1.3 pm. These 

wavelengths can not be generated by the AlGaAs semiconductor laser which 

are limited to the wavelength range of 0.78-0.87 pm. In the first half of the 

1980's optica! communication research shifted, therefore, to the quatemary 

InGaAsP semiconductor system on InP substrate. Employing this system the 

wavelength range from 0.9-1.65 pm, which includes the optima! wavelengths 

1. 3 and 1.5 5 pm, can be encompassed by an appropriate choice of the material 

composition. 
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Startingin 1984 monomode fiber technology outstripped multimode fibers at 

an unexpectedly rapid rate. Figure 1.6 shows the instailed length of 

monomode fiber cables in the Netherlands in the years 1985-1989. The instal

lation rate in the longer trunks is expected to drop soon; in the United States it 

has already dropped because the old network has almost been replaced. 

Monomode fiber is now seen to rapidly penetrate the short-distance network 

to the local exchanges. The main reason for this development is the increasing 

demand for bandwidth on communication trunks. For 140 Mb/s communiea

tion links, repeater spacings in coaxial waveguides are reduced to 2 km, and 

for 560 Mb/s to 1 km. Monomode fibers cantransport even higher bitrates 

over more than hundred kilometers without amplification, so that transmis

sion between cities is feasible without repeaters in most parts of Europe. 

Already more than half of the world's intercity traffic is carried by 

monomode fiber links [7]. 

The following step towards a completely integrated digital communication 

network will be the extension of the fiber network to the home, this will in

crease the optical communication market by at least one order of magnitude. 

As we have seen before, however, history does not always take the straight 

line from one point to another. The road from present digital optical transmis

sion to an integrated digital network may very well go along the path of 

analog optical transmission [8]. The reason for this is the inability of the exist

ing coaxial cable networks to transport the bandwidths required by High

Definitien Television, which is expected to appear on the market around 

1995. Cable-television network operators will, therefore, have to adapt their 
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networks in the short term, and monomode fibers are considered to be the 

most economical alternative for carrying the signals to the subscribers. 

If the digital transmission scheme of modem optical links is applied in the 

new distribution network, all subscribers will have to be equipped with fast 

digital decoders. This requires enormous investments over a short period. To 

avoid this problem research is increasingly focused on Subcarrier Modulation 

(SCM), an analogue transmission technique in which a composite electdeal 

signal, containing the full desired spectrum of video and FM-channels, is 

intensity-modulated onto an optical carrier. After detection this signal can be 

directly applied to conventional receivers. The quality of modem lasers, in 

combination with monomode fibers, roeets the linearity and signal-noise re

quirements imposed by this modulation scheme. If component costs can be 

sufficiently reduced, fiber-to-the-home may become reality for many sub

scribers before the end of the century. 

A big problem on the road to teehuical integration of the cable-television 

network and the public telephone networkis formed by the ownership and the 

exploitation of the networks. In many countries the cable-television networks 

and the public telephone network are operated by different companies. A 

rapid introduetion of an integrated subscriber network is only possible if 

agreement is achieved on a common exploitation of the network infrastruc

ture. 
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1.3 Integrated opties 

The term "Integrated Opties" was introduced in 1969 by Milier [9], in an issue 

of the Bell Systems Technica! Joumal containing several contributions on 

planar optica! waveguides. In hls artiele "Integrated opties: an introduction" 

he discussed the potential of planar technology for fabrication and integration 

of optica! components and circuits. The first decade (1970-1980) of 

"Integrated opties" was actually "Planar opties": research was focused on 

single components; integration of several components was technologically out 

of reach. The laser was the only planar component which passed beyond the 

R&D-stage. 

The development of integrated-optics technology was hampered by the fact 

that optica! communication was initially based on multimode fibers. Planar 

technology is not particularly suited to the fabrication of multi-mode devices. 

Further, in coupling light from a multi-mode fiber to a monomode device 

most of the power is lost. Research on components other than lasers was, 

therefore, conducted at a low profile, and restricted to passive dielectric 

materials like oxides and compound glasses. 

In the second decade (1980-1990) laser technology was the first planar-optics 

activity to become big business, mainly because of its application in compact

disc players. In this decade, the break-through in the area of monomode fibers 

formed the base for a telecommunication-driven acceleration of integrated-
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opties research. In addition to the development of sophisticated long

wavelength telecommunication lasers, a variety of planar components and a 

few integrated circuits (coupling and switching matrices) were reported. 

The third decade (1990-2000) is destined to become the decade of really in

tegrated opties. In the last few years, activities on integration of 

photodetectors with field-effect transistors have been reported at each con

ference. Recently an integrated coherent receiver and a multiplexed multi

wavelength transmitter with three lasers which can be modulated 

independently were reported. The main driving force behind integrated-optics 

research is its potential to avoid most of the conneetion costs which occur in 

optical circuits built from fiber-pigtailed components, and to reduce the large 

volume occupied by these circuits [10]. 

Figure 1. 7 shows an artist's impression of a coherent integrated optical 

receiver, such as may be installed in large numbers in the homes of future 

netwerk subscribers. The eperation is identical to that of a heterodyne radio 

receiver: the signal received from the fiber is mixed with that of alocal oscil

lator in order to realize an IF signal at the frequency difference between the 

mixed signals. Mixing occurs in the photodiodes shown in the figure after the 

signals have been combined in a 2x2-port directional coupler. A very stabie 

laser acts as a local oscillator (with a frequency around 200,000 GHz); its 

frequency is controlled by a feedback loop designed to maintain the IF fre

quency at a stabie value of a few Gigaherz. 
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Figure 1.7 An artist's impression of a monolithically integrated coherent 
optica! receiver ( courtesy Y.S. Oei, Delft University ofTechnology ). 

Effective mixing only occurs if the combined signals have the same polari

zation state. If the polarizations of the signals are orthogonal, no mixing 

products are generated; the receiver will experience total fading of the signal. 

To avoid this the received signa!, which has an undefined and slowly fluctuat

ing polarization state, is split into two orthogonal polarizations by means of a 

polarization splitter. The same is done with the local-oscillator signal, which 

must first be rotated over 45° by a polarization controller in order to produce 

equal power in both polarizations. Both polarizations are processed in parallel 

and added electronically after detection. The sum signalis no longer depend

ent on the polarization state of the received signal. This technique is known as 

polarization diversity. 
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Monolithic realization of a chip as discussed above, which contains sourees 

and detectors, is only possible in III-V semiconductor materials, notably the 

quaternary aHoy InGaAsP (or InGaAIAs) on InP-substrate, because it is the 

only material system which allows for generation and detection of light at the 

wavelengths 1.3 and 1.5 p.m where the fiber properties are optimal. The InP

based quaternary semiconductors are, therefore, the most promising matenals 

for monolithical integrated circuits. 

In addition to the quaternary semiconductors, a few other materials will also 

play a role in future optical networks. An important factor regarding the ap

plication of an integrated optical circuit is the waveguide type. Roughly 

speaking, two waveguide typescan be distinguished: !ow-contrast and high

contrast waveguides. An optical fiber with a waveguide size between 5 and 10 

p.m and an index contrast below 0.01 is a typical !ow-contrast waveguide. 

Quaternary semiconductor lasers contain high contrast waveguides; effective 

waveguide dimensions are in the order of 1 p.m or smaller, index contrasts in 

the order of 0.1. 

Figure 1.8a and 1.8b depiet the waveguide geometries of the fiber and the 

laser in realistically scaled proportions. For easy coupling to sources, espe

cially lasers, waveguide dimensions and contrasts should match those of the 

laser, which is of the high-contrast type. High-contrast waveguides (figure 

1.8b) allow for small bending radii and, consequently, a small device area. 

The dimensions of tapers, Y-junctions and couplers also scale down with 

increasing index contrast. A disadvantage of high-contrast waveguides are the 
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Figure 1.8 Different waveguide types in realistically scaled proportions: 
(a) monomode fiber, 
(b) laser and high-contrast waveguide, 
( c) /ow-contrast waveguide. 

complications in coupling to fibers. For easy coupling to fibers, a low index 

contrast and dimensions comparable to the fiber core are desirabie (figure 

1.8c ). However, this advantage is off-set by a larger circuit size. 

Integrated circuits containing lasers are necessarily of the high-index type. 

For other circuits, the cost balance between low- and high-index chips is 

dominated by the low-index chip cost (circuit area) and the high-index fiber

coupling costs. With increasing circuit complexity the balance will shift 

towards high-index waveguides, especially for chips which are required in 
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large nurnbers in the local network. High-index chips are, therefore, expected 

to become the dominant waveguide type for application at the network ter

minals. Low-contrast chips, in passive (silicon-based TEOS glass) or electro

optical materials (lithium niobate or electro-optical polymers ), will continue 

to play a role in the network nodes. 

The development of monolithically integrated optical chips, which is 

presently growing out of its infancy, will probably take another decade to 

reach the low-cost commercial production stage. The introduetion of fibers in 

the local network will require a similar period. Large-scale application of 

optical chips may, therefore, begin around the turn of the century. 

1.4 Integrated-optics research 
at the Delft University of Technology 

Delft research on integrated opties was began in 1982. A decision was taken 

to gain experience in this field with alnminurn oxide as a waveguide material, 

and to switch to the more challenging, but also more complicated, III-V semi

conductors at a later stage. Sputtering experiments began in 1983; it took 

almost a year to develop a sputtering and annealing process which yielded 

reproducible low-loss alnminurn oxide films. fu the following years, a tech

nologkal infrastructure for fabrication and characterization of integrated 

optical components was developed. The most important activities in the 

period covering 1984 and 1985 concemed the development of equipment for 

accurate measurement of waveguide properties ( effective index, propagation 
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loss and mode profile) and transmission properties of planar components, and 

further a lithographic process for dry etching 2-Jliil waveguides, and software 

extensions to existing layout programs for accurate generation of waveguide 

pattems including bends. 

Parallel to the development of fabrication technology and characterization, 

component research commenced with the development of low-loss straight

waveguides [11,12], foliowed by a research project on waveguide bends. The 

latter project provided the Delft University with a leading position in the field 

of low-loss short waveguide bends [13,14], a position which it continues to 

occupy. Miniaturization and insensitivity to process tolerances have become 

leading themes in selecting research subjects. Results have been achieved in 

the field of small-size planar tapers [15], planar lenses [16,17] (in cooperation 

with Twente University), polarization splitters [18,19], wavelength demul

tiplexers [20,21], and couplers [22,23]. 

In 1984 the Ministry of Economie Affairs granted funds for starting a re

search project on Integrated Opties in InGaAsP, in cooperation with the 

Opties Research Group of the department of Applied Physics and the Dr 

Neher Laboratory of the Dutch PTT., with technologkal support of Philips 

Research Laboratories. The project started in 1985 with the development of a 

liquid-phase epitaxy reactor, which became operational by the end of 1986. In 

the following years processes were developed for growing double-hetero 

waveguide structures, wet etching and Reactive Ion Etching of waveguides, 
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and characterization of components. Research is aimed at transfering com

ponent performance obtained in the aluminum oxide system to the InGaAsP 

system. In 1989 the universitie's leading position with respect to extremely 

short waveguide bends was extended to InGaAsP waveguides, in cooperation 

with Philips Research Laboratorles [24]. Present research includes the realiza

tion of directional couplers, coupling networks and polarization splitters. In 

1989 a research project involving the integration of passive waveguide cir

cuits with detectors and field-effect transistors into an optical receiver chip 

was begun. 

The above program, which is conducted in cooperation with the Opties 

Research Group of the Delft University, the Neher Labaratory of the Dutch 

PTT, Philips Research Laboratories, and the Universities of Twente, 

Eindhoven, and Ghent (Belgium), has provided the Delft University with a 

solid base for participation in the international development of Integrated 

Opties. 

1.5 The subject of this thesis 

The present thesis covers the work on the (silicon-based) aluminum oxide 

waveguide system with which integrated-optics research started in Delft. It 

handles technologkal research (chapter 2), device modeling and experiments 
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(chapters 3 to 6), measurement technique (chapters 7 and 8), and fiber cou

pling (chapter 9). Parts of this work have been published, references are 

included in the su:mtîlfuy: 

Chapter 2 describes the development of a process for fabrication of low-loss 

waveguiding films for application both at short (633 and 780 nm) 

and long wavelengths (1300 and 1550 nm) [11,12]. 

Chapter 3 describes the waveguide structure used in the experiments. 

Chapter 4 builds on the work of Pennings [25] on waveguide bends, and 

describes an extension to his normalized design strategy. 

Chapter 5 describes design, modeling and experiments on short directional 

couplers with reduced susceptibility to production tolerances 

[22,23]. 

Chapter 6 describes design, modeling and experiments on optical phased 

arrays, applied as polarization splitters and wavelength demul

tiplexers [16,18-21] 

Chapter 7 describes the results of an investigation into the measurement 

accuracy of ellipsometry which is used for measuring refractive 

indices of planar films [26-28]. 

Chapter 8 describes the prism-coupling technique which was developed for 

accurate characterization of films, wavegriides and devices 

[15,29]. 

Chapter 9 describes a novel method for low-loss coupling of high-contrast 

optica! waveguides to monomode fibers [30]. 
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Although the aluminum oxide waveguide system is of limited interest for 

commercial applications (because of its high index contrast) it is very attrac

tive for component research because of the good reproducibility of the 

fabrication process (better than 10-
3 

for the effective index), and because of its 

easy and reproducible optica! accessibility for characterization of devices and 

circuits. An additional advantage is the fact that the effective wavelength of 

visible He-Ne light inside the waveguide material ( 0.4 pm) equals that of 

1.3 pm radiation in InGaAsP waveguides. Furthermore, the index contrasts 

are comparable so that aluminum oxide may be used for prototyping InGaAsP 

components with visible light. As such, it has proven to be of great value. 
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Chapter2 

Aluminum oxide films 
for integrated opties 

In this chapter the fabrication process and the properties of the aluminum 
oxide waveguide films are described. Special attention is paid to the heat 
treatment, which is applied to reduce optica/film loss. 

2.1 Introduetion 

The most important characteristics of the films to be used in integrated optica! 

circuits are thickness, optical attenuation and refractive index, as well as the 

production tolerances of these attributes and the chemo-mechanical stability 

of the films. 

Silicon wafers were selectedas a substrate material aftersome initia! experi

ments with Corning-7059 glass substrates. Silicon wafers provide the 

advantage of compatibility with conventional semiconductor technology and 

equipment, and have, in addition, the potential to integrate vast quantities of 
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micro-electtonics and also short-wavelength optical detectors with the optical 

circuit. Furthermore, they have excellent surface quality at a relatively low 

price and they withstand the high temperatures applied during heat treatment. 

Finally, the absorption of silicon for short wavelengths is advantageous for 

high-resolution optical pattem definition (no undefined reflections from the 

substrate bottom). If silicon is chosen as a substrate material, silicon dioxide 

is the natural choice for the cladding layers. As a waveguiding material a 

class of oxides, nitrides, fluorides, silicates and compound glasses is avail

able. Many materials have been investigated for application in integrated 

optical circuits [1-11]. 

Easy and accurate optical measurements are possible for films with guided 

modes having effective indices of maximally 1. 7 because of the availability of 

prisms and matching liquids with indices up to this value. This point will be 

discussed in more detail in chapter 8. Por materials with considerably higher 

refractive indices such as silicon nitride, which gained some popularity be

cause of its compatibility with silicon technology, the effective index can be 

kept sufficiently low by applying very thin films. In such films, however, 

orthogonally polarized modes are strongly degenerate and the difference in 

coupling lengths is considerable. Therefore, it is no longer possible to op

timize the waveguide structure such that both polarizations can be excited in a 

reproducible way. This increases the difficulty of film- and device charac

terization. 
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Aluminum oxide is one of the few oxides having a refractive index in the 

intermediate range between silicon dioxide (n~1.45) and silicon nitride (n~2). 

This allows for well-controlleà prism coupling without having to apply very 

thin films. lts refractive index varles between 1.55 and 1. 75, dependent on 

deposition conditions. Aluminum oxide is widely applied in thin film technol

ogy. It is used as a protective and anti-reflection coating in solar cells and 

lasers, as semiconductor passivatien layer, as a dielectric layer in thin-film 

capacitors, as diffusion mask, and as an insulating layer in multi-layer inter

conneetion schemes, to mention a few examples. A recent development is the 

hetero-epitaxial growth of aluminum oxide on silicon substrates [12,13] 

which may render an important role to this material in three-dimensional 

integration. 

Little has been published on the application of aluminum oxide for integrated 

opties. Until 1981, when we decided to begin research on rf-sputtered 

aluminum oxide films, only three publications mentioned the use of this 

material for integrated opties. Goell [ 4] reported that barium silicate films 

have good optica! properties, but that aluminum silicate films are quite lossy. 

Kersten et al. [6] investigated the optical properties of a number of 

evaporation-deposited oxides and fluorides, among them aluminum oxide. 

They found no attenuation values lower than 10 dB/cm fbr any of their films, 

which raises some doubt about their preparatien method. Kiselev and 

Red'ko [8] give a plot suggesting very low attenuation values for rf-sputtered 

aluminum oxide films, but provide no information on the values actually 

measured. In 1984 low-loss aluminum oxide films were reported by Binh 
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et al. [10], using ion-beam-assisted evaporation, and Este and Westwood [11], 

using modified de magnetron sputtering. 

Delft research on rf-sputtered aluminum oxide waveguides (see figure 2.1) 

actually started in 1982. By early 1983, measurement equipment had been 

developed so far that reliable attenuation measurements could be performed. 

In that year a large number of experiments were carried out in order to reduce 

the opticallosses which appeared to be persistently high (20 dB/cm or more). 

In the fall of 1983 it was discovered that film losses were reduced by heat 

treatment [23]. hl a subsequent systematic investigation on the effect of heat 

treatment in combination with the process parameters, film losses were 

reduced below 1 dB/cm at a wavelength of 633 nm. The results of this inves

tigation were published in 1986 [14,15]. More recently, attenuation as low as 

0.35 dB/cm at 1300 nm wavelength has been achieved. 

sputtered silicon dioxide 

thermal silicon dioxide 

silicon substrate 

Figure 2.1 Transverse waveguide structure. 
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After the successful reduction of propagation loss, emphasis shifted towards 

device research. Some additional investigations into the structure of the films 

and the mechanism of the spectacular attenuation reduction have been carried 

out, however, and these will be reported in the sequeL 

2.2 Waveguide fabrication 

2.2.1 Substrate preparation 

The high refractive index of silicon (n> 3) requires the application of a 

transparent low-index buffer layer to isolate the aluminum oxide waveguide 

optically from the silicon substrate. For this purpose we use a silicon dioxide 

layer obtained by thermal oxidation of the wafer. For the waveguides applied 

(see chapter 3) an oxide thickness of 2 pm has proven to be sufficient for 

isolating the guided modes from the silicon substrate for wavelengths up to 

820 nm. A4 pm thick layer is sufficient for wavelengths up to 1550 nm. 

If the silicon wafers are not procèssed immediately after oxidation, thorough 

cleaning is necessary in order to avoid increased scattering losses due to sur

face contamination. Excellent results are obtained by ultrasonic cleaning in a 

strongly alkaline soap solution (ROTH RBS-50, 10%) for two hours, rinsing 

for one hour in demineralized water to remove soap residues, and finally spin

drying the substrate. Surface quality is visually inspected by observing the 

scattering of the wafer surface on illumination by a He-Ne laser beam; well

cleaned substrates show very little scatter. 
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hnmediately after cleaning the substrates are placed in the vacuum deposition 

chamber in which they are kept under vacuum for at least two hours. No sput

ter etch is applied prior to sputtering; film adherence is excellent without prior 

sputter etching. 

2.2.2 Deposition process 

A detailed description of the sputtering process is given by Chapman [16]. 

Por our investigations we applied a cryo-pumped Alcatel SCM-600 sputtering 

system (figure 2.2) with 6" targets and a water-cooled substrate table, which 

was installed in the summer of 1983. Aluminum oxide films were sputtered 

with 99.999% argon gas from a 99.999% AI
2
o

3 
target with the rf diode 

Figure 2.2 The Alcatel SCM-600 sputtering system, in which the aluminum 
oxide films are deposited. 
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process. This process yields the best thickness uniformity across the wafer. 

All circuits were covered with a silicon-dioxide layer toproteet them against 

environmental influences. The thickness of t.1.is layer is less critical. It was, 

therefore, sputtered with the rf magnetron process which yields higher sputter 

rates but less uniform film thickness. 

The effect of sputtering pressure on film quality has been investigated by 

several authors. Salama [17] reports a reduction of the refractive index with 

increasing pressure, indicating increased film porosity. The same effect was 

found by Westwood [18] and Paulson [19] for sputtered Ta
2

o
5

, and by 

Taguchi [9] for evaporated Zr0
2

. In addition Paulson [19] found a positive 

correlation between optica! loss and sputtering pressure. We therefore sput

tered our films at a pressure of 0.8 Pa, which is the lowest pressure at which a 

stabie plasma could be maintained. 

Although sputtering is dorre from an oxide target, some reactive gas (0
2

) has 

to be applied to the vacuum chamber in order to re-oxidize the small fraction 

of metallic aluminum which arises from decomposition at the target. 

Goranchev [20,21] found that evenfora metallic aluminum target 2% oxygen 

at a total sputtering pressure of 10 Pa is sufficient to fully oxidize the target. 

Paulson [19] reports good quality films being sputtered with 10% oxygen at 

sputtering pressures from 0.5 to 1.5 Pa, and increasing opticalloss for higher 

oxygen content. We obtained good results with an oxygen fraction of 10%. 
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Experiments were conducted with rf power densities between 2.5 and 

5 W/cm2 and a substrate bias va.rying from 0-150 V. The sputter rates for 

films sputtered without bias vary from 3.5 nm/min for 2.5 W/cm2 to 7 nm/min 

for 5 W /cm2• Sputter rates for bias-sputtered films vary between 6 and 9 

nm/min without strong dependenee on the rf power density; this may be ex

plained by increased film porosity at lower sputter rates. Dependenee of film 

properties on sputtering parameters is presented and discussed in section 2.3. 

2.2.3 Annealing procedure 

The optica! attenuation of the films is invariably high on leaving the sputter

ing chamber. Angenent [23] found that the attenuation can be reduced by heat 

treatment. To study the effects of heat treatment a number of films, sputtered 

under different conditions, were given a series of 30-minute treatments at 

increasing temperatures. The optica! attenuation was measured after each 

treatment (with a sliding prism as discussed in chapter 8). For all investigated 

films the obtained anneal curves had a qualitatively similar shape, showing a 

gradual reduction of the attenuation with increasing temperature up to a tem

perature T . , and a dramatic increase accompanied by visually observable 
mm 

film damage beyond T . . Figure 2.3 shows an experimentally determined 
mm 

anneal curve for the attenuation at 1300 nm wavelength of a 0.5 pm thick 

film. 
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Figure 2.3 Anneal curve of a sputtered aluminum oxide film. Each point 
represents the optica! attenuation measured at 1300 nm wavelength after a 
(cumulative) 30-minute anneal step. The curve was recordedfor a 0.5-Jtmfilm 
sputtered with 5 W/ cm2 rf power without substrate bias. 

The optimum of the curves as shown in figure 2.3 can be obtained in a single 

anneal step. Jongeling [24] found that the effects of annealing temperature 

and time on the attenuation are exchangeable: a 25 K temperature increase 

gives the same effect as doubling the annealing time. The cumulative effect of 

previous treatments, relative to the last one, thus follows as a series Y2 + 1.4 

+ ... ~ 1. The same effect as a series of 30-minute treatments at temperatures 

increasing in steps of 25 K is, therefore, obtained with a single 60-minute 

treatment at the temperature of the last step. 
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For films sputtered with 5 W/cm2 rf power and zero substrate bias (these ap

pear to perform best as shown in the next section), we found annealing times 
1 

of 55 minutes at 800 oe to be optima! for 0.25 pm thick films~' and 60 

minutes at 825° C for 0.5 pm films
1 

to be optima!. These results are in good 

agreement with recorded 30-minute anneal curves. 

2.3 Film properties 

2.3.1 Optical attenuation 

The lowest attenuation achieved was 0.35 dB/cm at 1300 nm wavelength, 0.5 

dB/cm at 780 nm, and 1 dB/cm at 633 nm wavelength 
1
. Figure 2.4 shows 

the experimentally established dependenee of the minimal attenuation A . 
mm 

and the corresponding anneal temperature T . on the applied bias voltage. 
mm 

Stabie substrate bias below 50 V being technically impossible, no results are 

shown for low bias voltages other than zero. 

From this figure it is clear that films sputtered without bias yield the lowest 

optical attenuation and are, therefore, most interesting for use in integrated 

optica! circuits. Experiments on films sputtered without bias and with varying 

rf power indicate that in the range from 2.5 to 5 W/cm2 the rf power has little 

1) An attenuation of 0.35 dB/cm @1300 nm was obtained for a 0.5 pm thick film, 
sputtered with 5 W/cm2 rf power (900 W) and zero substrate bias, after annealing 60 
minutes @825 °C. An attenuation of 1 dB/cm@633 nm was obtained fora 0.25 pmthick 
film, sputtered under the satne conditions, after an..'lealing 55 minutes @800 oe. 
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Figure 2.4 Dependenee of the minimal attenuation (@ 633 nm) and the op
tima! anneal temperafure on the applied substrate bias voltage, for 0.25-pm 
films sputtered with 5 Wl cm2 (900 W) if power. 

influence on the film properties. Por bias-sputtered films, the film properties 

are strongly dependent on the applied bias voltage. The lowest attenuation 

obtained for bias-sputtered films (after annealing) was 2 dB/cm (@633 nm). 

2.3.2 Refractive index 

The refractive index of films sputtered without bias, as determined from the 

propagation constauts of the fundamental modes (see chapter 8, subsectien 

8.4.2), is 1.69 (@633 nm, after annealing). Ellipsometric measurement yields 

an even higher index value of 1.70. The reason for the discrepancy between 

the two different measurement methods lies in the fact that the films are 

slightly birefringent (t:ln 0.002), which is not accounted for by either method. 
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These experimental results are discussed in more detail in chapter 8, subsec

tien 8.4.2. The ellipsometrically measured value of 1. 70 is expected to be 

most representative; similar values have been determined for thick 

(multimode) films from the propagation constauts of two modes ha ving the 

same polarization. These values are the highest refractive index values 

reported in the literature for low-loss aluminum oxide films measured in the 

red speetral window. 

For design purposes the lower index value as determined from the propaga

tion constauts of the two fundamental modes is most suitable. It permits the 

performance of computations as if the material were isotropic, thus avoiding 

the need for more complicated methods involving anisotropy. If not explicitly 

stated otherwise, values mentioned in the text were measured using the latter 

method. 

In the range from medium (2.5 W/cm2) to high power density (5 W/cm2) the 

high index appears to be virtually independent of the applied rf power. For 1 

W/cm2 a slightly lower index value (1.67 @633 nm) was measured. The 

refractive index of bias sputtered films is substautially lower than that of zero

bias sputtered films, and strongly dependent on the applied rf power. 

Measurement results vary from as low as 1.56 for films sputtered with 

2.5 W/cm2 (without significant dependenee on bias voltage) to 1.67 for films 

sputtered with 5 W/cm2 (with a weak dependenee on bias voltage). Figure 2.5 

shows the experimental results. 
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Figure 2.5 Dependenee of the refractive index(@ 633 nm) on the substrate 
bias voltagefor ifpower densities of2.5 and 5 W/cm2 • 

The difference between films sputtered with and without bias is mainly due to 

incorporation of argon in the films. Kennedy [25] found that application of a 

bias voltage increases the argon content by one order of magnitude, which is 

in line with our fmdings. Films sputtered with substrate bias are more porous 

and thus have a lower refractive index. Furthermore, they show a greater 

dependenee on process conditions than dense films sputtered without bias. 
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2.3.3 Film structure and solubility 

The structure of vacuum-deposited aluminum oxide films is strongly depend

ent on the substrate temperature during deposition. Films deposited at low 

temperatures tend to be amorphous, films deposited at high temperatures 

polycrystalline. The threshold temperature depends on the process applied. 

Kennedy [25] obtained polycrystalline films by rf sputtering at 450 oe sub

strate temperature, while at 350 oe the films were amorphous. Goranchev 

[21] performed a systematic study into the effects of substrate temperature on 

the film structure for de reactive sputtering and found that the transition from 

amorphous to polycrystalline film structure occurs between substrate tempera

tufes of 290 and 300 oe (at a sputtering pressure around 10 Pa). For 

evaporated films Bunshah and Schramm [26] found much higher transition 

temperatures. These results suggest that the film structure is determined by 

the surface kinetics of the constituent particles during film formation. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron diffractometry of zero

bias sputtered films reveal a polycrystalline film structure with a crystallite 

size in the order of 10 nm. Figure 2.6 shows an electron diffractogram and a 

dark-field image of a filmsputtered with 5 W/cm2 without substrate bias. The 

diffractogram corresponds to y-AI
2
o

3
. The film structure closely resembles 

the structure found by Goranchev [21] for polycrystalline films. We found no 

effect of the anneal treatment on the film structure. 
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Figure 2.6 Electron dif.fraction pattern (A) and dark field image (B) of an 
aluminum oxide film sputtered with 5 Wlcm2 without substrate bias. 
(Courtesy: C. de Haan, Laboratory of Metallurgy, Delft University of 
Technology.) 

Amorphous aluminum oxide films are soluble in a HF solution whereas com

pact polycrystalline films are not. We found that films with a refractive index 

lower than 1.63 are damaged by a buffered HF etch, whereas films with in

dices higher than 1.67 are not. Film damage is most probably due to a 

combination of capillary etching of small pores in the aluminum oxide film 

and under-etching of the silicon dioxide substrate layer through these pores. 

Our results are in good agreement with those of Hashimoto [27], who found 

an inverse linear relation between etch rate and refractive index for amor-

phousfilms in a 5% HF solution, with zero etch rate occurring at a film index 

of approximately 1.67. 
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2.4 Annealing mechanism 

Figure 2. 7 shows that there is a clear relation between the refractive index, 

the minimal attenuation A . , and the optima! anneal temperature T . . In 
rmn rmn 

addition, there is a relation between the anneal process and film stress. 

Alurninum oxide films sputtered without substrate bias exhibit an extremely 

high compressive stress. Measurement of the bending radius of specially 

prepared substrates after sputtering an alurninum oxide film yield stress 

values between 2 and 3 GPa. This stress disappears after an anneal treatment. 
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Figure 2.7 The relation between the refractive index, the minimal attenuation 
(both@ 633 nm), and the optima! anneal temperature,for 0.25-pmfilms. 
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Desorption measurements in vacuum on sputtered films which are heated at a 

rate of 2 K/s show argon desorption peaks at specific temperatures. Figure 2.8 

shows the desorption spectra of two films sputtered with 2.5 W /cm2, with and 

without substrate bias. The bias-sputtered film shows a high desorption peak 

at a temperature of 600 oe, the zero-bias film a much lower peak at 1100 oe. 

The desorption data agree with results obtained with EDS (Energy Dispersive 

Speetrometry) which reveal a small amount of argon ( <1%) in films sputtered 

without bias, and a larger amount (a few percent) in bias sputtered films. 
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Figure 2.8 Desorption spectra of aluminum oxide films sputtered with 
2.5 Wlcm2 ifpower density, withand without bias. The substrates are heated 
with 2 Kis. (Courtesy: A. van Veen, Inteifaculty Reactor Institute (IR!), Delft 
University ofTechnology.) 
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For the film sputtered without bias, desorption begins at a temperature of 

approximately 850 oe. On isothermal heating the desorption spectrum will 

shift towards lower temperatures by some 200 oe, which means that at an 

anneal temperature of 800 oe argon outgassing occurs at a considerable rate, 

and may thus be responsible for the stress relaxation and the accompanying 

attenuation reduction. This explanation is supported by the fact that the 

desorption peak: for the bias sputtered film is shifted by some 500 K towards 

lower temperatures. Extrapolation of the relations plotted in figure 2. 7 predict 

for the bias-sputtered film, which has a refractive index of 1.57, a shift of 

some 600 K, which is close to the observed value. 

The coincidence of argon outgassing and stress relaxation suggests that the 

argon atoms, which are most probably built in at intercrystalline positions, are 

responsible for the compressive stress. Nowicki et al. [28] found lower stress 

values (0.3 GPa) for magnetron sputtered aluminum oxide films with refrac

tive indices from 1.61 to 1.66. This is in agreement with the above 

explanation: in porous films there will be many vacancies in which argon can 

be built in without causing film stress. Furthermore, in porous films the built

in argon atoms will be less bound than in compact ones, thus explaining the 

positive correlation between refractive index and required anneal temperature. 

The negative correlation between the residual attenuation A . and the refrac-
rmn 

tive index value is in agreement with the results reported in the literature 

[9,17-19], as discussed in subsection 2.2.2. 
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The mechanism of the attenuation reduction is less clear. Substitution of the 

average crystallite size (10 run) in the approximate expression for scattering 

loss, as given by Unger [29], yields a ~ 2.5 cr 
4 

cm: 
1 

in which a is the attenua-
n 

tion constant and cr the RMS index variation. To explain the experimentally 
n 

found attenuation of 20 dB/cm (~2.5 cm-
1
) by stress-induced (piezo-optic) 

anisotropy due to the random crystallite orientation, an index varlation cr ~ 1 
n 

has to be assumed, which is unrealistic. The more realistic assumption 

cr ~0.01, on the other hand, requires a considerable amount of crystallites 
n 

having a size in the order of 0.5 pm, which was not observed (see figure 

2.5b). 

Absorption by the built-in argon atoms might be another explanation, but this 

is not supported by the visual observation that the scattering intensity is 

reduced after annealing. 

The dramatic increase of the attenuation beyond the optima! anneal tempera

ture is better understood than the observed reduction. If the film stress is 

completely relaxed the aluminum oxide film will experience tensile stress 

when it is cooled down to room temperature. This is due to the difference in 

thermal expansion coefficient between aluminum oxide (5·10 -
6 IK for bulk 

sapphire) and silicon (2.5·10 -
6 

/K). Por vacuum-deposited films with a 

granular structure, which are very vulnerable to tensile stress, this difference 

in thermal expansion coefficient is most probably responsible for the damage 

observed in films annealed at temperatures beyond the optima! temperature. 
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The optima! combination of annealing temperature and annealing time is, 

consequently, that for which the residual compressive stress in the film at the 

annealing temperature is such, that the film stress is reduced to zero when the 

substrate is cooled down to room temperature. Relaxation of the residual 

stress below this value leads to harmful tensile stress at room temperature, so 

that the optimum in the attenuation curve will be rather critica!. This is in 

agreement with experimental observations. 

In conclusion, the stress relaxation and the accompanying attenuation reduc

tion which are observed after a heat treatment are most probably due to 

outgassing of argon which is incorporated during the sputtering process. The 

mechanism of the optical attenuation is not yet understood. The film damage 

observed at annealing temperatures beyond the optima! temperature is due to 

a di:fference in thermal expansion coefficients. 

Although it is not fully understood, the reproducibility of the annealing 

process is quite adequate for device research. The experimental work neces

sary to gain further insight in the annealing mechanism was, therefore, given 

a low priority. 
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Chapter3 

Waveguides 

In this chapter the computation of mode properties, such as effective index, 
attenuation and effective width, is briefly recapitulated. The choice of the 
waveguide parameters such as film thickness, etch depth, waveguide width, 
and the thickness of buffer and cover layers, is discussed. Some attention is 
paid to propagation-loss mechanisms. 

3.1 Introduetion 

W aveguides are basic elements in planar optica! circuits. Both passive com

ponents such as directional couplers, power splitters, tapers, optica! filters, 

and (de )multiplexers, and active components such as lasers, modulators and 

polarization controllers are based on optica! waveguide structures. The 

fabrication of well-defined waveguides with low losses is therefore a crudal 

step in integrated opties technology. 
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Figure 3.1 The applied waveguide structures. 

Chapter 3 

Lateral guiding can be obtained by creating a refractive index difference be

tween the waveguide and its environment, for example by local implantation 

or in-diffusion of index-increasing atoms or ions, or by physically shaping the 

waveguide channel by etching away part of its environment. With the first 

method it is difficult to produce high index contrasts, with the latter one the 

whole range from very low to very high contrasts is obtainable. It was there

fore preferred for the present research. 

Historically, we began with the so-called strip-loaded waveguide (figure 3.1), 

which was obtained by sputtering an Al
2

0
3 

and a Siü
2 

film onto a thermally 

oxidized silicon substrate, as described in the previous chapter, and then etch

ing the waveguide pattem into the top Si0
2 

layer with a buffered HF etch. 

This waveguide structure is easily fabricated, but appeared to have some 

major drawbacks: 
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Figure 3.2a The atom-beam milZing machine for etching the ridge 
waveguides. 

Figure 3.2b Close-up ofthe gun (Ion Tech FAB 92 Flex) which produces the 
accelerated argon-atorn beam, and the substrate table. 
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- The edge roughness of the strip, which is due to the microstructure of the 

sputtered film, introduces scattering losses. Por 3 pm wide waveguides the 

lowest additionalloss obtained amounted to 12 dB/cm (@ 633 run), which 

is unacceptably high. 

- With a 0.6 pm thick Siü
2 

top layer, necessary for prism coupling, the under

etch (single-sided) varied between 0.6 and 1.0 pm; this is prohibitive for 

producing narrow waveguides. At the longer wavelengths the problem be

comes even greater due to the thicker top layer required. 

- The strip-loaded guide is sensitive to contamination because part of the light 

flux travels through the uncovered region next to the strip. 

- If a prism is contacted to the strip guide with a high-index matching liquid, 

as described in chapter 8, the liquid produces a lateral anti-guide, thus im

peding coupling of light into narrow waveguides. 

All of these drawbacks are overcome by applying a ridge-type waveguide 

structure as depicted in figure 3.1. The ridge is obtained by milling the AI
2

ü
3 

film with accelerated argon atoms ( ~ 1ke V) through a photo-resist mask with 

the etching machine shown in figure 3.2. The mask is removed in acetone, 

carbon residues produced during the bombardment are removed by a 10-

minutes bake at 700 oe under air. The whole structure is covered with a rf

magnetron sputtered Siü
2 

film. 

Scattering losses are lower by more than one order of magnitude compared 

with the strip-loaded guide. The lateral degradation of the mask during the 

etch is less than 0.1 pm (single-sided). Prism-coupling losses are close to the 
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theoretically expected values. Finally, the lateral contrast can be chosen ac

curately along a wide range of values by controlling the etch depth through 

the etching time. 

A disadvantage of the ridge-type waveguide is the more laborious fabrication 

procedure. The advantages, however, are so pronounced that we ceased to 

employ the strip-loaded guide. In the next sections the choice of the 

waveguide parameters will be discussed. 

3.2 Computation of mode properties 

Figure 3.3 shows the geometry of the applied waveguides, which consist of a 

five-layer structure: 

- a silicon substrate, 
- a thermal silicon-dioxide buffer layer which has to be thick enough to isolate 

the guided light optically from the high-index silicon substrate and thus 
serves as a transparent substrate, 

- the aluminum oxide waveguide layer, 
- a sputtered silicon-dioxide cover layer, 
- air superstrate. 

In many computations the structure is considered to be a three-layer structure, 

with the buffer layer a substrate with refractive index n , and the cover layer a 
s 

superstrate with refractive index n . The film has a thickness d and a refractive 
c 

index n f . The ridge guide is created by etching a step !1d in this film. We 
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shall first consider the computation of mode properties in a two-dimensional 

waveguide structure. 

w Ad 

cover layer d cover 

film n, 

buffer layer n8 d buff 

silicon substrate 

Figure 3.3 Ridge-guide configuration. 

3.2.1 Two-dimensional waveguide structures 

A. Effective index in lossless three-layer structures 

The most elementary parameter in descrihing the properties of a waveguide 

mode is its propagation constant ~, or the effective index N which is related to 

it according to 

N =~Ik , 
0 

(1) 

k being the propagation constant (or wave number) in vacuum. The effective 
0 

index of the mode depends on the parameters of the waveguide structure 
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through the well-known dispersion relation. The most important formulae for 

determining N will be briefly recapitulated. In its normalized form the disper

sion equation fora lossless three-layer structure is written as [1,2]: 

V JN-arcmn{[:W ~}-arctan{[:{]q l§}=rnn, 
(2) 

with q=O for TE-modes and q=2 for TM-modes. V is the normalized film 

parameter: 

V= k d J n2 - n2 
• 

0 f s 
(3) 

The integer m is the mode number, for the fundamental mode it equals zero. 

The parameter a is the so-called asymmetry parameter: 

n2- n2 
s c a---- n2- n2. 
f s 

(4) 

For symmetrical waveguides it equals zero. The parameter b is the normalized 

propagation constant: 

~2 _ n2 k2 
s 0 

b = ----- = 
n2 k2- n2 k2 
f 0 s 0 

n2- n2' 
f s 

with the following inverse relation: 

0 < b < 1, (5) 
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N = J n2 +b( n2 - n2 ) "" n + b (n -n ). 
s f s s f s 

(6) 

The latter approximation holds for small values of the relative refractive index 

contrast .!1: 

n - n 
Ll = f s 

n 
s 

(7) 

For TE-modes the normalized propagation constant b depends on the film 

parameters only through V and a, so that a normalized solution of the disper

sion relation is possible. Figure 3.4 shows this solution for the first two 

modes, for a number of different asymmetries. 

a=O --- a•1 ---- 8"'10 ........ a=1000 

1.0 ,------------------------. 

... 
Gl -Gl 
E 
~ 0.5 
ca m=1 
Q. 
I 

.Q 

2 3 4 5 6 

V-parameter 

Figure 3.4 The normalized b-V-diagram 
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For small values of Ll the normalized solutions also apply toTM-modes if the 

asymmetry parameter is modified as follows: 

(8) 

in which aTE is the asymmetry parameter as defmed in equation 3.4. For the 

aluminum oxide I silicon dioxide waveguide system Ll""0.16, so that the ap

proximation is very inaccurate. 

B. Effective mode width 

The effective width of a mode appears in many formulae. A simple expres

sion for the effective width of the fundamental mode will be derived which 

can also be employed for approximation of the mode profile as a Gaussian 

beam. This approximation allows fora quick estimation of the far-field pat-

tem. 

The effective mode width is defined as the width of a uniform intensity dis

tribution having the same maximum intensity and the same power content as 

the mode profile U( x): 

w = JU~Lx) dx 
e U2 

(9) 
ma x 
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Figure 3.5 The effective mode width as the width of a uniform distribution 
with the samemaximum intensity and power content asthemode profile. 
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Figure 3.6 Mode profiles of TE-modes with equal effective widths and V
parameters 1, 2, and 5 and their Gaussian approximation according to 
formula 3.10. 
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The concept of the effective width is illustrated in figure 3.5. Fora Gaussian 

beam profile exp(-x2/w2 ) we findan effective width w ../(rc/2), so that a mode 
0 0 

can be approximated by a Gaussian beam with beam waist: 

w = w ../(2/n). 
o e 

(10) 

Figure 3.6 shows the quality of this approximation for TE-polarized modes 

with V-parameters of 1, 2, and 5. For modes in three-layer waveguides rela

tion 3.9 can be computed analytically: 

1 1 
w = 'l'2w (1 +- + -), 

e v w 
(11) 

in which w is the waveguide width or film thickness, and v and w are the nor

malized transverse attenuation constants in the substrate and the cover 

layer,respectively. These are, together with the normalized propagation con

stant u in the film, defined as 
1 

[2] 

u= k
0

d../(nJ-N2), 

v = k d../(N2 -n2 ), 
0 s 

w = k d../(N2-n2 ). 
0 c 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(12c) 

Formula 3.11 is valid for TE-polarized modes, for TM-polarized modes it can 

be used as an approximation if the index contrast is small. The effective width 

can be approximated by the following empirica! formula: 

1) The normalized attenuation constant 11:: is underlined in order to distinguish it from 
the waveguide width w. 
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Figure 3.7 The ratio w Iw (forTE-modes) as ajunetion ofthe V-parameter. 
e 

1 
we = w (0.5 + V- 0. 6). (13) 

Figure 3.7 shows both formula 3.11 and its approximation (formula 3.13). 

C. Effective index in absorbing or multi-layer structures 

The dispersion relation, as described in subsectien A, only applies to three

layer lossless waveguide structures. Por planar waveguide structures with 

more than three layers, or with complex refractive indices the propagation 

constant may become complex. A complex propagation constant y is defined 

aacording to: 
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y=a+j~, (14) 

in which ~ has the same interpretation as in lossless waveguides, and the 

attenuation coefficient a describes the exponential attenuation of the modal 

field in the propagation direction. If the corresponding complex effective 

index is written as: 

N=N'-jN", 

then the attenuation coefficient a is related to N" as 

a=N"k. 
0 

(15) 

(16) 

For this type of waveguide we applied a transfer-matrix method [3] to deter

mine the complex values N corresponding to the waveguide modes. Our 

method supports the computation of effective indices both for guided and 

leaky modes, the latter under the restrietion that the attenuation coefficients 

are small, i.e. N" «N'. 
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3.2.2 Three-dimensional waveguide structures 

The effective index metbod 

Chapter 3 

Calculations on three-dimensional waveguide structures were performed 

using the Effective Index Method (EIM), as introduced by Knox and Toulios 

[6] for dielectric microwave guides. In this method, which is illustrated in 

figure 3.8, the waveguide is separatedintoa number of regionsin which the 

structure is invariant in the lateral direction. In each of these regions the effec

tive index N is computed as if the region were infinitely extended in the 

lateral direction (see also [7-9]). Next, the propagation constant of the 

waveguide is computed by considering it as a two-dimensional waveguide in 

which each region is represented as a film having the lateral 

iii CLY ï5 
::I -'ij, 
c 
.2 

top view 

lateral 

I I 

L _____ _ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _1 

CP 

L 
w 

UI ( ) ... 
CP -cl:-> 

I film UI 
c 
111 ... 

substrate -
lateral 

Figure 3.8 The Effective Index Method illustrated for a ridge-guide 
geometry. 
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width of the region as film-thielmess and its effective index as actual refrac-

tive index. 

Three-dimensional waveguide modes will be annotated as TE or TM ac-
mn mn 

cording to the nomendature proposed by Baken [10]. In this notation the 

polarization of a mode refers to that of the corresponding slab mode which is 

obtained by infinitely increasing the waveguide width. The indices m and n 

refer to the transverse and the lateral mode number, respectively. 

Baken [11] analyzed the waveguide structure, illustrated in figure 3.3, with 

the Domain-Integral Method for different etch depths !1d. In the case 

- EIM • DIM 

1.570 

1.569 
• 

c 1.568 c 
w 
1-

z 1.567 

1.566 • • • 
1.565 

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

Et eh depth (1Jm) 

Figure 3.9 Effective index results fora 2 J-tm wide ridge guide (with n r=1.69, 
n = n =1.457, d=0.25 Jlm, @633 nm wavelength) for varying etch dtpth, as 
c~mprited with the Effective Index Method and the Domain-lntegral Method 
(Baken [11]). 
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of the fundamental mode the differences between this method and the 

Effective Index Method are within 5·10 -
3 
of the lateral contrast for 2 pm 

waveguides and ridge heights 11d up to half the film thickness, as can be seen 

from figure 3.9. For both very high and very low contrasts the discrepancy 

increases. As the Effective Index Method is based on separation of variables, 

it will become less accurate if the transverse mode profiles in and next to the 

ridge differ considerably. This will happen where etch depths are large. For 

small etch depths the method is expected to be reliable for the same reason. 

The discrepancy for small etch depths is produced by the DIM because of the 

small aspect ratio of the domains which causes an inaccurate description of 

the electromagnetic field in the ridge region. 

For many practical purposes the accuracy of the Effective Index Method is 

sufficient. In the following sections the choice of the waveguide parameters 

will be discussed. 
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3.3 AI
2
o

3 
fihn thickness 

From figure 3.4 it may be seen that the steepest part of the b-V-curve falls 

between V-parameter values of 1 and 2. In this range a lateral effective index 

contrast of about 25% of the transverse contrast is obtained by etching away 

50% of the film. This contrast is sufficient for many applications. In order to 

minimize the variation in process parameters we standardized the AI
2 
0 

3 
film 

thickness to the V=2 value for the four wavelengths tabulated in table 3.1. 

Ao d V:::2 n Al.o, "sïo. NTE NTM 

633 nm 0.25 J,lm 1.690 1 1.457 1 1.573 1.553 

820 nm 0.30 J,lm 1.683 1 1.453 2 1.559 1.539 

1300 nm 0.50 J,lm 1.677' 1.447 2 1.558 1.538 

1550 nm 0.60 J,lm 1.6 7 3 1 1.444 2 1.555 1.535 

Table 3.1 Film thickness corresponding to V""2, and the refractive index 
values, on which it is based. 

1) Measured (as described in chapters 7 and 8). 
2) Inferredfrom references 4 and 5. 
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3.4 Ridge height and waveguide width 

If we choose the film thicknesses corresponding to the wavelengths listed in 

table 3.1 such that the V -parameter is the sarne for all wavelengths (V :::2 ), 

then the lateral effective index contrast as a function of the relative ridge 

height öd: 

öd = /).d/d, (17) 

is independent of wavelength and polarization within a few percents. Figure 

3.10 shows the dependenee forTE- and TM-polarization. These curves can, 

therefore, be used through the whole wavelength range from 633 to 1550 nm. 

Figure 3.11 shows the width below which the waveguide is monomode. For 

the long wavelengths it is relatively easy to keep waveguides monomode. 
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0.06 
0 ' ' 

~ ' ' 
c 
0 

0.04 
() 
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:;; 0.02 

Oi 
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Et eh depth (%) 

Figure 3.10 Lateral effective index 
contrast as a function of the relative 
edge depth for the waveguide struc
tures listed in table 3 .1. 
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Figure 3.11 Maximwn waveguide 
width for monomode operation, as a 
function of the relative et eh depth. 
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2-pm waveguides remain monomode up to relative ridge heights of 30% 

(1300 nm) and 45% (1550 nm), corresponding toa lateral contrast of 0.04 and 

0.06 respectively. Por the shorter wavelengths, however, they become multi

modedalready at relative ridge heights of 7% (633 nm) and 12% (820 nm), 

corresponding to lateral contrastsin the order of 0.01. 

Waveguides smaller than 2 pm are difficult to fabricate reproducibly with 

opticallithography. If a high contrast is required it will, therefore, be neces

sary to apply multimode waveguides. Por the research reported in the present 

thesis, 2 pm was adopted as a standard waveguide width. 

3.5 Cover-layer thickness 

An important advantage of the embedded ridge guide is that the cover layer 

can be used as a tunneling layer for evanescent-field coupling of lightintoor 

out of the waveguide (prism coupling), as described in chapter 8. We applied 

a prism of SP13 glass in combination with CHi
2 

as an index matching liquid 

(see table 3.2). 

Por optima! coupling of a Gaussian laser beam into a waveguide the coupling 

length of the prism-coupling configuration has to amount to 1.5 times the 

width of the laser beam measured along the bottorn of the prism (see chapter 

8) which is in the order of 1 mm in the experimental measurement configura

tions used in the author's laboratory. The coupling length l for a 
c 
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Ao 

633 nm 

820 nm 

1300 nm 

1550 nm 

i 

n SF13 

1.763 

1.722 

1.709 

1.705 

Waveguides 

n CH,I2 

1.74 

Chapter 3 

Table 3.2 Refractive index of 
SF 13 glass and CH l 2_ (data 
from references 5 ana12; the 
refractive index of the applied 
SF 13 prisms was experimen
tally verified at 633 nm 
wavelength [ 13] ). 

mode follows from the attenuation coefficient a in a prism-loaded (four-layer) 

waveguide structure: 

l = 1/a. 
c 

(18) 

The attenuation coefficient can be computed as discussed in subsection 

3.2.1C. Figure 3.12 shows the relation between the coupling length and the 

relative cover layer thickness d I dfil for the waveguide structures and 
cover m 

wavelengths listed in table 3.1. The relation is slightly wavelength dependent 

For the short wavelengths a ratio of 2.4 yields a coupling length between 1 

and 2 mm both for the fundamental TE and TM-mode. For the long 

wavelengths a ratio of 2.25 yields the same result. We thus find optimal cover

layer thicknesses of 0.6, 0.8, 1.15, and 1.35 Jllll, for 633, 820, 1300, and 1550 

nm wavelengths respectively. 
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Figure 3.12 Dependenee of the 
coupZing length on the relative 
cover layer thickness: 

Curves 1,2 : TE, TM at 633 nm 
Curves 3,4 : TE, TM at 1550 nm 
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Figure 3.13 Dependenee of the 
cover-layer thickness, required for a 
2-mm coupZing length (TE) on the 
relative etch depth, for the standard 
waveguide structures listed in table 
3.3. 

The coupling length for a ridge-guide mode will decrease with increasing 

relative etch depth od due to the reduced transverse confinement of the light. 

The effect can be computed by applying the Effective Index Method to the 

complex effective indices of the prism-loaded waveguide structures in and 

next to the ridge region and inferring l from equations 3.18 and 3.16. Pigure 3 
c 

.13 shows the increase of the cover-layer thickness, which is required to keep 

the coupling length at a constant value of 2 mm for the TE 
0 

-mode, as a func

tion of the relative etch depth. Por the shorter wavelengths the varlation is 

negligible for most practical purposes. Por the longer wavelengths the effect 

is greater due tothesmaller lateral confinement (smaller V-parameter) of the 

mode. If the cover layer thickness is not corrected for this effect, the coupling 

length will be reduced by a factor of 2 for the worst case shown in figure 3.13 

(1550 nm, 50 %). Numerical evaluation shows that this will lead to a 10% 

decreasein the coupling efficiency. 
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3.6 Substrate buffer layer thickness 

Due to the high refractive index of the silicon substrate, some leakage of 

guided light to the substrate will occur. The leakage is primarily determined 

by the thickness of the thermal oxide buffer layer. It is only weakly dependent 

on the refractive index (both the real and the imaginary part) of the substrate. 

To keep the radiation loss low the thermal oxide buffer layer must be suffi

ciently thick. 

-1 2 ...... 3 -- 4 

5 .--------------------------, 

Ê 4 

::::2. -
- 3 ... ;; ;;..·;;..;..:. ·; .. >;; ;.:.: -= .0 

" 
.. ·,....--··· _..... 

.... :;..·:;,--
.... -;;.:;_ _... 

.. :: .. : :..- ..-

2 

1 ~~~--~~~--~~--~~~ 

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Figure 3.14 Buffer-layer thickness requiredfor low substrate radiation. The 
bold fine represents the most relevant case (the wavelengths listed in table 3.1 
are indicated with dots, ATM : radiation loss of TM 

00 
-mode) 

Curve 1: ATM=0.1 dB/cm, od = 50%, w=2 pm 
Curve 2: ATM=0.1 dB/cm, od = 50%, w=l pm 
Curve 3: ATM=0.1 dB/cm, od = 25%, w=2 pm 
Curve 4: ATM=l.O dB/cm, od = 50%, w=2 pm 
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Figure 3.14 shows the buffer-layer thickness required for keeping the radia

tion losses for the TM 
00 

-mode below 0.1 dB/cm (TE 
00 

-losses are consistently 

lower than TM
00

-Iosses), as a function of the wavelength. The waveguide 

structure was adapted to the changing wavelength in such a way as to keep 

the transverse V-parameter at a value of 2 and the (TE) coupling length on 2 

mm (see sections 3.3 and 3.4). 

Basedon this figure we chose 2 pm as a minimum buffer-layer thickness for 

the shorter wavelengths and 4 pm for the longer ones. Thick oxide layers have 

two disadvantages: oxidation times (with conventional atrnospheric-pressure 

steam oxidation) become very long and the substrates cannot be cleaved in a 

controllable way because the compressive stress in the oxide film impedes 

cleave propagation. For the short wavelengths 2-pm layers are, therefore, 

preferred. 

3. 7 Propagation loss 

Propagation loss may be due to the following mechanisms: 

* Volume scattering due to film-inhomogeneity. 
* Surface scattering at rough interfaces, both transverse (film interfaces) 

and lateral (waveguide edges). 
* Radiation to the substrate (discussed insection 3.5) 
* Absorption at co lor centers. 

In the following paragraphs the loss mechanisms which may be responsible 

for the observed propagation loss will be discussed. 
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3.7.1 Loss mechanism in slab guides 

Volume scatter may occur in both the waveguiding film and the cladding 

layers. The attenuation coefficient a of a mode due to volume scattering can 

be written as: 

a = 11'/a/ +11 a +11 a , s s c c 
(19) 

in which a
1

, a , and a are the attenuation coefficients of bulk materiaL Over 
s c 

the course of many experiments we found no evidence for significant 

polarization dependenee of these entities. The weight coefficients 'll_t• Tls' and 

11 depend on both the waveguide structure and the type (polarization and 
c 

order) of the propagating mode. Expressions for the weight coefficients are 

derived in the appendix at the end of this chapter. 

Figure 3.15 shows the dependenee of 'll_taj and 11cac (curves 1 and 2) on the 

film thickness d, for the aluminum oxide waveguide system at a wavelength 

of 633 nm. The bulk attenuation a of the thermal oxide is assumed to be 
s 

negligible. Waveguide attenuation was determined experimentally for films 

with 0.125, 0.25 and 0.58 pm thickness. All curves in the figure are calibrated 

with respect to the experimentally found attenuation of 1 dB/cm fora 0.25 pm 

thickfilm. 
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Figure 3.16 Wavelength depend
enee of the attenuation for the 
standard waveguide structure 

1 Volume scatter 
2 Sulface scatter 
3 Measured 

From the figure it may be seen that the increase in attenuation from 0.125 to 

0.25 pm film thickness is fully explained by the volume scatter mechanism in 

the film. The anomalously high value measured for the 0.58 pm film is prob

ably due tothefact that thick films require longer annealing times (which was 

discovered later). 

Surface scattering will occur mainly at the film-cover interface, the thermally 

oxidated substrate layer being extremely flat. Unger [2] derived the following 

formula for the scattering loss at this interface: 

(20) 
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In this formula crh is the mean square height variatien of the rough surface and 

B and B are the autocorrelation distauces in the y and the z-direction, respec-
y z 

tively. The function h approaches unity for small values of the index contrast; 

for the aluminum oxide waveguide system it has the · value 1.1. The other 

parameters are as described in section 3.2. 

The formula is based on a description of the surface roughness as a series of 

local perturbations of the ideal waveguide structure, with volume ~V and 

dielectric contrast ~ê = ±e (n
1
2-n2 ), the sign depending on the location of the 

0 c 
perturbation relative to the interface. Each volume is then considered as a 

dipole with electric dipole moment jro~eE~V, in which Eis the unperturbed 

modal field strength at the interface (Bom approximation). Integration of the 

average power scattered in all directions ( 4n steradians) under the assumption 

of an exponentially distributed surface roughness with directional autocorrela

tion distauces B and B yields the power decay of the guided mode and hence 
y z 

the attenuation coefficient. By integrating the scatter over 4n steradians the 

power scattered forwardly within the acceptance angle of the mode is also 

considered as loss. If B or B increase relative to the wavelength (in the 
y z 

waveguide) the forward scatter will tend to increase and equation 3.20 will 

become increasingly pessimistic. For sputtered films B and B are expected to 
y . z 

be small. 

Curve 3 of figure 3.15 gives the thickness-dependence according to equation 

3.20; it is calibrated on 1 dB/cm at d=0.25 p.m. It is clear that this 
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phenomenon cannot explain the observed thickness dependenee of the at

tenuation since areverse trend was observed. 

Absorption loss will show the same thickness dependenee as volume scatter

ing loss, and thus cannot be distinguished from the above observations. In the 

near infrared absorption losses will tend to increase with increasing 

wavelength, however, which was not observed. Volume scatter will decrease 

with À -
4 

(Rayleigh's law). Por the standard waveguide geometry (V"'2 for all 

wavelengths, i.e. d and d scale with 'A) the surface scatter can be seen to 
e 

reduce with À -I from equation 3.20. Pigure 3.16 shows the predicted 

wavelength dependenee of the volume and surface scattering loss together 

with the experimental data for the standard waveguide geometry. The ex

perimental data support the condusion that, at short wavelengths, volume 

scattering is the dominant loss mechanism. At the longer wavelengths surface

scattering seems to gain importance. 

3.7.2 Scattering at rough waveguide edges 

If most of the radiation scattered by rough waveguide edges is captured into 

the slab next to the ridge the scattering problem may be treated as a two

dimensional one. Por this case Unger [2] derives a formula which differs orrly 

slightly from the three-dimensional one: 

(21) 
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Figure 3.17 Scattering loss at rough waveguide edges according to the for
mulas of Unger (equation 3.21, figure a) and Tien (equation 3.22, figure b) 
for 2-pm wide ridge guides with 20, 50 and 100 nm etch depth (@633 nm). 
Lines indicate the theoretica! predictions, dots the experimental data. 
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in which N is the effective mode index, and N 
1 

and N 
2 

are the transverse effec

tive indices in and next to the ridge region, respectively (see figure 3.8). lt has 

been assumed that both edges make an equal and uncorrelated contribution to 

the totalloss. The scale of the edge roughness generally being in the order of 

the wavelength, some prudenee is required in the employment of the above 

formula. Deri et al. [15,16] claim a good fit of the experimental data to a 

simple formula, derived by Tien [17]: 

2 n/2 k2 . 3e o st n 
a= 4crh-d-- cos e' 

e 
(22) 

in which e is the propagation angle of the ray corresponding to the mode 

under consideration (measured relative to propagation axis) and d is them 
e 

effective film thickness. The formula is based on the scattering theory after 

Lord Rayleigh, which states that the power carried by a beam is attenuated on 

reflection at a rough surface by a factor of exp(-4njk~ cr2/sin2e ). Equation 3.22 

follows by calculating the number of reflections per unitlengthand multiply

ing it with the loss per reflection. Marcuse's calculations [18] show that the 

above reflection formula only applies to the case of a large autocorrelation 

distance. Because the formula of Unger does not apply to this range, these 

formulae seem to be more or less complementary. 

We tested both formulae by fitting them to a series of attenuation measure

ments carried out at 633 nm, on waveguides with three different index 

contrasts (D.n ~ 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05), and seven different widths (1, 11fz, 2, 21fz, 

3, 4, and 6 pm). Figure 3.14 shows the results. In the Unger formula (3.21) the 
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value crhB=l.6 pm
3 

provides a best fit, with a standard error of estimate 

crE=0.18 dB. Tien's formula (3.22) yields a miPirnal standard error cr E=0.17 

dB for crh =2.8 Jlmz. 

From these cr E-values no decision can be made regarding which model 

provides the best description of the scattering mechanism, although the Unger 

formula seems to produce a slightly better fit for the data on wider 

waveguides (2-6 pm) which are considered more reliable than the data for 

very narrow waveguides. Further, it is noted that an edge roughness in the 

order of 1.5 pm, as inferred from the Tien formula, is unrealistic. Loss data 

measured at long wavelengths may give decisive information: Unger's for

mula prediets a 'A -J dependenee for the standard waveguide geometry with 

constant index contrast; the Tien formula prediets a weak: wavelength depend

ence. Such data were not available at the moment of writing. 

3.8 Conclusions 

Choosing the aJuminurn oxide film thickness d (figure 3.3) such that the 

transverse V-parameter equals 2 yields maximum lateral index contrast with 

minimal etching time. Lateral contrasts up to 0.06 can be obtained with rela

tive etch depths up to 50%, through the wavelength range from 633 to 1550 

nm. A silicon dioxide cover layer of 2.4 times the film thickness for the short 

wavelengths and 2.25 times for the long ones, provides prism coupling 

lengths between 1 and 2 mm for the two polarizations, both for slab and 2 pm 

wide ridge guides. A silicon dioxide buffer layer of 2 pm for 633 and 820 nm, 
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and 4 pm for 1300 and 1550 nrn provides a substrate isolation better than 0.1 

dB/cm for relative etch depths up to 50%. Table 3.3 summarizes the relevant 

waveguide parameters. 

Waveguide attenuation at the short wavelengths is dominated by volume 

scatter in the aluminum oxide film (1 dB/cm @633 nrn, and 0.5 dB/cm @780 

nrn). At the long wavelengths film surface scatter seerns to become dominant. 

Additionalloss due to edge roughness amormts to maximally 2 dB/cm @633 

nrn wavelength, for a relative etch depth of maximally 50% ( !in~0.06) and 2 

pm waveguide width. At the long wavelengths this loss is expected to be 

lower. 

Ao n AJ.o. 0 sïo. dfilm deover d buffer 

633 nm 1.690 1 1.457 1 0.25 !Jm 0.60 !Jm 2.0 !Jm 

820 nm 1.683 1 1.453 2 0.30 !Jm 0.80 !Jm 2.0 !Jm 

1300 nm 1.677 1 1.447 2 0.50 !Jm 1.15 !Jm 4.0 !Jm 

1550 nm 1.67 3' 1.444 2 0.60 !Jm 1.35 !Jm 4.3 !Jm 

Table 3.3 Material refractive indices and waveguide parameters for realizing 
waveguides with lateral index contrasts up to 0.06 with relative etch depths 
up to 50%, prism coupZing lengths between 1 and 2 pm, and substrate radia
tion losses lower than 0.1 dB. 

1) Measured (as described in chapters 7 and 8). 
2) Inferred from references 4 and 5. 
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APPENDIX Weight coefficients for volume scattering Ioss 

Unger derives a formula for the attenuation coefficient a which, after correction for a 

minus sign 
1

, has the following form (Ref. [2], equation 2.107) 

a!)k d2 = {(vwD n
1

a
1

-uwD na -uvD n a) k2 d2 + uvw(Dfaf+D a +D a)} 
0 u vss wcco ss cc 

I (vwD -uwD -uvD ), 
U V W 

(23) 

in which I) is the propagation constant, k the vacuum wavenumber, d the film thickness, u, 
0 

v, w, n
1

, n , n , af, a , and a are the normalized transverse propagation constants, the 
s c s c 

refractive indices and the attenuation coefficients of the waveguiding film, the substrate, 

and the cover layer, respectively. The factors D f, are the partial derivatives of the 
U,V,W, ,S,C 

dispersion relation with respect to u, v, w, n
1

, n , and n , and can be expressed as: 
s c 

r v 
D =1 + s 

u u2 +r 2 v 2 

s 

r u 
D =- s 

v uz +rzvz' 
s 

r u 
D =---c __ 

w u2 +r 2 w2 ' 
c 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

lfzq lfzq 
with r = (n

1
tn ) , r =(n

1
tnc) , q=O forTE-modes and q=2 for TM-modes. The partial 

s s c 
derivatives DJ, D , and D can be computed from: 

s c 

1) The formula as given by Unger can lead to negative values of\ and 11 . Inspeetion 
reveals that the second (bracketed) term in the numerator shoüld havg a positive 
sign. 
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(24d) 

D = -qD In, 
S V S 

(24e) 

D = -qD In, 
c w c 

(24f) 

If formula 3.23 is written in the form of equation 3.19 then we fmd for the weight coeffi

cients 11 the following expressions: 

uD! 
11 = vw ( n1D u+ "f2(j2)/D, 
'! 0 

(25a) 

vD! 
11 = -uw (n D - -k2 d-)ID, 

S S V 
(25b) 

0 

uDf 
11 =-uv (n D + -k2 d-)ID, c c w 

(25c) 
0 

with 

D = _kl3 (vwD -uwD -uvD ). 
U V W 

(25d) 

Substitution of equations 3.25a,b,c into equation 3.19 yields an expression for the contribu

tion of the different layers to the attenuation of a mode. 
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Chapter4 

Waveguide bends 

In this chapter a brief introduetion is given on the properties of modes in bent 
waveguides and the optima! design of junctions between straight and bent 
waveguides. Step-index waveguide bends are characterized by their bending 
radius, width and index contrast. Other relevant parameters are the width of 
the straight waveguides, to which they are connected, and the offset between 
straight and curved waveguides. A normalized approach is developed for the 
analysis of bends and junctions between straight and bent waveguides. With 
this approach an optima! bend design is possible from a set of normalized 
graphs. 

4.1 Introduetion 

W aveguide bends are used both for interconnecting different components on 

one chip and as a component or part of a component, for example in ring 

resonators. The quality of waveguide bends is primarily determined by their 

losses and dimensions. Low-loss waveguide bends with small bending radii 

are indispensable to circuit miniaturization. Circuit miniaturization is a pre

requisite for large-scale application of integrated optica! circuits. 
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The first theoretica! paper on bends in optica! dielectric guides was published 

in 1969 by Marcatili [1]. Since then a large number of methods have been 

developed to analyze propagation through waveguide bends. A powerful 

technique is the conformal transformation method developed by Heiblum and 

Harris [2] in which the curved waveguide is translated into an equivalent 

straight one with a transformed index profile. A suitable method for solving 

the transformed problem is the Transfer-Matrix Method [3]. This method, 

which is well-known in opties, was applied to the conformally transformed 

index profile of curved waveguides by Thyagarajan et al. [4]. Results shown 

in the present chapter are computed with this method, as prograrnmed by 

Pennings [5]. 

The first artiele concerning an experimentally demonstrated waveguide bend 

was published by Goell and Standley [6] in 1969. In the following decade few 

experiments on curved waveguides were reported [7-9]. A considerable num

ber of papers appeared concerning waveguide bends in LiNb0
3

, the first one 

being published by Ramaswamy and Divino [10] in 1981. These bends, 

however, have large bending radii due to the low index contrast in LiNb0
3 

waveguides (lowest radius reported is 5.5 mm, by Korotky et al. [11]). 

Short bending radii were first reported in 1983 by Austin, who measured 

1 dB/90° fora bending radius of 300 pm in GaAs/AlGaAs rib guides [12,13]. 

Recently a number of publications on very short bending radii have appeared 

[14-17]. The best result reported is 0.6 dB/90° for 250 pm bending radius in 
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GaAs/AlGaAs by Rolland et al. [17]. Singh et al. [16] reported 1.1 dB/90° for 

200 pm bending radius in GalnAsP/InP. 

In Delft, research on waveguide bends was initiated in 1984 with an investiga

tion into the applicability of bends composed of coherently coupled straight 

waveguide sections as proposed by Taylor [18,19]. Experimental work was 

begun by R.V. Funke [20] and continued by G.H. Manhoudt [21]. They con

cluded that submillimeter radii were difficult to realize employing this 

approach. Parallel research of Manhoudt [21] on smooth waveguide bends 

yielded very promising experimental results for bending radii as small as 175 

pm. Since 1986 this work was continued by E.C.M. Pennings. His work [22-

29] yielded the shortest low-loss bends so far reported (0.6 dB/90° for AI
2
o

3 
waveguides with R=50 pm at À=633 nm, 0.5 dB/90° for InGaAsP/InP 

waveguides with R=150 pm at À=1.52 pm). 

Optima! bend design requires the determination of five parameters for a bend 

with a given index contrast and bending radius: the radiation loss, the optima! 

widths of the bend and the straight waveguides to which it has to be con

nected, the optima! offset between these waveguides, and the ultimate 

coupling loss. An impediment to the design of optima! bends is the rather 

complicated analysis which is required to determine these parameters. 

Pennings [5] computed normalized solutions for three of the five parameters 

mentioned which greatly reduce the required analysis. In this chapter the 

normalized approach will be extended so as to provide normalized solutions 

to all relevant design parameters. 
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4.2 Guided modes in bent waveguides 

In order to remain guided, the phase fronts of a mode in a curved waveguide 

must rotate as depicted in figure 4.1. This causes the spatial period, measured 

in the <j>-direction along an are with constant radius to become dependent on 

the radius p. The wavelength will increase linearly with p and the propaga

tion constant ~ will, therefore, be inversely proportional to p. There will thus 

exist a radius p for which the local effective index ~Ik will become smaller 
c 

than the refractive index of the surrounding medium. In the region between 

the waveguide and this point the amplitude of the guided mode 

z 

p 

x= p cos 4> 
z = p sin <1> 

x 

Figure 4.1 Cylindrical coordinate system for the analysis of wave propaga
tion in a curved waveguide. 
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will decay exponentially; for greater values of p it will become oscillatory, 

which means that the mode will experience radiation loss. 

From this qualitative analysis it can be seen that radiation loss is inherent to 

waveguide bending. Por short bending radii the p-dependence of p will be 

large and the point at which the mode profile becomes oscillatory will be 

close to the waveguide, so that considerable radiation losses may be expected. 

A more quantitative understanding of the wave propagation phenomena in 

curved waveguides can be obtained by translating the "curved" problem into 

an equivalent "straight" one. In a curved waveguide we expect the wave 

propagation to be described by an angular propagation constant p <1>: 

-jp <1> 

U(p,<j>} = U(p) e <!> (1) 

We can assign a reference propagation constant P to this cylindrical mode as 
t 

the wavenumber measured along an are with (arbitrary) reference radius R: 
t 

_ dwt _ p<l>d<J> p<l> 
pt- ds - R d<j> = R' 

t t t 
(2) 

in which w and s are the phase of the mode and the spatial coordinate 
t t 

measured along the are with radius R , respectively. The propagation constant 
t 

p( p) being inversely proportional to p, it follows that: 
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~(p) = ~ R lp. 
t t 
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(3) 

fu a straight waveguide the propagation constant ~ and the mode profile fol

low from the Helmholtz equation together with the boundary conditions at 

discontinuous interfaces and at infinity: 

éF 
-U+k2 (y)U=O, ê)y2 y 

in which k (y) is the lateral propagation constant: 
y 

(4) 

(5) 

The choice of the principal interval of the root k is determined by the type of 
y 

the mode which we are searching for; guided or leaki. Substitution of the 

expression for ~( p) into equation 4.5 gives: 

R2 
t -Y2 p2 -Y2 

k ( p) = { n2( p )k2 _ ~2 -} ~ { n2( p) _ k2 _ ~2} 
p o t p2 R2 o t 

t 
(6) 

The latter approximation is valid if R I p ~1 in the vicinity of the waveguide; it 
t 

can be expressed as: 

(7) 

1) For guided modes we choose k such that Im(k )<0, for leaky modes we choose 
Im(k )>0 in the sernispace intoywhich the modeyis radiating. For more details see 
Blo!! et al. [30]. 
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in which 

n/p) = n(p) ~. 
t 
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(8) 

Obviously the mode profile U( p) in a curved waveguide with index profile 

n( p) can be computed as the mode profile of an equivalent straight waveguide 

with a transformed index profile n ( p ). The transformed index profile and the 
t 

corresponding mode profile are illustrated in figure 4.2. The angular propaga-

tion and attenuation constauts ~<I> and a. <I> (defined according to equations 3.14-

16) follow from ~ t and a. t through equation 4.2: 

a.A =a. R. 
'I' t t 

Transformed index profile .. .· 4 

----

"~0==-:::_~::_-:_; 

Mode profile 

r 
--7 

(9a) 

(9b) 

Figure 4.2 The transformed index profile and the corresponding mode 
profile for a straight waveguide ( 1) and curved waveguides with decreasing 
bending radius (2-4 ). 
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The choice of the reference radius R is arbitrary; a greater value of R leads to 
t t 

a lower value of ~ ~ through equations 4.7 and 4.8. This is compensated, 
l 

however, by multiplication with R in equation 4.9. A practical choice would 
t 

be to set it equal to the bending radius at the outer edge of the waveguide. 

Comparison with the approach of Heiblum and Harris [2] (see appendix 3A) 

reveals that the transformation applied above is the linear approximation of 

the one applied by these authors. This exact transformation has been 

employed throughout this chapter for numerical computations. The radiation 

loss follows from the computed value of ~ as: 
t 

a = -Im (~ )R , 
<I> t t 

or 

-1 
rad (10) 

(11) 

1 
A more detailed description of the computational method is given by 

Thyagarajan et al. [4] and Pennings [5]. 

1) A complication follows from the fact that the boundary conditions are invariant 
under the transformation, as may be easily verified. Por 1M-polarized modes (i.e. 
modes for which the H-field only has a radial component) the second boundary 
condition requires that (1/n2)· a ;a p be continuous through a step in the index 
profile. Because the boundary condition applies to the original index profile, a 
modification of the transfer-matrix method is necessary in order that the transfer 
through a layer is inferred from the transformed profile, whereas the transfer 
through an interface is inferred from the original profile. A thus-modified method 
was progrannned by Pennings [5] and used by the present author for numerical 
computations. The problem does not occur forTE-modes. The error in employing a non
modilied method will be small for low index contrasts. 
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4.3 Optimal bend design 

From figure 4.2 it can be seen that the mode profile will shift to the outer edge 

of the waveguide if the bending radius is decreased. If a sufficiently small 

bending radius is chosen the field strength at the inner edge vanishes and the 

mode will be fully guided by the outer edge (curves 3 and 4) so that the loca

tion of the inner edge becomes irrelevant. Such a mode is called a Whispering 

Gallery Mode (WG-mode) after Lord Rayleigh [31] who explained this 

phenomenon in relation to the propagation of sound waves along a curved 

gallery. 

Because the field profile of a whispering-gallery mode will differ from that of 

a straight waveguide, coupling loss will occur at the junctions between curved 

and straight waveguides. It can be minimized by matching the two mode 

profiles as good as possible. This can be achieved through a proper choice of 

the width and the location of the straight waveguide relative to the bent one, 

as illustrated in figure 4.3, such that the overlap between the straight and the 

bent waveguide mode is optima!. 

The application of an offset between the straight and the curved waveguide in 

order to reduce transition loss was proposed by Neumann [32] in 1982. Four 

years later Manhoudt [21] recognized that not only the relative alignment, but 

also the width of the straight waveguide should be optimized. 
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Figure 4.3 A curved and a straight waveguide section, which are optimally 
dimensioned and alignedfor smal! transition loss. 

Sheem and Whinnery [33] had demonstrated in 1974 that Whispering Gallery 

Modescan be applied to integrated optical circuits. Pennings [5] showed that 

the lowest total bending loss is obtained by employing curved waveguides 

which operate in the whispering-gallery-mode regime. He studied the 

problem of optima! bend design in depth, and was the first to obtain ex

perimentallosses close to the theoreticallimits. 

The optimization of the bending loss, as described above, is straightforward, 

but too laborious to be performed without dedicated software. The analysis 

can be simplified, however, by a proper normalization of the problem. 
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4.4 Normalized approach to optimal bend design 

A normalized approach to the analysis of bent waveguides was applied by 

Marcatili [1] and further elaborated by Pennings [5]. In this section the ap

proach will be extended so as to provide normalized solutions to all relevant 

parameters for optima! design of waveguide bends including the junctions 

with straight waveguides. 

We firstly nonnalize all dimensions on the wavelength À.
2 

in the background 

medium: 

X=l_ 
À.. 

2 
(12) 

In terms of the normalized coordinate x and the relative index contrast 

profile: 

n(x)-n2 
~(xJ=--

n2 

the Helmholtz equation ( 4.4) transforms into: 

()2 
-::;-2U(x) + 4n2[{l+NxJP- {1+~ PJU(x) = 0, 
ax e 

(13) 

(14) 

in which ~ is the effective relative index contrast, which is related to the 
e 

effective index N through: 
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N-n
2 

~ =--. 
e 
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For MX)«l equation 4.14 reduces to: 

(j2 
-;-2 U(xJ + 8rc2{~(xJ- ~ J U(xJ ~ o. oX e 

If we introduce a new variabie 1;: 

s = xla, 

. • (j2 1 (j2 
equatron 3.16 transforms mto (dl; 2 = -;i2 dX2): 

in which 

~(1;) = a2 ~(al;), 

~ =a2~' e e 
V(l;) = U(al;). 

Chapter4 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

From these equations it may beseen that if {U( x),~ } is a solution of equa
e 

tion 4.16 for the index profile ~(X), then {U(ax), a2~ } is a solution for the 
e 

index profile a2Max), i.e. if the relative contrast profile is compressed by a 

factor a and its height is multiplied by a factor a2, as shown in figure 4.4, 
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straight guide 

I I :o------er 
I W I X 
!E-------li --T 

2A I I 

~ ·:·~ -- ~--rr 
1W/a1 8X 
~ --T 

bent guide 

I I 

:o------~ 
/' w 'X, 

!E-------li -> 

2A I I 

~·:·--C?I 
/i a'w ' X, 

-> 

•A I I 

~ a ~o - - - - - - - T -Jl- ~ 

~- 0 :;~ Ll' 
/:

w/al ax 
~ __; 

Figure 4.4 Transformation of the index profile of a straight and a bent 
waveguide, such that the shape ofthe nwde profile is not changed. 

then the mode profile is compressed by a factor a, but otherwise retains the 

same shape. 

If we apply this transformation to the (transformed) index profile of a bend 

with a relative index contrast L1 and a normalized radius p, we see from 
0 . 

figure 4.4 that the width of the transformed index profile is increased by a 

factor of a2 (the figure illustrates the transformation for a>l; the formula's 
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also apply to a<l). If we reduce the bending radius by a factor a
3

, the result

in.g widL;_ of the transformed profile will become smaller than the original by 

a factor a. We may thus conclude that the mode profilefora waveguide with 

index contrast 11=a211 and bending radius R can be derived from that of a 
0 

bend with contrast 11 and radius a
3 

R through compression by a factor a. 
0 

The propagation constant ~ and the attenuation coefficient a are related to the 

effective index contrast 11 of the mode as (see equations 3.14-16 and 4.15): 
e 

~ = k n
2

{l+Re(11 )}, 
o e 

(22a) 

a=k n
2

{Im(l1 )}. 
o e 

(22b) 

From equation 4.22b, in combination with equation 4.20 which also holds for 

complex values of 11 , it follows that the attenuation coefficient a transforms 
e t 

according to: 

(23a) 

The angular attenuation coefficient a <1> follows from the ·transformed constant 

a through multiplication by R (equation 4.9b). Because R is reduced by a 
t 3 t t 

factor of a the total effect of the transformation on a <1> is a reduction by a 

factor of a: 

(23b) 
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Obviously, both the mode profile in bent and straight waveguides, and the 

radiation loss in bent waveguides transform in a very simple manner under 

the transformation of equation 4.17. This is an important result. It means that, 

if we compute the radiation loss or the coupling loss at the junction between a 

straight and a bent waveguide for a bending radius R and a contrast L1 , then 
0 

the properties for other contrasts L1 can be directly inferred, as long as both L1 

and L1 are small: 
0 

Ll,Ll « 1. 
0 

(24) 

It should be stressed that the above normalization only applies to small index 

contrasts, and that the bent waveguides should operate in the whispering

gallery mode regime. If the inner waveguide edge affects the mode width, the 

accuracy of the transformation expressions 4.19-21 and 4.23 will be reduced. 

4.5 Numerical results and empirical corrections 

On the basis of the normalization described in the previous section, the 

analysis of a waveguide with arbitrary contrast L1 and bending radius R can be 

reduced to the analysis of a waveguide with a normalized index contrast L1 

and anormalized bending radius a
3 

(R!'A
2

) with a=( Mil 0)~, as long as L1«1. Fo~ 
our analysis we chose L1 =0.01. To design a waveguide bend with low loss 

0 

and optima! junctions to the straight waveguides, the following five quantities 

have to be determined: 
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- the angular radiation loss, 

- the minimal width of the curved waveguide. 

- the optimal width of the straight waveguide 

- the optima! offset between the curved and the straight waveguide 

- the corresponding coupling loss 

Figures 4.5a-d show the results of the analysis as a function of the normalized 

radius. It was empirically determined that, for the range of radii depicted in 

figures 4.5a-d, a minimal width w of the curved waveguide: 
c 

w =1.5w , 
c s 

(25) 

is sufficient to obtain whispering-gallery-mode eperation for the fundamental 

mode. For small contrasts the normalized solutions apply to TE-polarized as 

well as TM-polarized modes. For the maximal relative contrast analyzed in 

the present chapter ( tl.=0.16) the TM-radiation loss was found to begreater by 

30% then the TE-polarized loss. The normalized optima! offset for TM

polarization was found to be smaller than the TE-polarized value by 

approximately 0.2 pro. The difference in optima! waveguide width is within 

1%. Differences between the normalized solutions for both polarizations are 

thus negligible for most practical purposes. lt is stressed that in three

dimensional waveguides the polarization-dependence may be greater because 

the effective indices of the transverse slab modes which form the starting 

point for the lateral computations may differ considerably. This effect can be 

analyzed, however, using the normalized approach. 
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The figures are employed as follows. The normalized radius R is computed 
n 

according to: 

.:l-il 

Rn = a3 
R!'f..2 * 1.137 ° a=(Mil )lh 

0 
(26) 

in which R and il are the actual radius and refractive index contrast of the 

waveguide, and il =0.01 is the value of il for which the graphs were com-
o 

puted. The origin of the correction factor 1.137 il-il o will be discussed in the 

sequel. The required properties can then be read from the relevant graph. The 

coupling loss is independent of the normalization and can be read directly. 

The other properties are determined on the basis of the normalized values, as 

read from the figure, through division by the product of a (=illil )lh and the 
0 

correction factor as listed along the vertical axis. A polynomial description of 

the curves is provided in Appendix 4 B at the end of this section. Details on 

the numerical analysis are given in Appendix 4C. 

To analyze the accuracy of the normalization, we have computed the radiation 

loss, the normalized width and the normalized offset for a series of contrasts, 

ranging from 0.0025 to 0.16. The relative error has been determined by divid

ing these results by those computed using the normalized solutions. Figures 

4.6a,c,e show the result. From figure4.6a we see that the relative error in A<!> is 

linear in R and exponential in il. Because the dependenee of the logarithm of 

A<l> on Ris approximately linear, the error can be compensated with a correc

tion term of the form c il-il o. Calculation yields c=1.137 as a good fit. Figure 4 

. 6b shows the resulting error after correction. lts magnitude appears to be 
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linear with ~. from which we conclude that the normalization error will be 

within 20% for contrasts up to 0.2. 

The errors in the normalized offset and width (of the straight waveguide) 

appear to be independent of R and linear in ~. This again suggests a correc

tion factor ofthe form c~-~ o. For the offset a good fit is found with c=2, for the 

optima! width with c=l.75. Figures 4,6d and 4.6f show the relative error after 

correction, which appears to be within 6% for the offset (within 2% for 

R > 1 000) and within 2% for the width. The markers in figure 4.5a show the 
n 

effects of the residual errors fortheleast and the greatest contrast (0.0025 and 

0.16 respectively), at the extremeendsof the computation range. From these 

data it is evident that the errors will be negligible for almost all practical pur-

poses. 
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Figure 4.5c Normalized optima! offset between the outer edge of the curved 
waveguide and the center ofthe straight one. 
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4.6 Discussion and conclusions 

Employing the normalized graphs of figure 4.5 or the regression formulae of 

Appendix 4B optima! bend design can be performed with a pocket calculator 

for a broad variety of planar optical waveguides with low or medium optical 

contrast. Two different design strategies will be briefly discussed. 

If the lowest possible loss is required, a normalized radius should be selected 

for which the sum of the radiation loss (over the relevant sector angle) plus 

twice the coupling loss is minimaL Except for very low contrasts the totalloss 

will be dominated by the coupling loss and a normalized radius between 1000 

and 1500 will be optimal, corresponding to a normalized radiation loss be

tween 0.4 and 0.005 dB/90°. The corresponding optimal widths and the offset 

between the straight and the curved waveguides follow from figures 4.5c,d 

and equation 4.19. 

If the choice of the straight-waveguide width is not free the radius of the bend 

has to be chosen such that the mode width matches that of the straight 

waveguide. This is done by reading the normalized radius corresponding to 

the prescribed (normalized) width of the straight waveguides from figure 4.5d. 

The other parameters are fixed by this choice, and follow from the graphs. 

The normalized approach as outlilled above is particularly suited for computer

aided design and simulation of planar optica! circuits. We confined ourselves 

to the excitation of the fundamental modes which cover most of the practical 
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applications. Radiation loss and coupling efficiencies for higher-order modes 

ca.n be normalized equally well. Por the methad to be applicable index con

trasts should be low and the bent waveguide should be sufficiently wide 

(whispering-gallery-mode regime). 

APPENDIX 4A Guided waves in a cylindrical coordinate 
system 

In order to arrive at a quantitative understanding of wave propagation in a curved 

waveguide we will have to fmd solutions of the Helrnholtz equation in the cylindrical 

coordinate system of figure 4 .1. 

Transformation of the Helmholtz-equation and separation of variables according to U ( p, <\>) 

= R( p) <I>(<\>) brings us to the following expressions: 

{ a2 1 a ~$} - +- - + k2 N2( p) - - R( p) = 0, 
ap2 P ap o p2 

(27) 

(28) 

in which 13$ is the separation constant. The latter equation has general solutions of the 

form: 

±j~ <\> 
U(<\>)=Ce <\> (29) 

The solutions resembie those for straight waveguides, the phase fronts now coinciding with 

planes of constant<\> insteadof constant z. De constant~<\> can be looked upon as an angular 

propagation constant with dimeosion rad -
1
. 
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The admitted values of ~ <\> and the corresponding mode profile U~ ( p) follow by solving 

equation 4.27. With the following transfonnation, which was proposed by Harris and 

Heiblum [5]: 

p = R ln (p!R ), 
t t t 

the equation for U( p) is brought onto the form: 

in which 

and 

= ~ IR . 
<\> t 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Equation 4.31 has the same shape as the Helmholtz equation for a straight waveguide with 

index profile n (y ). Linearization of the transformed index proftie leads to the expression of 
t 

formula 4.8. Por numerical analysis purposes the exact transformation according to equa-

tion 4.32 is easily programmed. All results presented in this thesis are computed with the 

latter transforrnation. 
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APPENDIX 4B Empirical formulae for optimal bend design 

The nonnalized cUIVes of figures 4.5a-d are easily quantified with polynomial regression. 

The results are given below in tenns of the real (i.e. not nonnalized) parameters, for ~ = 
0 

0.01: 

~ 1.63- 5.97 R' + 3.92 (R' ) ~ 0.82 (R',{ 
3 

A$= (100 ~f 2
10 n n , (dB/90°), (33) 

= radiation loss per 90° in dB. 

À 

w = _!!_(100 ~flfz {4.65 + 2.45 R'- 0.18 (R' )"Jl.75 O.Ol-~ (34) 
s n

2 
n n 

= optimal width of the straight waveguide. 

w = 1.5 w ' (35) c s 
= minimal width of the curved waveguide. 

M = Ào (100 ~flh {-0.9 + 4.7 R'- 2.0 (R') 2 + 0.35 (R' l 3} 2 O.Ol-~ (36) 
n2 n n n 

= optimal offset between the outer edge of the curved waveguide and the center 
of the straight one. 

1.63-5.97 R' + 3.92 (R') 
2

-0.82 (R',{ 
3 

11 
= 10 n n (dB), (37) 

= coupling loss in dB at a (single) junction between a. straight and a curved 
waveguide, optimized according to the above parameters. 

n R 
R~ = + (100 ~/12 1.137 ~-O.Ol/ 1000, (38) 

0 

= nonnalized bending radius (at the outer edge). Note the factor 1000 in the 
denominator, which is included to avoid repetition of factors 0.001 in the 
regression fonnulae). 

The above fonnulae apply in the range 0.5 < R' < 2, i.e. 500 < R < 2000. 
~~ n n 
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APPENDIX 4C Computation of bend properties 

The computation of the angular radiation loss is straightforward. For our computations we 

used a normalized waveguide width of 20, which guarantees whispering-gallery-mode 

operation throughout the normalized radius range (500-2000). The index profile was ex

tended at the outer edge over a normalized distance of 20. In the whispering-gallery-mode 

regime no extension is required at the inner edge. For the transfer-matrix method a subdivi

sion of the index profile into layers with unit normalized width proved adequate to arrive at 

stabie outcomes. These parameters have also been used for the computation of the other 

parameters. 

The optimal width of the straight waveguide was calculated as follows. Firstly the effective 

width of the whispering-gallery mode was computed according to the following formula 

(equation 3.9): 

fU2 (p)dp 
we=-yjz---. 

ma x 
(39) 

The integration was extended over the (normalized) range 0-25, which may introduce a 

small error for normalized radii close to 500. The effective mode width w for the straight 
s 

waveguide was computed from: 

w =w(l+21v), 
e 

(40) 

in which w is the waveguide width and v the normalized transverse attenuation coefficient, 

as defined in chapter 3. Next we determined the coupling efficiencies at a number of nor

malized radii (500, 600, 850, 1000, 1250, 1500, 2000) fora series of waveguide widths 

ranging from 4 to 10 in steps of 1 and deterrnined the optimal widths by quadratic inter

polation. It was then found that the following estimate: 
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gives an error smaller than ± 0.2 over the range 5 < w < 9. 
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(41) 

For the computation of the normalized offset several approaches are possible. Pennings [5] 

defined the offset as the distance between the maximum of the WG-mode and the outer 

edge of the waveguide. If the mode prof:tle becomes strongly asymmetrie this approach 

will introduce an error which increases with decreasing bending radius. We therefore 

defined the offset as the distance between the outer edge and the first moment of the inten

sity distribution: 

(42) 

in which the integration was extended over the range 0<p<25, which proved to give a 

better coupling efficiency at very short radü. In the range of practical values ( p >I 000) the 

duferences are negligible. 

The coupling efficiencies were computed by overlapping the (normalized) mode profiles 

according to the normalized parameters as determined from the regression formulae of 

Appendix 4B. The computation was done for the following normalized radii: 500, 550, 

600, 650, 750, 850, 1000, 1250, I500, and 2000. To analyze the accuracy of the normaliza-

tion the coupling efficiency was computed without normalization for the contrasts 0.0025 

and 0.16, at the radii corresponding to p=500 and p=2000. The results are indicated by the 

markers in figure 4.5a. 

It was determined empirically that for relative index contrastsin the range 1.0025-1.16 and 

normalized radii in the range 500-2000 the width w of the curved waveguide had a negli
c 

gible effect on the above parameters if it was at least 1.5 times the optima! width w of the 
s 

straight one. 
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All computations were performed using the waveguide analysis program WGANAL 

(version 2.3) of Delft University, which was developed by the present author. The program 

is based on the Effective Index Method in combination with the Transfer Matrix Method or 

the Modified Transfer Matrix Method 
1 

for the solution of two-dimensional problems. The 

routines developed by E.C.M. Pennings were used for the implementation of the latter 

methods. 
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ChapterS 

Directional couplers 

This chapter describes the design and analysis of short directional couplers 
with reduced sensitivity to fabrication tolerances. Modifications to the con
ventional Two-Mode Interference (TM!) coupler, aimed at improving coup/er 
performance and reproducibility, are discussed and experimentally tested. A 
new type of coup/er, which we call Multi-Mode Inteiference (MMI) coupler, 
is introduced. This coup/er combines good pelformanee with excellent 
reproducibility. Finally, we describe a first experiment with a phase-diversity 
coupZing networkfor reducing receiver sensitivity to laser phase noise. 

5.1 Introduetion 

Directional couplers are important elements in many optical circuits. The 

most frequently employed coupler-type (figure 5.1a) consists of two parallel 

waveguides with a small gap between them. Toleranee requirements for the 

fabrication process are extremely strict because the coupling strength depends 

exponentially on the gap width. For components requiring good control of the 

coupling between different ports, the only practical way to meet these 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 5.1 Modifications to the classica[ coupter scheme for improving cou
pZing reproducibility. 

a) The classica[ (weakly coupled) directional coupler, 
b) TMI-coupler with straight Y-junctions, 
c) TMI-coupler with curved Y-junctions, 
d) TMI-coupler with increased gap, 
e) TMI-coupler with MMI-section, 
j) MMI-coupler. 
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requirements is by including a tuning or trimming facility. This complicates 

component design and restricts the choice of materials. 

The Two-Mode Interterenee (TMI) coupler (also known as BOA: Bifurcation 

Optique Active [1]) is a more process-tolerant alternative to the coupler type 

discussed above. It can be considered as a conventional directional coupler in 

which the gap width is reduced to zero, as shown in figures 5.1b and 5.1c, 

thereby creating a coupler section with twice the width of the access 

waveguides. It is called the TMI-section because it usually supports two 

modes. TMI couplers have been employed in electrically controlled switches 

[1,2], polarization splitters [3] and wavelength demultiplexers [4-7]. 

TMI-couplers have three advantages for use as power splitters. The lengthof 

the couplers is small, they are less sensitive to fluctuations of the fabrication 

process and they exhibit less polarization dependence. Experiments carried 

out in our laboratory by Schalkwijk [9], showed a considerable reduction of 

the spread in coupler perlormance. Residual spread was, however, still too 

large for the coupler to be applied without a tuning or trimming facility. 

Most of the irreproducibility appeared to be caused by the Y-junctions at both 

sides of the coupler. Due to the finite resolution of the lithographic process 

the gap between the two Y-junction branches is partially filled in a poorly 

controllable marmer (the shaded regionsin figures 5.1b and 5.1c). The poorly 

reproducible contribution of these juncrions to the total response degrades 

coupler perlormance. 
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Several modifications are possible in order to improve the reproducibility. 

Application of curved access waveguides (figure 5.1c), while not affecting the 

incoming ( or outgoing) angles, reduces the length of the coupling zone in the 

Y-junctions so that their contribution to the total response is reduced as is, 

consequently, the effect of fluctuations. If the bending radius of the access 

waveguides is increased, the mode profile will shift towards the outer edge of 

the bend. In order to maintain a good field match at the junction with the TMI

section, the access waveguides should be shifted towards the outer edges of 

the TMI-section, thereby creating a gap, as shown in figure 5.1d. If this gap is 

greater than the resolution of the lithographic process it will no longer be 

filled, thus eliminating one souree of irreproducibility. 

The maximal width of the gap in the modification described above is 

restricted to twice the shift of the mode profile in the curved waveguide. The 

gap width can be further increased if a wider (multimode) coupler sectien is 

employed, as depicted in figure 5.1e. If the access waveguides are positioned 

such that their mode profiles are centered around the zeroes of the secoud

order mode in the wide coupler section, this mode will not be excited and the 

coupler will operate in a two-mode interterenee regime (if higher order modes 

are not excited). Veerman [9] found that the coupling contri bution from Y

junctions in these modified couplers is considerably reduced while the 

coupler reproducibility enhanced. Experimental results revealed that coupler 

performance improves with increasing coupler-section width, despite the 

occurrence of higher-order modes. Pennings [10] found that this phenomenon 

is due to the self-imaging properties of multi-mode waveguides, a 
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phenomenon which appeared to have been suggested already in 1973 by 

Brjngdahl [11] and experimentally demonstrated a."'ld patented by Ulrich 

[12,13]. Employment of couplers based on this principle, which we called 

Multimode-lnterference (MMI) couplers (figure 5.lf), is most promising with 

regard to the development of reproducible power splitters. 

In this chapter experiments will be described incorporating the modifications 

to the TMI-coupling principle mentioned above, and their application to a 

phase-diversity coupling network for reducing receiver sensitivity to laser 

phase noise. 

5.2 Two-Mode Interference Coupiers 

5.2.1 Power division analysis 

In synchronous couplers the guided power is periodically transferred between 

the coupled waveguides, as illustrated in figure 5.2. If the upper waveguide of 

the coupler is excited with unit power at z=O, the power intheupper (u) and 

lower (1) waveguide can be described as 

P (z) = cos2(Kz), 
u 

Pl (z) = sin2(Kz), 

respectively, in which K is called the coupling coefficient. The length L : 
c 

(la) 

(lb) 
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Figure 5.3 Decomposition of the mode of a single waveguide into the even 
and odd mode ofthe two-waveguide system. 
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(2) 

at which all power is transferred from one waveguide to the other is called the 

coupling lengtl1. 

For weak:ly coupled waveguides the coupling coefficient K can be computed 

using Coupled-Mode Theory [14]. A method which is relevant to both weak:ly 

and strongly coupled waveguide systems is the System-Mode concept. For 

weak:ly coupled waveguides the fundamental system mode approaches the 

sum-field of the unperturbed modes of the individual waveguides, it is called 

the even system mode. The first-order system mode approaches the difference 

of the individualmodes (i.e. the individual modes having opposite signs), it is 

called the odd system mode. Figure 5.3 illustrates how a signal applied to one 

waveguide can be decomposed into the even and odd system mode. 

Excitation of a single port thus results in excitation of both system modes 

with equal amplitude and equal or opposite sign. 

If the coupler geometry changes sufficiently slowly in the propagation direc

tion, the system-modes will gradually adapt their profiles to the changing 

geometry without losing power to other modes. The m0de profile is said to 

change adiabaticaui. 

1) An adiabatically changing waveguide structure is a structure (e.g. a taper) which 
changes so gradually that the mode(s) under consideration can adapt their mode 
profiles to the changing structure without loosing power to other modes (no 
mode conversion). Consequently, in adiabatically changing structures all power 
guided in a mode will remain guided in that mode along the whole structure. 
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Figure 5.4 Evolution of the modes of a weakly coupled system on reducing 
the gap width to zero. 

Figure 5.4 showshow the modes of a weakly coupled system degenerate into 

the modes of a single waveguide width double width: the TMI-coupler. At the 

output of the TMI coupler the same process occurs in the opposite direction; 

the modes in the wide waveguide section will transform into the even and odd 

mode of the uncoupled system. Power coupled to a system mode at the input 

of the coupler will remain unchanged while propagating through the coupler 

and the coupling phenomenon can be described as the interference between 

the two system modes. From this consideration it is clear that the classical 

coupler is based on two-mode interference as well. 

If the two system modes have the same sign they will interfere constructively 

in one waveguide and destructively in the other. If the modes have opposite 
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signs the interterenee will occur just the other way around. Total power trans

fer thus corresponds to a phase difference of 180° between the two system 

modes, and an equal division of power to a 90° phase difference. The length L 

for which (~ 0-~ 1)L equals 1t is thus seen to equal the coupling length, as 

defined in equation 2, from which the following relation between K and the 

difference il~ 
01 

in propagation constantsis found: 

(3) 

Using this relation the coupling coefficient can be computed for a variety of 

coupled waveguide systerns. An important advantage of the System-Mode 

approach is that it applies both to strongly and weakly coupled waveguides, 

induding the degenerate case of a zero inter-waveguide gap, which can not be 

analyzed with Coupled-Mode Theory. 

From formula 5.2 it may beseen that increased coupling leads to a reduced 

coupling length, so that a TMI coupler will be considerably shorter than a 

weakly coupled system realized in the same waveguide structure. 

The analysis of a TMI-coupler, including Y-junctions, employing the System

Mode approach means, essentially, integrating the phase difference which the 

system modes experience while propagating through the coupler. If the upper 

waveguide (port 1) is excited with unit power, a simple calculation reveals 

that the power at the upper and lower output port (ports 3 and 4, respectively), 

depends on the accumulated phase difference <I> according to: 
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with 

P 
3 

= cos2(lf2 <I>), 

P = sin2(lf2 <I>), 
4 
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(4a) 

(4b) 

(5) 

in which the integration is along the whole coupling zone. For adiabatically 

changing waveguide structures the local values of ~ 
0 

and ~ 
1 

can be computed 

with a transfer-matrix method by consiclering the structure as piecewise 

cylindrical. Whether a geometry may be considered to vary adiabatically can 

be globally tested using a beam-propagation method. 

5.2.2 Insertion loss analysis 

In addition to the normal propagation loss, two mechanisms contribute to 

coupler loss. The first one is the directional change which the propagating 

light experiences on crossing the junction between the access waveguide and 

the TMI-section. The second one is the discontinuity in the Y-junction 

geometry resulting from of parrial filling of the inter-waveguide gap. Both 

effects will be shortly discussed. 

A. Insertion Ioss at a directional change 

If the Y -junction angle is sufficiently small, the modes in the two branches 

will adapt themselves to the increasing proximity of the other waveguide and 
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propagate without loss into the output waveguide. A worst-case approxima

tion of the loss occurring at the junctions between the access waveguides and 

the TMI-section is therefore obtained by ignoring this adaption and consicler

ing the loss to be caused by a discontinuons change of the propagation 

direction. In this approach the coupling loss is found from the overlap be

tween the modal field in the access waveguide and the sum-field of the 

excited modes in the TMI-section. The latter field is assumed to be identical 

to the formerfield exceptfor a factor exp(-jkyy), in which ky = ~ siney :!< ~ey, 

and ey is the half angle between the Y-junction branches at the end of the 

junction (see figure 5.5). The exponent accounts for the phase varlation along 

the coupling plane due to the skew incidence of the exciting mode. 

/ 

/ 
/ 

Figure 5.5 Geometry of a Y-junction with a partially filled gap. 
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The resulting coupling integral is a Fourier integral. If the modal field of the 

waveguide is approximated by its equivalent Gaussian distribution (see chap

ter 3 section 2.1B), the coupling efficiency 11. of a single junction will have a 
J 

Gaussian angle dependence: 

with 

e 
0 

- À. = ~21t 
nw ~w · 

o e 

(6a) 

(6b) 

For small values of ey the maximum coupling loss (of two junctions) may be 

estimated from: 

(7a) 

or 

(dB). (7b) 

For single-mode waveguides with a V-parameter between 2.5 and 3 the effec

tive mode width w equals the waveguide width w within ±10%. Fora 2-pm 
e 

wide waveguide with V =3, and a wavelength of 0.4 pm within the waveguide, 

the predicted maximalloss for a junction half angle e y= 1 o amounts to 0.2 dB. 
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B. Insertion loss at a discontinuity 

The partial filling of the gap between the access waveguides causes a discon

tinuity, as can be seen from figure 5.5. At this discontinuity power will be 

lost. The coupling loss of the even and odd system modes can be computed by 

overlapping the corresponding mode profiles on both sides of the discon

tinuity. There is no mode conversion from even to odd modes and vice versa 

because of the symmetry of the configuration. Figure 5.6 shows the coupling 

loss at the discontinuity for both system modes as a function of the filling 

ratio g Iw, fora waveguide with V=3. 
0 

From the figure it can be seen that coupling loss of the odd system mode is 

negligibly small, which was to be expected because this mode has a low field 

1.5 

ai 
~ 
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Figure 5.6 CoupZing loss ofthe even (L
00

) and the odd (L
01

) system mode at 
the discontinuity in a partially filled Y-junction. 
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Figure 5.7 Microscope photograph showing some of the experimental TMI
couplers. Straight channels are included between the coup/ers in order to 
serve as references. 
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Figure 5.8 lntensity scan across the output channels at a cleaved end face. 
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intensity at the location of the discontinuity. Therefore, the coupling loss is 

principally determined by the even mode. If one port is excited, 50% of the 

power is cruried by this mode, and the total coupling loss (for two junctions) 

due to this phenomenon may be expected to equal the single-junetion loss for 

the even system mode. For a 2 pm wide waveguide with a 1 pro filled gap 

( g lw=V2) we can thus expect an insertion loss of 0.4 dB. Because of the sym-
o 

metry of the configuration odd modes will not be excited and the lost power 

will couple mainly to the second-order mode. 

5.2.3 Experimental results 

A series of TMI-couplers with varying length was realized with straight and 

curved waveguides, and Y-junction half angles ey of 0.5° and 1°. Coupiers 

were designed for operation at 633 nm wavelength, with a waveguide width 

of 2 pro and a lateral V-parameter v~n. For the curved waveguides a bending 

radius of 2000 pm was chosen. With this radius the mode shift is 0.1 pm, and 

the penalty for omitting the offset between straight and curved waveguides is 

1%. The difference ..:1[3
01 

between the fundamental and the first-order mode 
-I -1 

amounts to 0.0329 pro forTE and 0.0341 pm for TM-polarization, so that 

the polarization dependenee of the accumulated phase difference ei> will be in 

the order of 3%. 

Figure 5.7 shows a microscope photograph of part of the experimental chip. 

The couplers were excited with a broad He-Ne laser beam through an input 

coupling prism, as discussed in chapter 8. Straight waveguides between the 
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couplers (the reference channels R), which are excited simultaneously with 

the coup Iers, were used to indicate the 100% transmission level. In order to 

excite only one input channel, the second channel of each coupler was not 

extended into the excitation region, as shown on the photograph. The inten

sities in the output channels (0
1 

and 0
2

) were measured with a CCD camera 

on a cleaved end face. Figure 5.8 shows a horizontal intensity scan across the 

output channels from which the relative channel intensities can be determined 

by comparing them to the intensities in the reference channels. 

The experimental devices were characterized by their power division perfor

mance and their insertion loss. Power division was characterized, according to 

equation 1, by the accumulated phase difference <I> as determined from the 

ratio between the measured intensities in the output channels with one of the 

two inputs excited: 

r-; 
<I> = arctan j ~· 

Insertion loss was determined as 

L=-10log 
JO 

I 3+I 4 
(-I--), 

ref 

(8) 

(9) 

with I ,+ denoting the ( averaged) intensity measured at the reference channels. 
re1 
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Figure 5.9 shows the experimentally determined phase parameter <D for four 

coupler types with straight and curved (R=2000 Jlm) access waveguides, and 

0.5° and 1 o Y-junction half-angles. Each graph comprises measurement data 

collected on four identical series, divided over two substrates. Regression 

curves are shown for each series. 

From these graphs the coupling contribution of the Y-junctions can be in

ferred as the cl>-value at which the regressioncurves interseet the vertical axis 

(i.e. the value of <D for zero TMI-section length). As expected the Y-junction 

contributions are maximal for straight access waveguides and a 0.5° half 

angle: 140°-190° per junction. Curved waveguides reduce this contribution to 

80°-105°, a reduction of almost 50%. Increasing the 0.5° angle to 1° leads to 

an even greater reduction: 60% with straight waveguides and 65% with 

curved waveguides. 

The spread in the data is approximately proportional to the magnitude of the 

Y-junction contributions, which confirms our supposition that the ir

reproducibility is caused by these junctions. Figure 5.10 shows the phase 

contribution of the junctions defined according to formula 5.8. The total phase 

contribution <Dy of the couplers consists of a contribution <DT of the taper sec

tion which arises from the filling of the gap between the junction branches 

over a length z 
0 

(see figure 5.5), and a contribution <DB of the two-branch sec

tion. Predicted results were obtained by computing the integral of equation 

5.5 for the structure depicted in figure 5.5. The actuallength z was measured 
0 
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Figure 5.10 The phase contribution <l>y of the Y-junctions (predicted and 
measured), as composed of the contribution ci>_r of the taper section and the 
contribution <I> B of the two-branch section. Kesults are shown for straight 
(upper figure) and curved Y-branches (lower figure), and Y-junction half 
angles of0.5° and 1.0°, respectively, as ajunetion ofthe experimentally deter
mined length z (seefigure 5.5). 

0 
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on the chip with a microscope. Comparison of the measured results with the 

predicted values reveals that most of the spread in the data is attributable to 

differences in the length of the filled region. After correction for this effect 

the difference between theory and experiments is reduced to 30° ± 10°. 

Figure 5.11 shows the frequency distribution of the insertion loss, as deter

mined experimentally for the different coupler types. No significant 

dependenee on coupler length was found. Insertion loss varies between 0.6 

and 1.2 dB, and is approximately Yz dB higher than expected from the junc

tion filling effect (figure 5.6). Curvature increases insertion loss slightly, 

probably due to increased mode mismatch. Contrary to our expectation a 
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Figure 5.11 Experimentally determined occurrence frequency distributions 
for the inserfion Zo ss of Jour different coupter types with: 
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, R=oo 
y 

b) e = -vzo, R=2000 Jlm 

d) eY = J 0
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higher value of ey leadstoa smaller loss, although the difference is not great 

(~0.1 dB). 

It is concluded that TMI-couplers can be realized with insertion losses be

tween 0.5 and 1 dB, and an accumulated phase difference (<D) reproducibility 

within ± 10°, assuming that the partial filling of the inter-waveguide gap in 

the Y-junctions can be eliminated or controlled. 

5.3 Modified TMI -coup Iers 

As a first modification we applied the shift of the mode profile occurring in 

strongly curved waveguides, to move the access waveguides into the opposite 

direction while retaining the field match at the junction with the wide TMI

section. If the gap between the access waveguides, which is created by this 

modification, is larger than the resolution of the lithography, it will no longer 

be filled, thus eliminaring a souree of irreproducibility. A second modification 

is toenlarge the width of the central coupler section. Simulation results indi

cate that this should improve coupler performance. The modifications are 

depicted in figures 5.1d and 5.1e. Coupiers as depicted in these figures can no 

longer be considered adiabatic: a different analysis is needed to predict 

coupler response. To analyze these coupler structures we will first neglect 

coupling effects in the Y-junctions, thereby reducing the problem to the com

putation of transmission through a track of cascaded waveguides with 
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different geometries, as depicted in figure 5.12. Coupling effects will be con

sidered separately. 

5.3.1 Power transfer properties 

If mutual coupling effects between adjacent input or output waveguides is 

neglected, transmission from a single input port to the two output ports of the 

coupler can be analyzed using the two waveguides tracks depicted in figure 

5.12. If we confine ourselves to single mode input and output waveguides, 

port 
1 

port 
1 

Region 
A 

Region 
8 

Region 
c 

port 
3 

port 
4 

Figure 5.12 Waveguide tracks as usedfor the analysis oftransmissionfrom 
an input port to the in-line output portor the opposite output port. 
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the power transfer coefficient t .. of input waveguide i to output waveguide j 
Jl 

(bot.'l of which are assumed to be monomode) follows as 

(10) 

in which C CB and C BA are the overlap matrices of the junctions between regions 

A and B, and regions Band C, respectively, with elements: 

(11) 

Note that the matrices are different for the two contiguration depicted in 

figure 5.12. The functions upk and uql denote the profiles of the k-th and the 

I-th mode in regions p and q, respectively. The exponent jk y = jf3 k y sine 
y p y 

(8 is the Y-junction half angle at the end of the junction (see figure 5.5) ac-
y 

counts for the phase variation across the junction due to the skew incidence of 

the exciting mode relative to the excited one. The matrix P is the ( diagonal) 

propagation matrix of the TMI-section ( region B) with diagonal elements 

in which f3 . is the propagation constant of mode i in the TMI -section. 
l 

(12) 
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Figure 5.13 Cross-state transmission loss to the opposite port as a junction 
ofthe inter-waveguide gap (seefigure 5.12)for different values ofthe coup/er 
section width. 

Figure 5.13 shows the transmission loss for the cross state (i.e. il~ 
01

L=n). 

Results were computed for 2 pm wide access waveguides with a radius of 

2000 pm, having a core effective index of 1.5733 at 633 nm wavelength, and 

an effective index contrast of 0.0086. From the figure it can be seen that trans

mission loss increases with increasing gap width and decreases with 

increasing coupler· section width. The effect of a wider waveguide separation 

can thus be compensated for by applying a wider coupler section. 

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the predicted and the experimentally measured 

transmission to bothoutput portsas a function of the normalized length L<P of 

the coupler: 
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(13a) 

(13b) 

in which LB is the lengthof the center-seetion (as shown in figure 5.12) and 

L éP, B is its normalized length. The actual value of the phase con tribution 2éPY of 

the Y-junctions can be estimated from the shift which is necessary to fit the 

predicted curves, as shown in figures 5.14 and 5.15, which do notaccount for 

the effect of the Y-junctions, to the experimentally measured results. It can 

also be determined as the intersectien of the regression line through the 
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Figure 5.14 Transmission to bothoutput waveguides (T
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and T
4

) and totat 
transmission (T

3
+ T

4
) as ajunetion ofthe normatized coupter tength ..ó.~ 01L. 

Coupter width is 4 ;urn, gap width 0.8 ;urn. Markers indicate experimentat 
resutts (A=633 nm). 
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Chapter 5 

Figure 5.15 The same results as shown infigure 5.14, butfora 7 Jlm wide 
coup/er with a 1.6 Jlm wide gap ('A=633 nm). 

measured data with the vertical axis (L<I>, B=O), as shown in figure 5.19
1

. A 

normalized coupler length was introduced in order to facilitate comparison 

with conventional couplers: 180° and 360° correspond with the cross and the 

bar state, respectively, 90° and 270° with 3-dB states. 

Results are shown for two different coupler types. The first coupler has a 4 

pm center-seetion width and a 0.8 pm inter-waveguide gap. It differs from the 

TMI-couplers as discussed in the previous section in that an offset is applied 

1) It is assumed that the phase contributions of the Y-junctions and the center section 
are additive. This point is discussed in more detail in the next section (5.3.2). 
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to the access-waveguides in order to compensate for the modal shift occurring 

in the bent waveguides. The center section guides three modes as a result of 

the index contrast requirements for the bends. If the offset is optimized with 

respect to minimal insertion loss in the 3-dB state, the three guided modes 

carry 50%, 35%, and 9% of the single-port input power, respectively, so that 

6% (per junction) is lost to the radiation field. 

The transmission curves deviate slightly from a sinusoidal shape which is due 

to the occurrence of a second-order mode. The effect of the second-order 

mode is seen in the slightly non-sinusoidal character of the transmission 

curves. Insertion loss in the 3-dB states appears to be very high: 2 dB at 270° 

normalized coupler length and even more at 90° length. The application of a 

gap to improve reproducibility, is thus paid for with an increased insertion 

loss, resulting from the reduced field match at both sides of the center section. 

Figure 5.15 shows predicted and measured transfer properties for the second 

coupler type, which has a 7 J.llll wide coupler section and a 1.6 pm gap. This 

coupler guides 4 modes of which the first three carry 50%, 42%, and 8% of 

the single-port input power, respectively. As the sum of these fractions ap

proaches 100%, little ,power appears to be lost to the radiation field. From the 

figure it can be seen that very low insertion loss is expected at the second 3-

dB point, at 270°. There appears to be a considerable difference between the 

90° and the 270° 3-dB states, which is probably due to interference with the 

second order mode which is responsible for the oscillation of the total power. 

The effect of this mode on the location of the 3-dB point is small: according 
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to the simulation it occurs at 267.6°, so that it is shifted by approximately 

2Y2°. Application of a wider gap reduces coupling effects, which are not ac

counted for in the modeling, and is thus expected to yield a better fit between 

predicted and experimental data. This was indeed observed. The results 

demonstrate that the modified TMI coupler combines reduced sensitivity to 

fabrication toleranee with insertion lossas low as 0.5 dB. 

To test the present modifications at the longer wavelengths used in modem 

optical communication systems, we realized a coupler series with 12 p.m 

width and a 1.6 p.m gap width for operation at 1550 run wavelength. Figure 

5.16 shows the results. The predicted total power transfer slightly exceeds 
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Figure 5.16 The same results as shown infigure 5.14, butfora 12 pm wide 
coupter with a 1.6 pm wide gap, designed for operation at 1550 nm 
wavelength. 
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100% due to negleerion of the overlap between the modes of the output ports 

in the present analysis. Accuracy is reduced correspondingly. The fit between 

experimental and predicted data is further degraded by the larger magnitude 

of the coupling effects due to the smaller size of the gap relative to the 

wavelength and by a greater measurement inaccuracy. Due to the slow 

response and the strong non-linearity of the infrared vidicon employed, 

measurement accuracy is not better than ± 1 dB. Taking these accuracy 

degrading factors into account, it is concluded that long-wavelength coupler 

performance is comparable to the results obtained at short wavelengths. 

5.3.2 Coupling effects in the Y-junctions 

Coupling effects in the Y-junctions were analyzed by computing the phase 

parameter <I> according to equation 5.8 fora coupler with zero center-seetion 

length, as shown in figure 5.17. The transmission coefficients T 
3 

and T 
4 

were 

Figure 5.17 Configuration used for computing the phase contribution due to 
coupZing between input and output waveguides; the central section has been 
omitted. 
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computed with a beam propagation method
1
. Figure 5.18 shows the computed 

phase contribution of the applied Y -junctions as a function of the gap-width 

(computations were performed for 2000 pm bending radius and 633 nm 

wavelength). 

To test the model description we determined the phase parameter ct>, as in

ferred using formula 5.8 from the experimental results, measured at 633 nm 

wavelength on a coupler series with a 1.6 pm gap, as described in the next 

subsection. Figure 5.19 shows the results. From this figure the contribution 

40 

• Measured 
30 
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Cl 
Q) • 

"C 
~ 20 .. 

BPM • e 
C'll 

10 

0 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Gap width (!Jm) 

Figure 5.18 The phase contribution of two Y-junctions with 2000 Jtm bending 
radius, as computed with the Beam Propagation Method. Dots indicate ex
perimentally determined results. 

1) The BPM-program developed by G.J.M. Krijnen (Twente University, Enschede, The 
Netherlands) was used for the computations. 
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2<I>y of the Y -junctions can be read 
1 

as the value of <I> for zero central section 

length (i.e. Lcp,B=O). 

The Y-junction contributions, determined in this way, are indicated in figure 

5.18. Comparison with the predicted values reveals that, although the shape of 

the curve follows the predictions, the magnitude of the contribution is 

~ ... 
Cl 
Cll 

270 

~ 180 

e 
90 

0 L---~--~--~----~--~--~----~--~--~ 

0 90 180 270 

L10,8 {degr) 

Figure 5.19 The accumulate phase difference <I> for the couplers with 1.6 pm 
width ( see figure 5.15), as determined from the experimental data employing 
equation 5.8. 

1) In multimode coupler sections the dependenee of output power on the coupler-section 
length will become non-sinusoidal, as can be seen from figures 5.14 and 5.15. As a 
result, the dependenee of the phase parameter <I> (equation 5.8) on the coupler length 
will become non-linear. Further, the phase contributions of the Y-junctions and 
those of the coupler-sections may become non-additive because of the complex 
conversion mechanism at the junctions between them. The linear dependenee on the 
coupler length of the data shown in figure 5.19 indicates that for the couplers 
presently investigated, the non-linear behavior is sufficiently weak to determine 
the phase contribution of the Y -junctions in the way described. 
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greater than predicted. A similar difference is observed in figure 5.10. It 

might be caused by inaccuracy of the Effective Index Method in predicting 

coupling effects, which are smaller than the propagation constants, from 

which they are determined, by several orders. 

Comparison of figure 5.19 with figure 5.9 shows that modified TMI-couplers 

exhibit a considerably smaller contribution from the Y -junctions and a better 

reproducibility: the standard deviation between measured and design values 

for the phase parameter <1> is within 10°, and part of this deviation will be 

caused by the non-linearity mentioned in the footnote on the previous page. 

It is thus concluded that modified TMI-couplers can be realized with insertion 

lossesin the order of 0.5 dB and a coupling phase parameter reproducibility 

within ± 10°. Further, it is noted that coupler performance increases with 

increasing coupler width. 

5.4 Multimode-interference couplers 

Simulations and experiments on Modified TMI -couplers indicate that coupler 

performance improves with increasing coupler width. Pennings [10] dis

covered that this is due to the self-imaging properties of multi-mode 

waveguides, a phenomenon which had already been suggested in 1973 by 

Bryngdahl [11] and experimentally demonstrated and patented by Ulrich 
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[12,13]. A short explanation concerning couplers based on strongly multi

moded waveguides, which we called MMI-couplers, will be given in the 

following paragraphs. Two versions will be discussed, a longer fully self

imaging version (3L MMI-coupler), and a shorter one, which is also self

imaging if the access waveguides are properly positioned. 

5.4.1 3L MMI-couplers 

Figure 5.20 illustrates the dependenee between the longitudinal and the 

transverse propagation constauts in strongly multimoded waveguides. In such 

waveguides the lower order modes will be almost completely confined so that 

their lateral mode profiles will contain an integer number of half periods 

... radiation modes Cl) N,k 0 ,g 
E 
:I 
c: 
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> 
111 
~ 

Cl) k,. 
1/l ... guided modes Cl) k,, > 
1/l 
c: 
111 k,o ... 
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Nnko 

13. 13, 13o 

Propagation constant 

Figure 5.20 The relation between the transverse and the longitudinal 
propagation constant in a strongly multimoded waveguide. 
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within the waveguide. Therefore, the higher-order mode profiles are spatial 

harmonies of the fundamental mode profile and their transverse propagation 

constauts k . will be integer multiples of the fundamental one (i.e. k ~ n/w): 
~ ~ 

k .~(i+l)k . 
yz yo 

The corresponding longitudinal propagation constant p. follows as: 
l 

p. = j N2 k2 - k2 .' 
1 I o yz 

k2 

which can be rewritten as (by substituting NIk 
0

- ~ i;~ = P 
0

): 

with 

(14) 

(15) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

To analyze the imaging properties of a multimode waveguide section we 

decompose the exciting field U. (x) at the input of the waveguide into its 
l 

modal components, propagate them through the waveguide and reconstruct 

the field at the output of the waveguide as the sum of the modes. The shape of 

the sum field is determined by the phase difference 

ct>L . = (p .-Po) L, 
,l l 

(17) 
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of the modes, relative to the fundamental one, after travelling through the 

waveguide with length L. In our analysis it will prove sufficient to treat the 

modes as two classes: theeven and the odd modes. We can therefore limit 

ourselves to the decomposition of the exciting field into its even and odd 

parts: 

U. (y) =U (y) +U (y). 
l e o 

(18) 

To simplify the analysis coupler lengths will be expressed in terms of the 

coupling length L c = rc/ <1 !3 
01

, i.e. the length required for 100% power transfer in 

a conventional coupler. 

We shall first consider a coupler section with a length 3L . For such a length 
c 

the relative phase transfer <D 
3 

of the different modes forms the following 

series 
1 

( after substraction of multiples of 2rt): 

<t>
3 

= {O,rt,O,rt, ... }, (19a) 

so that the odd modes experience 180° phase shift relative to the even ones. 

For the field U 
3 

following a length 3L c we thus find: 

= u (y)- u (y) 
e o 

= U (-y) +U (-y) =U. (-y), 
e o l 

(19b) 

1) The numbers between braces denote the phase transfer for modes 0,1,2,3, ... 
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i.e. the field distribution is inverted with respect to the symmetry axis of the 

coupler, independent of its shape (as long as it can be decomposed com

pletely intoasetof guided modes). A multimode section with length 3L thus 
c 

acts as a generalized cross coupler. 

In the same way we find for a coupler length L=6L : 
c 

<I> 6 = { 0,0,0,0, ... }, 

and 

u
6 

(yJ = u (y) +u (y) = u. (y). 
e o 1 

(20a) 

(20b) 

Such a coupler reproduces the field at its input, and thus acts as a coupler in 

the bar state. 

Fora coupler with lengthL = 3*(lf2L ) we find the following results: 
c 

and 

(21a) 

The field at the output of the waveguide is seen to consist of the original field 

and its inverse, attenuated by a factor 2 and with a relative phase difference 

of 90°. The waveguide thus acts as a generalized 3-dB hybrid. 
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Fora Iength L = 3*~L n) we find, finally: 

(22a) 

and 

The only difference from the previous case is that the sign of the phase dif

ference between the two outputs has changed. 

The properties of Multi-Mode Interference sections can thus be summarized 

as follows: 

* An MMI section with length 6L reproduces the input field 
c 

( self-imaging). 

* An MMI section with length 3L inverts the input field. 
c 

* MMI sections with lengtbs 3*~L and 9*~L divide the input 
c c 

power equally between a direct and a ±90° shifted inverse 

image. 

These properties are periodic in L with period 6L . The three cases are 
c 

depicted symbolically in figure 5.21. Coupiers with section lengths as indi-

cated above will be denoted as 3L MMI -coup Iers, because their length equals 
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3 times the length required in the TMI-regime. The advantage of 3L MMI

couplers over TMI-couplers is that the coupling properties are no longer 

dependent on the shape of the input field. We are thus free in choosing the 

width, the curvature and the position of the input waveguides, and may 

choose these positions such that coupling between the access waveguides is 

completely elirninated. 

(a) 

< 
(b) 

< 
(c) 

< 
> 
> 

> 

Figure 5.21 Elementary operation of 3L MMI-couplers in (a) the bar state, 
(b) the cross state, and (c) the 3-dB state. 
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The resolution of the imaging process is determined by the spatial frequency 

of the highest order guided mode. This is directly related to the numerical 

aperture of the waveguide. High resolution requires a high numerical aper

ture, similar to imaging lenses. A high numerical aperture is obtained by 

increasing the effective index contrast. It should be noted that for modes close 

to cut-off the propagation constant will deviate from the idealized relation 

(equation 5.16) on which the imaging properties are based. Input fields with 

mode spectra extending close to cut-off will therefore experience distortion, 

which degrades coupler performance. 

The observation that coupler performance improves with increasing coupler 

width is easily explained in terms of the imaging process: in wider 

waveguides the nurnber of guided modes increases and the propagation con

stauts of the modes carrying the signal power come closer to the required 

relation as described in equation 5.16. The observation that 3-dB performance 

at the 270°-point is better than at the 90°-point (figures 5.14, 15, and 16) is 

fundamental, and a direct consequence of the imaging properties of 3L 

couplers. 

5.4.2 lL MMI-couplers 

In this subsection the properties of MMI-couplers with the same length as 

conventional couplers will be considered. For couplers with lengths L , 2L , 
c c 

lhL , and ~2L we find, comparable to the longer versions (see equations 5.19-
c c 

22): 
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c:pl = {0, 1t, * 1t, 0, * 0, 1t, * ... } ' (23a) 
' ' 

<1>2 = {0, 0, * 0, 0, * 0, 0, * ... }, (23b) 
' ' 

c:pl/2= { 0, -'l'ln, *, -'l'ln, 0, * 0, -'l'ln, * ... }, (23c) 
3 * 3 3 

ct> 312 = {o,r, 0, * o,r, * ... } ' (23d) ·r· ' 

in which the asterix denotes a fraction different from Y<ln, ;6n or ~- The eer

responding modes will thus disturb the imaging mechanism. If these modes, 

withorder 2,5,8, ... are not excited, theeven and odd modes will experience 

the same phase shifts as in the 3L sections. We thus come to the following 

conclusion: 

* lL MMI-Couplers behave in a manoer identical to 3L MMI

couplers if the input field is positioned such that the modes of 

order 2,5,8, ... are not excited. 

Figure 5.22 shows the mode-profiles of modes 2,5,8, ... in a strongly multi

mode waveguide. In order not to excite the second-order mode, the input field 

should be centered around a zero of this mode profile. The profile of the mode 

being anti-symmetrical around this point, it will not be excited by a symmetri

cal input field. Because the zeroes of modes 2, 5, and 8 almost coincide, the 

excitation coefficients of these modes will automatically be small if the 

second-order mode is not excited. 
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Figure 5.22 The modes of order 2, 5, and 8 in a strongly multimoded MMI 
section. At 113 and 213 of the waveguide width (dashed vertical lines) all 
modes have amplitudes close to zero. 

The analysis outlined above provides a basis for the intuitively developed 

strategy for widening the coupler section and concurrently shifting the access 

waveguides such as to avoid excitation of the second order mode, as 

described in the previous section. 

5.4.3 MMI-switches 

The 3L MMI-coupler configuration can be employed, in principle, as a switch 

by electro-optically varying its width, for example through carrier injection. 

From equation 5.16b it can beseen that ~~01 depends inversely quadratic on 
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the waveguide width w. If the waveguide width is reduced by a factor 2 the 

value of il~ 
01 

doubles. Consequently, if the width of a 3L MMI-coupler, 

operating in the cross state ( L1~L=3n) is reduced by a factor 2 (i.e. ap

proximately 30%), it will switch to the bar state (~J3L=6n). Figure 5.23 

illustrates the corresponding switch configuration. 

Because the electro-optically induced changes in refractive index are small, 

the numerical aperture of the MMI-section will be small, which impedes cir

cuit miniaturization. 

It is concluded that MMI -couplers are promising as a process-tolerant alterna

tive to conventional directional couplers and switches. In high-contrast 

waveguide systems they have the additional advantage of small device dimen-

st ons. 

Figure 5.23 The MMI coupter used as a switch. 

'* 0 
0 ..... 
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5.5 Phase-diversity coupling network 

5.5.1 The network scheme 

165 

Homodyne optical detection converts the optical spectrum to base-band loca

tion and therefore imposes very stringent requirements on the speetral purity 

of both the transmitter and the local-oscillator laser. These requirements can 

be relaxed by applying phase-diversity detection techniques [16,17]. 

An elementary coherent detector consists of a 3-dB coupler, in which the 

received signaland the local-oscillator signal are combined, foliowed by two 

photodiodes, where the combined signalis detected and the frequency conver

sion takes place. It has been shown [16] that pseudo-homodyne detection and 

cancellation of Relative Intensity Noise (RIN) in the output signals can be 

achieved simultaneously, without the need of phase-locking the local oscil

lator, if two output signals with quadrature phase are available. For passive 

2x2 ports such as 3-dB hybrids the phase difference between the two output 

ports after detection differs fundamentally by 180°, so that additional process

ing is required for arriving at 90° phase difference. 

The required quadrature phase relation can be obtained by proper combina

tion of the output signals of 3x3 or 4x4 coupling networks. In planar 

technology it is difficult to realize a 3x3-port network. Hoffmann et al. [15] 

reported realization of a 4x4-port network, as depicted in figure 5.24, with 

electrically controlled couplers and phase shifters in lithium niobate. A first 

attempt to realize a similar network without electrically tunable components 
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Figure 5.24 4x4-Port phase-diversity network. 

a) Schematic diagram 
b) Technica! implementation 
c) Microscope photograph of a realized network. 
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is reported in this thesis. The project served as a pilot project for a research 

program 
1 

which is aimed at realization of a phase diversity network eperating 

at 1550 nm, with less than 2 dB insertion loss and a maximal phase deviation 

between output ports of ± 20°. 

5.5.2 Technical implementation 

Figure 5.24b showshow the scheme represented in figure 5.24a can be real

ized. For the whole circuit to function within specifications the toleranee 

requirements for the separate components must be strict. Since MMI-couplers 

were unknown when the presently reported experiment was designed, the 

TMI-couplers with 2000 pm bends and a 0.5° Y-junction half angle, as 

reported in sectien 5.2, were selected as 3-dB couplers. The 90° phase shift 

was realized by replacing a straight waveguide by a slightly curved one which 

introduces a differentiallAÀ length. 

The waveguide crossing was realized as a TMI cross coupler, which is identi

cal to the 3-dB coupler except that it has a longer TMI -section. Cross

couplers were also inserted into the channels paralleHing the crossing in order 

to achieve that phase transfer through these channels is equal to that of the 

central channel. This is required for proper operatien of the netwerk. An addi

tional advantage of this solution is that two extra channels are then available 

to monitor coupler performance. If the cross couplers function well, the extra 

channels should carry no signal power. Since the difference between 

1) Innovation-directed Research Program (IOP) IC-Technology, subprogram Electro-Optics 
(funded by the ministry of Economie Affairs). 
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Figure 5.25 Predieled and measured output intensities of the jour output 
channels of the phase diversity network, and the two extra output channels (as 
shown infigure 24b), as ajunetion ofthe additional (normalized) length M
relative to the length, required jor proper operation. The additional lengff: 
was applied to both the 3-dB and the cross coup/ers. 
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the cross couplers and the 3-dB couplers is restricted toa a short piece ofTMI

section, proper functioning of the cross couplers indicates the 3-dB couplers 

are functioning well too. 

The distance between the input channels was chosen to be 125 pm, in order to 

allow for separate excitation of both inputs through a prism coupler with low 

cross talk. Output channels were positioned at 50 pm distance for com

patibility with the detector diode array used for phase measurements. A series 

of reference channels were included at both sides of the network to serve as a 

100% transmission reference. Figure 5.25c shows some of the realized net

works. Circuit dimensions are 5 x 0.25 mm. 

5.5.3 Experimental results 

A series of phase diversity networks were realized with varying coupler 

lengths. The cross-couplers were given an additional 48.3 Jlilllength, relative 

to the 3-dB couplers, to provide for a 90° additional phase difference. Coupier 

lengths were varled such that the additional normalized length t:.L CD ( defined 

according to equation 5.13), relative to the values required for proper opera

tien in a phase diversity receiver, ranged from 0° to 360° in steps of 20°. The 

same value of aéD was applied both to the 3-dB and the cross couplers. 

Computation of the network response as a function of the additional length 

t:.L <P is straightforward. Output intensity measurements were performed as 

described in chapter 8. Figure 5.25 shows the predicted and measured 
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intensity response for the output channels (as depicted in figure 5.24b) when 

the two input channels are excited with equal amplitude and phase. This ex

citation state was experimentally obtained by exciting both input ports 

simultaneously with a broad input beam, and adjusting the angle between 

substrate and laser beam for an optima! fit between predicted and measured 

output intensities, for the network with the lowest intensity in the extra output 

channels. Due to uncertainty as to the contribution of the Y-junctions, the 

position of the measured results on the ct>-axis was not known a priori. It was 

determined by fitting the intensities measured in the extra channels to the 

predicted response. 

The measured output intensities correspond well with the predicted values. 

Insertion lossof the networks, as determined from figure 5.25a by adding the 

intensities measured in the six output channels, is smaller than 2 dB for most 

networks. This is acceptable for many applications. 

Phase measurements were carried out too, but did not yield satisfactory 

results. Improvements are being made both to the circuit and the measurement 

set-up. An experiment at 1550 nm wavelength with MMI-couplers is 

presently being prepared by L.B. Soldano of Delft University of Technology 

and J. van Bennekom of Eindhoven University of Technology. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

Experimental results demonstrate that modified TMI couplers combine small 

dimensions (submillimeter length) and low insertion loss (<0.5 dB) with good 

reproducibility figures (phase parameter deviation < ± 10°). Even better 

results are expected with couplers basedon Multi-Mode Interference. With 

these couplers realization of a small-size phase diversity network with a maxi

mum insertion loss of 2 dB should be feasible. 
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Chapter6 

Optical phased arrays 

In this chapter, the phased-array concept is applied to the design of novel 
planar optica! components which combine focusing and dispersive properties 
with smal! dimensions. The array performance for spatial separation or com
bination of different wavelengths ( demultilmultiplexers) or polarizations 
(polarization splitters!combiners) is modeled, and a method is developed for 
an optima! design of these components. Finally, experimental results on a 
four-channel wavelength demultiplexer and a polarization splitter are 
presented. 

6.1 Introduetion 

Focusing and dispersive elements play an important role in integrated optical 

circuits. Components which combine both functions are of special interest for 

the sparial separation of signals with different wavelengths, as occurring in 

wavelength demultiplexers and wavelength filters. They may also be used for 

polarization splitting if the waveguides employed exhibit polarization disper-

sion. 
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Planar lenses have been reported in many kinds and dimensions [1-3]. The 

dimensions of most lens types are large (millimeters to centimeters), which 

make them unattractive from a viewpoint of circuit miniaturization. Presnel 

lenses [3] and hyperbalical index-contrast lenses [4] were reported with sub

millimeter dimensions. To realize large numerical apertures, however, both 

lens types require high index contrasts. 

All the lens types mentioned above are, in principle, nondispersive, so that 

they have to be combined with a dispersive element for wavelength separation 

purposes. The only small sized component combining focusing and dispersive 

properties which can be realized with low optica! contrasts is the curved 

planar grating [3]. A disadvantage of such a gratingis that it cannot be real

ized using conventional optica! lithography but requires submicron 

lithography (holographic or electron beam). 

In 1983 we developed a new concept for a focussing and dispersive com

ponent with properties camparabie to a grating. It can be realized 

simultaneously with the waveguide pattem employing conventional optical 

lithography, thus avoiding the additional process steps involved in applying 

holographic or direct-write electron-beam lithography. The concept is based 

on a phased array of bent optical waveguides, the radius of which is used to 

control the lengthof the waveguides and, consequently, the phase transfer. It 

was not until1986 that our aluminum oxide ridge-guide technology was suffi

ciently developed to allow a first prototype to be realized [5]. In 1988 we 

realized a polarization splitter [6,7] and a polarization-independent 
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wavelength demultiplexer [8,9] based on this concept, both of which com

bined state-of-the-art performance for planar components with the smallest 

device size so far reported. The components were realized for operation at 

short wavelengths (633 and 780 nm) because of the availability of accurate 

measurement equipment for these wavelengths. Recently Takahashi et al. 

[10,11] of NTT reported realization of a 1.3 pm wavelength demultiplexer 

using the above principle. 

In the following sections analysis and design of focussing and dispersive 

components based on an optical phased array is described and experimental 

results demonstraring the technologkal feasibility of the concept are given. 

6.2 Basic principles 

If a broad parallel beam is impinging on an array of concentric planar optical 

waveguides, as shown in figure 6.1, part of the incident power will couple into 

the waveguides and the other part will propagate straight forward or be scat

tered. 

The light coupled into the waveguides will propagate to the output aperture 

and arrive there with a phase distribution 

<I>.= ~'JfR. +<I> ' 
l l 0 

(1) 
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Figure 6.1 Phased array geometry. 

Chapter 6 

in which P is the propagation constant of the fundamental waveguide mode, "IJf 

is the sector angle of the concenttic array, and R. is the bending radius of the i
l 

th waveguide. The phase <D at the input aperture is not relevant for the 
0 

following analysis. If we choose the concenttic waveguides such that: 

(2) 

then the phase distribution at the end face of the array will he uniform and a 

plane wave perpendicular to the end face will he radiated. The integer m is the 

order of this beam. 

The phase distribution need not necessarily he uniform; each required dis

tribution is realized equally well by computing the R. from: 
l 
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~\jfR 0 = ~'I'R1 + èP(R 0) + 2rtm (i-J), 
l l 

(3) 

in which èP (R) is the required phase distributiono A quadratic distribution will 

yield focusing operationo 

The phased array is principally dispersive. The phase at the end of the 

waveguide channels is proportional to their length. Because this length is 

linear in R a frequency shift dj will cause a phase shift which is linear in R 0 , 

l 

thus tilting the wave front without affecting its curvatureo Consequently, the 

position of the focal spot in the image plane will shift linearly with df while 

the focallength remains unaffected. 

The dispersion is easily inferred from figure 6.2. The direction e of the out-
m 

going wavefront corresponding to the m-th order fellows as the arcsine of the 

path J}.c'P/ ~ divided by the waveguide spacing J}.R, as indicated in the figure. 

The phase difference J}.c'P contains a multiple m times 2rt; this multiple has to 

be subtracted in order to find the propagation angle e of the outgoing beam: 
m 

0 

r ( i}.c'P- 2rtm) I ~ f} 
0 

r r ( M - m'A ) } 
em = arcsmi_ M = arcsmi_ M g , (4) 

in which Mis the difference in length between adjacent waveguides, ~ f is thè 

(two-dimensional) plane-wave propagation constant in the film which guides 
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Figure 6.2 Relation between the wave front tilting angle e and the phase 
difference d<I> between adjacent waveguides. 

the light on both sides of the array, À. is the wavelength measured within the 
g 

waveguide, and r is a constant descrihing the refraction at the end of the ar-

ray: 

r = ~g = 
~~ 

À.! 

À. . 
g 

(5) 

For !ow-contrast waveguides the value of r will be close to one. The precise 

distance M. between adjacent waveguides follows from the values R. which 
l l 

satisfy equation 6.3. It may be different from one waveguide to another, de-

pendent on the required phase distribution. If the order m of the beam 

considered is not to low the differences will be small, however. By the dis

tanee M, without index i, we will understand the average value of M . . 
l 
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Radiation will occur into those orders for which the argument of the arcsin is 

within -1 and + 1. The dispersion is derived by differentlating equation 6.4 

with respect to À . Using the identity 'I'M=mÀ which holds for orders with 
g g 

0 « ~1t, we find: 
m 

or 

de 
m 

dÀ 
g 

mr 
~R 

'I' = -rÀ' 
g 

~À 
~ -r -;;::--- 'I'. 

c 

(6a) 

(6b) 

in which À is the central wavelength, for which 0 =0. From the latter for-c . m 
mula it is seen that a wavelength shift of 1% will cause an angular dispersion 

of 0.01'I'; with 'P=1t this is roughly 2°. 

A set of five arrays, operating at 633 nm wavelength, was realized with A1
2 

0 
3 

ridge guides on a silicon substrate, as described in chapters 2 and 3. Figure 6.3 

shows a photograph of the arrays (the white areas). We chose a number of 31 

concentric waveguides with a width of 3 pm at an average distance
1 

Mof 6 

pm, with R. varying between 910 and 1090 pm. The concentric section sector 
l 

angle 'I' was chosen to be 30°. 

1) The array was designed to fit the required phase distribution <I>(R) modulo 2n: in 
order to avoid the waveguide spacing varying strongly across the aperture. If the 
order is 10, for example, phase variations between -n: and +n: can be obtained by 
varying the mutual distance !JR.= R .-R. 

1 
between plus or minus 5%. Employing this 

approach the array is only sliglitly di±Idient from an equidistant array. 
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Figure 6.3 Focusing phased array showing multiple orders. The photograph 
shows jive arrays, of which the second one from the top is excited with a He
Ne laser beam. 

The photograph shows a number of focused beams, corresponding to different 

orders, emerging from the second array, which is excited with a Gaussian He-

Ne beam filling the array input aperture (width 180 pm). The dashed line 

represents the design position for the focal plane (f = 1 mm). The spatial 

separation of the orders in the focal plane compares well with the expected 
1 

value : 67 p.m. 

The occurrence of multiple beams prohibits efficient coupling of the outgoing 

beam into a single waveguide. To avoid the occurrence of multiple orders, 

1) The angular spacing between the beams is expected to be (Îv /N)/M "' 67.16
3 

(Nis 
the effective index: N = !lik "' 1.57; k and Îv are the v~cuum wavenumber and 
wavelength, respectively). wffh a focallt?ngthf .g 1000 pm the spacing of the orders 
in the focal plane should amount to "" 67 pm. 
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Figure 6.4 F ocusing and dispersive phased array with fan-out and fan-in 
coupZing sections. 

and simultaneously reduce coupling losses, the array should be provided with 

fan-outand fan-in coupling sections as shown in figure 6.4. By bringing the 

waveguide ends closer together the angular distance between the different 

orders will increase and power coupled into beams alongside of the 

waveguide axis will be reduced. If the waveguides touch each other most of 

the power will be coupled into one single order and efficient coupling into a 

single waveguide becomes feasible. 

In the following sections design and analysis of a wavelength demultiplexer 

and a polarization splitter, i.e. a device with one transmitter waveguide and 

more than one receiver waveguide, will be discussed. The component being 

reciprocal, design and analysis of a multiplexer or a polarization combiner are 

similar; the only difference is the transmission direction. 
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6.3 Array geometry 

In the design as illustrated in figure 6.4, the optical lengths of the array 

waveguides determine the dispersive and focusing properties of the com

ponent. The performance is, to a large extent, independent of the precise 

shape of the waveguide pattem, and different approaches may be adopted for 

realizing the required phase transfer. Figure 6.5 illustrates four of them. 

In the first experiments we applied the geometry depicted in figure 6.5a, 

which consists of a concentric section provided with fan-in and fan-out sec

tions which are connected smoothly with the concentric section by a double

bend adapter section. According to this concept, which is described in 

R 

L, 

(a) 

(c) 

' 
' 

R 

L, 

(b) 

(d) 

Figure 6.5 Possible geometriesof a phased-array channel. 

' 
' 
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in the appendix at the end of this chapter, the dependenee of the channel 

length on the rank num.her contains quadratic and higher-order components, 

which are introduced by the adapter section. The quadratic terms cause the 

wavefront curvature and, consequently, the position of the focal point to 

change if the wavelength changes (chromatic aberration). The effect can be 

compensated by adapting the positions of the receiver waveguides perpen

dicular to the image plane. Due to shadowing effects cross-talk performance 

degrades, however, as will be discussed in more detail in sectien 6.7. 

Takahashi et al. [10,11] employed the structures depicted in figures 6.5c and 

6.5d. These structures are free of chromatic aberration and very simple from a 

design point of view. The latter structure, which is necessary if low insertion 

coupling loss is to be achieved, suffers from a large number of junctions be

tween straight and curved waveguides, which introduce mode conversion and 

coupling loss if short bends are employed. 

In the present thesis the geometry shown in figure 6.5b, which contains a 

minimal number of waveguide sections and junctions, will be further 

elaborated. According to this concept each array waveguide channel is com

posed of a curved sectien enclosed by two straight ones. Figure 6.6a shows 

the i-th element of the array in more detail. 

For the array to be focusing, the optica! lengths of all elements have to be 

equal except for an integer number m of wavelengths, which is the order of 

the focused beam. Each element path is described by its starting angle a. , 
l 
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Figure 6.6b Geometry of the receiver side of the phased array. Note that the 
angle o;. is measured clockwise at the receiver and counterclockwise at the 

.l 
transmztter. 
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the radius of curvature R . , and the straight section length s. , which is 
l l 

measured from the focal points to the curved section. These parameters fol-

low from the array parameters according to
1 

(see figures 6.6a and 6.6b): 

and 

s. = 02 
l [1.--. L l 

l s l nc aï 

r cos 
I IJ- . l s l nc 

R. = 
l 

02L - s cos a. 
l 

sin a. 
l 

in which l. is the lengthof the i-th element: 
l 

l. =IJ + m (i-J) 'A , 
l c 

i= J, n , 
a 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

and 'A is the central design wavelength
2 

measured within the waveguide. L is 
c 

1) The distance L between transmitter and receiver can be written as: 

L = 2s. cos a. + 2R. sin a . . 
l l l l 

The length of the path l. from transmitter to receiver, measured along the array 
l 

channel, follows as: 

l. = 2s. + 2CJ..R .. 
l l l l 

The relations 6.8 and 6.9 follow directly from the above relations. 

2) The central design wavelength À is the wavelength (measured within the waveguide) 
for which the array has a unifobn phase transfer; i.e. the souree field is imaged in 
the center of the focal plane ( e =0 ). 

m 
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the distance between the focal points at the transmitter and the receiver side: 

L =2(s.cosa.+R.sina.), 
l l l l 

(11) 

and is the same for all elements. The array ends in both sides in a free 

propagation region (a planar film) with length f. The length f of this region 

depends on the angular spacing ~a of the array elements and their mutual 

distance d in the array output aperture (i.e. the junction between the array and 

the free propagation region) according to 

lfzd 
f =ar ct a n( lfz~a) ~ d!~a. (12) 

Equations 6.7 to 6.12, together with the length f of the free propagation 

region, fully define the i-th element. The free propagation lengthf is minimal 

if d equals the waveguide width w. In practice f will be larger due to partial 

filling of the inter-waveguide gap as a result of the finite resolution of the 

lithographic process. If uncertainty about the actual value of fis to be avoided 

it should be chosen such that the gap width at the junction is larger than the 

resolution of the lithographic process (with opticallithography between 0.5 

and 1 pm). 

If the free propagation region is masked and processed simultaneously with 

the waveguides, the discontinuity at the end of the waveguides will be mini

mal. In ridge-type waveguides this solution has the additional advantage that 

the unetched parts of a film have a lower attenuation than the etched ones. 
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6.4 Analysis of focusing and dispersive properties 

Analysis of wavelength demultiplexers and polarization splitters differs in 

that the wavelength is a continuous variabie and the polarization a discrete 

one. Y et, a general description, applying to both device types, can be obtained 

by characterizing the channels by their wavelengths A, .=A-./N. inside the array 
g1 1 1 

waveguides (in which A-. is the vacuum wavelength corresponding to the i-th 
1 

wavelength channel), because these wavelengths, which respond both to the 

vacuum wavelength and the polarization, fully determine the transfer 

properties of the array. Por a demultiplexer the effective indices N. will be 
1 

approximately equal for all channels, but the wavelengths are different. Por a 

polarization splitter the vacuum wavelengths A-. are identical, but the effective 
1 

indices are different. Both effects lead to different values for the intemal 

wavelengths A, .• Por the analysis the origin of these differences: wavelength 
g1 

or polarization, is not relevant. 

In the following subsections the dispersion, insertion loss, and cross-talk 

properties of the (generalized) device and the polarization dependenee of 

wavelength demultiplexers will be analyzed. 

6.4.1 Dispersion 

Por the radiation angle of an array as described in the previous section, we 

find, analogous to the derivation of equation 6.5: 
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e = arcsin 
m 
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[
( 8<1>- 2dnm) I ~ t] 

[
r( ~dl- mÀg)]' 

= arcsin 

Chapter 6 

(13) 

in which d is the waveguide spacing in the array aperture, and the other 

parameters are as defined in equations 6.4 and 6.5. Differentiation of equation 

6.13 with respect to À yields: 
g 

de 
m 

dÀ 
g 

m 
- r

d' 
(14) 

From this equation the dispersive displacement dyld'A of the focal spot in the 
g 

image plane (y is the coordinate along the image plane) is found by mul ti-

plication with the image distancef and substitution of equation 6.12: 

de 
dy m mr 
dÀ =fdÀ ~ ~a' 

g g 

or, in termsof the relative wavelength dispersion oy 

mÀ 
c r-

Lla ' 

in which o À denotes the relative wavelength varia ti on 

~À 
s:À = _g 
u À ' 

c 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(15c) 
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and À is the central design wavelength measured within the waveguide. The 
c 

dispersive displacement in the image plane appears to be independent of the 

length f of the free propagation region. The increase in the length of this 

region, which may result from parrial filling of the gap between the 

waveguides in the fan-in and fan-out sections, is thus expected to have little 

or no effect on the dispersion properties of the array. 

Deviations of the effective mode index from the design value, as may be due 

to process deviations in film thicknesses, film refractive indices, lateral index 

contrasts or waveguide widths, will affect the propagation constant ~ and 
g 

have the same effect as a wavelength shift of the souree of the same relative 

magnitude. 

6.4.2 Insertion Loss 

A. Diffraction loss 

The field in the image plane at the receiver side is the product of the array 

pattem and the far field of the array waveguides, as depicted in figure 6.7b. If 

the focal spot moves away from the center of the waveguide far field, its in

tensity decreases according to: 

-2(}2/92 

0 
!(9)=1 e 

0 
(16) 
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Figure 6. 7b F ocal field pattem of the phased array showing the mechanism 
of dif.fraction losses. 
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In this formula e is the equivalent Gaussian width (see section 3.2.1B) of the 
0 

waveguide far field: 

e = ~ = Af 
0 1tW r-;::;-

0 w ~ 21t 
e 

(17) 

we is the effective width of the waveguide mode (equation 3.11), and Af is the 

wavelength within the free propagation region. The diffraction loss L di of the 

i-th wavelength channel is the sum of the angular insertion lossLei and the 

insertion loss L of the (virtual
1
) central channel (e = 0, see figures 6.7a and 

0 

6.7b): 

Ld. =Le. +L , 
l l 0 

(dB) (18) 

with 

(dB) (19) 

The angle e. for the i-th receiver follows from its position y. in the image 
l l 

plane through 

e. ~ y.lf. 
l l 

(20) 

1) In the case of an even number of receiver waveguides there will be no waveguide 
located at e=O. The central channel loss L then refers to the loss of a virtual 
channel at e=O. 0 
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Angular insertion loss for the outer channels may vary from a few tenths of a 

decibel to a few decibels, depending on the design. The loss L can be es-
o 

timated as follows. Most of it will be caused by radiation into the adjacent 

orders of the array pattem. In a Gaussian approximation these orders will be 

suppressed by a factor exp ( -282 I 92 ), in which e is the period of the array 
per o per 

pattem: 

'A 
e = arcsin ( J) 

per d 
~) 

d' 
(21) 

and d is the waveguide spacing. Power will be lost mainly into the two ad

jacent orders of the main beam, and the same loss will occur at the transmitter 

side for reasous of reciprocity. The diffraction loss L (at 9=0) thus follows 
0 

as: 

Of 

-282 /92 -282 192 

L =-10log (1-4e per 0)~17e per 0 

0 10 

L ~ 17 e 
0 

-4rcw2 /d2 

e 
(dB). 

Por w ld~lh, a representative value, estimated lossis 0.7 dB. 
e 

(22a) 

(22b) 
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B. Spillover 

Due to the finite width of the array aperture, part of the beam diverging from 

the transmitter waveguide will spoil along the array, as shown in figure 6.8, 

and be lost. If the array half angle e is chosen twice the equivalent Gaussian 
max 

width of the divergent beam the predicted spillover will be less than 0.01 %, 

corresponding with a transmission loss less than 0.001 dB. Although the 

Gaussian approximation will probably be too optimistic in predicting the side 

lobe level of the radiation pattern, it is clear that power loss due to spillover 

will be negligibly small through a wide range of design parameters. 

Transmitter 

Array 

Spillover 

Array 
acceptance 
angle 

Spillover 

Figure 6.8 Spill-over due to afinite array aperture. 
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C. Other sourees of loss 

If the array is designed such that the radiation loss in the bend sections is 

negligible, the loss due to optica! waveguide attenuation will be proportional 

to the size of the array and, more specifically, to the lengthof the propagation 

path through the component. 

Por low contrasts the reflection loss at discontinuities at both sides of the free 

propagation regions will be small, especially if the transverse waveguide 

geometry within the waveguides and the free propagation regions are chosen 

to be identical. This loss may be roughly estimated from the Presnel reflection 

coefficient at the junction as computed from the effective indices on both 

sides. Por a relative lateral contrast of 0.05 and a lateral V-parameter of 3, the 

returnlossper junction will be in the order of 40 dB. The corresponding trans

mission loss is negligible. 

6.4.3 Channel cross talk 

A. Coupling at the receivers 

In the ideal case in which the modal field of the transmitter is imaged onto the 

image plane without distortien there is still some coupling through the tails of 

the modal field distribution which will not only excite the intended receiver 

waveguide, but also the adjacent one(s). The problem is illustrated in figure 

6.9. 
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Figure 6.9 CoupZing of the focal field to an adjacent receiver channel. 
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The cross talk due to this phenomenon can be computed from the overlap 

between the focal field and the modal field of the adjacent waveguide: 

{ f u ( y) u ( y- d ) dy } 
m m r 

11 c = {f uz ( y -) _d_y_}_2 __ 
m 

(23) 

in which U (y) repre">~nts the modal field of the receiver waveguide, a..'ld the 
m 

focal field is assumed to be a perfect image of modal field U of the transmit
m 

ter. 

It is seen from figure 6.9 that the overlap integral can be split into three dif-

ferent regions. In each of these regions an analytical expression for the 

integrand is easily derived from the formulae for the mode-profile (see, for 

example, Unger [17]). Analytica! integration leads to the following expression 

for the channel cross talk: 
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Figure 6.10 Channel cross talk as a tunetion of the relative waveguide 
spacing. 
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cross-talk levels. 
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[
2 ( 1 b ) - V g I w ] 2 

11c = ~ +2 ; v (glw + 4v!V2 + e-vlv) (24) 

m which glw is the ratio of the inter-waveguide gap g (=d-w) and the 

waveguide width w. The three terros in the right-hand factor correspond to the 

regions I, IJ, and JIJ respectively. Figure 6.10 shows the wavelength channel 

cross talk as a function of this ratio for different values of the V-parameter of 

the transmitter and the receiver waveguides. Figure 6.11 shows the values of 

g/w, which are required for obtaining 20, 30, and 40 dB isolation, as a fanc

tion of the waveguide V-parameter. 

B. Interference with adjacent orders 

Severe cross talk will occur if the the angular spacing between adjacent orders 

of the array, as shown in figure 6.7b, equals the angular spacing between the 

outer receivers. If this is the case it is not possible to excite only one outer 

receiver; the other one will simultaneously be excited by the adjacent order. If 

the receivers are positioned symmetrically with respect to the array axis (8=0, 

figure 6.7a) both will receive an equal amount of power which means that the 

cross talk level equals the signal level! The problem should be circumvented 

by choosing a sufficiently large angular periode = 'Afld for the array. 
per 

This interference phenomenon is closely related to the diffraction loss of the 

outer channels, as may be seen from a power balance. Pull interference will 

occur for the outer wavelength channel if an adjacent order is imaged onto the 

opposite outer receiver channel. If this happens, the total diffraction loss L d 
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(equation 6.18) of the outer channels is minimally 3 dB, because power is 

equally divided among these channels. By applying the modus tollens 
1 

it is 

concluded that no full interference can occur if L d< 3 dB for the outer chan

nels. Some margin is necessary, of course, to prevent coupling through the 

tails of an adjacent order. It is clear, however, that for low-loss designs this 

requirement will be met automatically. 

C. Truncation of the array aperture field 

A third souree of cross talk is associated with the side lobes of the focal field 

pattern. These are the results of truncation of the field at the array aperture as 

a result of its finite width. This phenomenon is the redprocal of spillover as 

discussed in a previous subsection (6.4.2B). 

If the truncated aperture illumination is considered to be the sum of the ideal 

illumination and the inverse of the truncated field, it can easily be seen that 

the power in the truncated field equals the spillover. In t.he worst case all of 

this power is coupled into two adjacent channels (for symmetry reasons), so 

that the channel cross talk maximally equals half the spillover. Por a spillover 

of0.01% we thus expect a maximal cross talk of -43 dB. 

1) Modus tollens: If A implies B, then not B implies notA. 
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D. Coupling between the array waveguides 

In the fan-out and fan-in sections the waveguides come so close to each other 

that coupling will occur. To estimate the magnitude of the coupling effects we 

will consider the coupling between adjacent array waveguides by applying a 

weak coupling approximation. In this approach the effect of coupling on the 

signal amplitude in the i-th waveguide is described by 
1 

(25) 

in which A. ( z) is the complex amplitude of the modal field A. ( z) exp( -j~z) in 
J J 

waveguide j, and cis the coupling coefficient [17]
2

: 

C 
-vglw 

c = e with 
2vu2 c = ..,---,----,------

~w2 V2 ( 1 +2 I v) 
(26) 

The parameters u, v, and V are the normalized parameters as discussed in 

chapter 3. In the fan-out and fan-in sections the inter-waveguide gap g 

depends linearly on the longitudinal coordinate z: 

1) Coupling between waveguide i and its two neighbors, i-1 and i+1, is described by the 
following equation [17]: 

c!:_ ~ tzl- ;P. ~ tzl _ ;~ fr. tzl _,_ r. 1-11 

d .... \ ,- -;pu.\ I J'-' zu.1\ I' .... 1'"1f z z z z- z+ 

Substitution of a (z) =A (z) exp(-jr>z), m=i-1 ,i,i+1, in which A (z) is a slowly 
varying function 'gf z, an'a elirnination of the propagation factorexp(-j~z) yields 
equation 6.25. 

2) In the formula as given by Unger [17] the term 2v in the denominator of equation 
3.162 should be 2/v. 
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Figure 6.12 CoupZing geometry. 

g(z) = z tg ~a ~ z ~a , (27) 

in which ~a is the angular increment between adjacent array channels, as 

shown in figures 6.6a and 6.12. If we are interested in small perturbations of 

the amplitudes A . ( z) we may consider A . 
1 

( z) and A . 
1 

( z) to be constant in the 
l l- l+ 

right hand side of equation 6.25. The total effect M . of the coupling on the 
l 

amplitude A. (z) of the i-th channel is then found by integrating c(z) through 
l 

the coupling region: 

M.=-j(A.
1

+A. 
1

) fc(z)dz. 
l l- l+ 

(28) 

Equation 6.28 is valid as long as M .«A. . The integnll is easily solved 
l l 

analytically: 

oo A. 

f g (1-b) 
c(z)dz=w (1+2/v)Eln 

z 
0 

e 
cg Iw 

0 
(29) 
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I 
,
1
i with z = g I !:ia. Figure 6.13 shows the value of (w!À) I c(z)dz as a function of 

0 0 
I 

J the gap filling ratio glw (no filling corresponds to glw=O) for a waveguide 
i 
/ with V=3, and different values of the inter-waveguide angle !:ia. For wi"A 8~5, 
I !1a~0.02, and glw~o.s, which is a realistic value for narrow waveguides, the 
I 
l integral has a value of 0.2. 
! 
i 
f The effect of the integral in equation 6.27 on the distortien M. is con-
i l 

I siderably reduced, however, through multiplication with the sum of A. 
1 

and 
I l-

1 A . 
1

. If the amplitude varlation from one channel to another is linear, this sum 
ll+ 

f equals 2A i for the whole array ( except for the outer elements) and there will 

I be no coupling distortien at all. Only quadratic variations will distort the 

1 
transfer. If the array encompasses 20 channels and its aperture covers 4 times 

I 
I the equivalent Gaussian width of the aperture field distribution, then the 

I 
I lla 

N 0.005 
'C 

:3 0.01 
(.) 

c.__, 
..-. 0.02 .. 
< ..... 
! 0.05 

0.1 L_~--~~--~-L--~~--~~~ 

0.0 0.5 1.0 

Gap filling ratio (g/w) 

Figure 6.13 Accumulated coupZing effect I cdz as a function of the filling 
ratio g Iw for different inter-waveguide angles !:ia. 

0 
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distance between two waveguides in the aperture plane amormts to 115 of the 

Gaussian width. At the center of the array the sum term will then amount to 

2A. e-(l/
5

)2"' 2A .(1-0.04), in which the latter term will cause distortion because 
1 l 

it will vary across the aperture. 

From this example it is clear that coupling effects in the array will be smaller 

by at least one order in comparison to the value read from figure 6.13. The 

relative power in the distortion being proportional to ( M .IA. )2 it is seen that 
l l 

cross talk through coupling effects in the array will be considerably below -20 

dB for a wide ranges of parameter values (in this example even less than 

JO log 0.022 "'- 34 dB). 

E. Phase transfer incoherence 

The length of the array waveguides usually incorporates thousands of 

wavelengths. Small local deviations of the propagation constant may, there

fore, lead to considerable phase transfer errors. If these errors are randomly 

distributed across the array waveguides, they will add a random component to 

the radiation pattem, and thus cause cross talk. 

The toleranee requirements for the phase transfer may be estimated as fol

lows. If the random phase error has a spread of cr <I> radians, a.nd cr <I>« 1, t.hen t.he 

relative power in the random component follows as cr$. This power is ran

domly radiated into the effective numerical aperture e of the waveguides, 
e 

which amormts to À /(4w ) in a Gaussian approximation (w is the effective 
o e e 
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modal width). In the image plane this power spreads over a width 

Wf= 29 ef= Àff/(2we ), and a fraction w/WJ will be coupled into each 

receiver on average. We thus find as a coarse estimate of the cross talk level: 

(30) 

With we /À f ~s and we /f ~ 0.01 as representative values, a spread cr <I> =0.1 in 

the phase transfer will yield a cross talk level in the order of -30 dB. A phase 

spread of 0.1 radian corresponds to a spread of À/60 in the opticallength of 

the array waveguides. With an intemal wavelength of 0.5 pm, which is repre

sentative for In.GaAsP waveguides eperating at 1.55 J.Iffi, this corresponds to a 

deviation in the order of 10 nm for the optica! channellength! This seems to 

be an unrealistic requirement for today's technology. It should be noted, 

however, that the requirement applies to the average opticallength measured 

along the whole waveguide path, and that the different paths are located close 

to each other on the chip. The experiments reported in this chapter (section 

6. 7) demonstrate that coherence is preserved to a large extent through arrays 

with a length of several millimeters. 
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F. Mode conversion in the array waveguides 

A final souree of cross talk may result from mode conversion at imperfections 

in the waveguides or at the junctions between straight and curved 

waveguides. Because the latter discontinuities occur in pairs, power can be 

transferred to and back from unwanted modes (usually the first-order mode), 

thus creating a second path with a different optica! length. Power carried by 

this path should be small, generally less than 1%, which means that power 

conversion per junction should maximally amount to a few percents. 

6.4.4 Polarization dependenee 

In waveguide systems with polarization dispersion, the array performance 

will be polarization dependent. Without special precautions the directions for 

the TE- and the TM-polarized beam(s) will be different, as depicted in figure 

6.14. Polarization independenee will occur if the TE-pattern with order m 

coincides with the TM-pattern withorder m-i. This will happen if m'ATE equals 

(m-i)'ATM, or 

in which the polarization dispersion il'A 
1 

is defmed as: 
po. 

(31) 

(32) 
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Figure 6.14 Schematic picture of the different orders, both TE- and TM
polarized, which are radiating from the array. 

, Equation 6.31 can be satisfied through a proper choice of array order m and 

polarization dispersion, as will be shown in the next section. 

Since the orders forTE- and TM-polarization differ, it follows from equation 

6.15a that the dispersion for each polarization will be slightly different, so that 

total polarization independenee is not possible. If m»i, which will normally be 

the case, the dispersion difference will be small and virtual polarization inde

pendenee may be obtained. 
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6.5 Design 

6.5.1 Design requirements 

If the absolute phase transfer of the component is not relevant, which will 

normally be the case, a demultiplexer or polarization splitter is fully charac

terized from an application point of view by the following quantities: 

- the number n of output channels 
c 

- the channel wavelengtbs À. (assumed to be spaeed equidistant) 
l 

- the inserfion loss L. of the i-th receiver channels 
l 

- the cross-talk level C .. in the i-th channel (relative to the input level) when 
lJ 

channel j is excited. 

Por a wavelength demultiplexer the latter three quantities will differ for TE

and TM-polarized light. The polarization-dependence of the insertion loss and 

the maximum cross talk have to be minimized if polarization-independence is 

required. 

If the circuit has to be produced in large quantities the device size is also of 

interest. In the following sections the design of the phased array, so as tomeet 

requirements with respect to the properties described above will be discussed. 
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6.5.2 Waveguide parameters 

The device size is, to a large extent, determined by the choice of the 

waveguide, notably the waveguide width and the effective index contrast. 

High effective index contrasts allow for short bending radii to be employed, 

thus reducing component size. 

For a given maximal insertion loss for the outer channels, the length of the 

free propagation region scales with the distance between the outer receiver 

waveguides in the image plane. This distance can be reduced both by reduc

ing the waveguide width and by increasing the (lateral) index contrast. 

To minimize device size the waveguide width should, therefore, be chosen to 

be as small as possible, and the index contrast as large as possible. With 

waveguide widths in the order of 1 pm and bending radii as short as 100 pm, a 

device size far into the submillimeter range is feasible. 

6.5.3 Receiver spacing 

Once the waveguide parameters have been chosen the receiver spacing d can 
r 

be determined from the required channel isolation using figures 6.10 and 6.11. 

Some margin should be included to allow for contributions from other cross

talk causing mechanisms, as discussed in section 6.4.3. Normally, receiver 

spacings (on centerlines) in the order of two or three times the waveguide 

width will prove sufficient. 
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6.5.4 Free propagation length 

The minimal free propagation length f . is bounded by the maximally al
mm 

lowed insertion loss of the outer channels; it is found from: 

ymax 
fmin=e-· 

ma x 
(33) 

in which y is the distance of the outer receiver to the center of the image 
max 

plane and the maximal dispersion angle e is found from the maximally 
max 

acceptable angular insertion lossL by inverting equation 6.19: 
max 

e ::.e iL !8.7, max o ~~max (34a) 

in which e is the equivalent Gaussian width of the single-waveguide far 
0 

field. Using equation 6.17 this equation can be rewritten as 

À 

e ::. o.J35 _j_ ../L 
max w max 

(34b) 
e 

in which we is the effective width of the modal field and ~ is the wavelength 

within the free propagation region. 

It should be noted that in the above formula L is the maximal angular dif-
max 

fraction loss, as described by formula 6.19. The central channel loss L 
0 

(equation 6.22), which is determined by the ratio w !d, adds up to this loss, 
e 
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i 

i 
1 and should first be subtracted from the maximal acceptable loss in order to 

1 arrive at the maximum angular loss L . 
1 

max 

I 
! 
i 

! 6.5.5 Array parameters 
i 

I 
J Once the receiver spacing d in the image plane has been determined, the 
i r 
I relative dispersion oy of the array ( equation 6.15b) should have the following 
i 
i value: 

I d 
r 

l 

J 
I 
I 

oy = (35) 

l,l in which OÀ. is the relative channel spacing ll.À. /À. (equation 6.15c). From 
g c 

) equation 6.15b it can beseen that (if m~J) the relative dispersion equals the 

first derivative dllda of the element length (note that mÀ. is the difference in 
c 

length between adjacent elements), so that the element length can be written 

as 

l(a) = I + aoy, 
0 

(36) 

in which the constant I can still be chosen freely. The corresponding straight 
0 

section length s and the radius R of the curved section follow from equations 6 

.8 and 6.9. The values of l and the receiver-tc-transmitter distance L (equation 
0 -

6.11) are fixed if we select a value s and R for s and R at an (arbitrary) 
r r 

reference angle a : 
r 
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l = l -a öy = 2s + 2a R -a öy, 
o r r r rr r 

(37) 

L = 2s cos a + 2R sin a. 
r r 

(38) 

Mter L and l are fixed the last parameter to he detennined is the center angle 
0 

a of the array (which can be chosen independent of a ). The design is thus 
c r 

seen to have three degrees of freedom: s , R and a . This freedom can be used 
r r c 

to optimize the design. 

Tö arrive at a suitable design it is convenient to make a graphof s(a), R(a), 

and the element height h(a): 

h(a) = s(a) sin a+ R(a) (1- cos a), (39) 

over the range from 0° to 180°, for one or more combiflations of s andR. 
r r 

Figure 6.15 shows an example. To be realizable the following constraffits 

must be satisfied over a sufficiently large angular interval: 

s > f . ' mm 
> R . ' mzn 
> w *factor with factor between 2 and 3, 

(40a) 

(40b) 

(40c) 

in. which f . is the minimal value for the length of the free propagation 
mm 

region, as described in equation 6.33, and R . is the minimal radius for which 
mm 

the bending losses are still acceptable. The last constraint ( 6.40c) avoids ele-

ments coming to close to each other. 
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/ height hfor s = 500 Jlm and R = 1000 pm at a =45°. 

,1/1 r r r 

From the figure it can be seen that there is only a small region (between 30° 

and 70°) where all constraints can be satisfied simultaneously. To enlarge this 

region other values of s and R have to be tried. A strategy for arriving at an 
r r 

optima! choice of these parameters will be explained in the next section. In 

this section we will proceed with the determination of the other array 

parameters from a graph similar to figure 6.15 once the values fors and R 
r r 

have been selected. 

The angular array aperture W =a -a, (see figure 6.6b, nis the total number 
a n 1 

of array elements) should be chosen so as to keep the spillover, and û~e related 

cross talk, su:fficiently small. If it is chosen 4 times the equivalent Gaussian 

width of the far field, W follows as: 
a 
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(41) 

The central array angle a has to he chosen such that the constraints 6.40a-c 
c 

are satisfied over the interval a ± Y2 W . If this is not possihle, reduction of W 
c a a 

or another choice of s and R must he considered. 
r r 

If the required array aperture W is smaller than the availahle interval for 
a 

which s> f . we can choose f greater than f . , thus further reducing the outer-mm mm 
channel insertion loss at the expense of an increased numher of array 

waveguides. In designing a wavelength demultiplexer this freedom can also 

he used to ohtain polarization-independent operation, as will he discussed in 

the next section. 

The order m of the array is found (from equations 6.12 and 6.15) as 

m = döy 
rj'A ' 

c 
(42) 

hy rounding the right -hand si de to the nearest integer value 
1
. The angular 

element spacing L\a then follows as: 

.:1a = mr'A I öy. 
c 

(43) 

1) The effect of rounding the right-hand side of equation 6.42 leads to a slight 
adaption of the free propagation length f through the choice of .6-a according, to 
equation 6.43. 
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The cotresponding number of array waveguides is 

w 
a 

n = -- + 1 
a Aa ' 

215 

(44) 

which completes the array design. The component is completed by adding the 

transmitter and receiver waveguides. Figure 6.16 shows two different im

plementations. For optimal coupling efficiency the receiver waveguides 

should be located as indicated in figure 6.17. 

{a} 

( 
(b) 

Figure 6.16 Two different implementations of a phased array: 
a) with in-line input awl output waveguides, 
b) with input and output waveguides at the same side of the chip. 
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array receivers 

Figure 6.17 Optimallocation ofthe the receiverwaveguides. 

6.5.6 Design optimization 

From the curves of figure 6.15 the bending radius R is seen to vary con

siderably as a function of a. Por small values of R it will be necessary to 

account for the change in P due to waveguide bending. It is advantageous to 

keep the varlation of R as small as possible in order to reduce the dependenee 

of the array transfer on bending effects. 

Two of the three degrees of freedom (s , R , and a ) can be used for flatten-
r r c 

ing the curve R(a) by requiring dR/da and dR2/da2 to be zero at the reference 

angle a (which can be freely chosen). Upon calculation we find the following 
r 

expressions for these derivatives: 

dR 
da 

-Y2öy a 
= (s-~ n a) 1 (1 - t an a), (45) 
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= ~oy (1 + . 12 ) - R. 
s1n a 
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(46) 

In the latter formula it has been assumed that dR/da=O. From these formulae 

it is seen that the first derivative can be put to zero by choosing 

s 
r 

= ~~ 
tan a 

r 

and the second one by choosing 

(47) 

1 
R = ~oy (1 + . 

2 
). (48a) 

r s1n a 
r 

Empirica! analysis reveals that R( a) is reasonably flat over a wide range of R -
r 

values, and that an even wider flat range is obtained with 

R = ~~ 
r si n2 a ' 

(48b) 
r 

at the costof a slight decreasein flatness. Inspeetion of formulae 6.8, 6.9, and 

6.36 to 6.38 reveals that all array dimensions depend linearly on oy after sub

stitution of formulae 6.47 and 6.48a or 6.48b. This means that all array 

dimensions can be normalized on the relative dispersion oy, which con

siderably simplifies analysis. Figure 6.18 shows the normalized section 

length, bending radius, element height and its derivative of an array designed 

for a flat R-curve at a =45°. To arrive at the actual dimensions all values 
r 

should be multiplied by oy. 
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From the figure it can be seen that s decreases approximately linearly for 

angles beyond the reference value a =45°, and is positive from approximately 
r 

30° to 90°. The height derivative dhlda, which is indicative of the distance 

between the array elements, has a minimum slightly beyond the reference 

value a . The general shape of the curves remains the same over a wide range 
r 

of a -values. 
r 

Figure 6.19 shows the width W of the angular interval over which sis posi
+ 

tive, the straight section length s , the bending radius R , and the minimum of 
r r 

the height derivative dh/da, as a function of the reference radius. With this 

graph the array can be dimensioned if we know the minimal free propagation 

lengthf .. 
mm 

2.0 

CD 
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Figure 6.18 The section length s, radius R, element height h, and the height 
derivative dhlda, normalized on the relative dispersion oy, with R(a) flat
tened around a=45°. 
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-- s, ---- R, dh/da 

0.1 L---~--~--~----~--~--~----~~~---

0 30 60 90 

a, (degr} 

Figure 6.19 Design curvesjor the selection ofthe reference angle a. : 
(curve 1: radians, curves 2-4 normalized on öy) r 

1) width W of the angular interval with positive s-values, 
2) straight stction length s for flattening R(a.), 
3) bending radius R for flattening R(a.), 
4) minimum of the rheight derivative dhlda.. 

Figure 6.20 shows the dependenee of the normalized array length and the 

height of the reference element, which are indicative of the array dimensions, 

on the choice of the reference angle a. . The contributions of the transceiver 
r 

waveguides to the array dimensions are readily computed. 

If the approach described above does not yield a satisfactory design, the re

quirement fora flat R(a.) curve can be abandoned, or another array geometry 

can be selected. The interdependence of the various parameters being rather 

complicated, another design strategy will have to be developed in order to 

arrive at optima! designs. 
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--L ---- h, 
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0 30 60 90 

a, (degr) 

Figure 6.20 Normalized lengthof the array (jrom transmitter to receiver), 
and the height ofthe reference element, as ajunetion ofthe reference angle. 

6.5.7 Correction for bending effects 

According to the present approach the phase transfer of the curved 

waveguides is described as <j> = 2aR~ , in which ~ is the straight-waveguide 
g g 

propagation constant. The actual phase transfer will equal 2a~ <1> (R) in which 

~ <1> is the angular propagation constant as discussed in chapter 4. 

If the applied bending radii are in a range in which the shift of the mode

profile towards the outer edge of the bend can no longer be neglected, the 

actual phase transfer will differ from its design value and thus degrade array 

performance. A simple solution to this problem is to apply a correction to the 

radius R, such that: 
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2af3 <p(R') = cl> = 2aRf3 i (49) 

in which R' is the corrected value. It is found as follows. If we neglect bend

ing effects, the actual phase . transfer 2 a f3 <p ( R) seems to be caused by a 

waveguide with radius R"=f3 <p(R)/(3 g' which will be greater than R by an 

amount M?. ph. The corresponding phase error can be neutralized by reducing R 

by the same amount: 

(SOa) 

in which 

-R. (50b) 

0.3 .--------------------~ 

Ê 
0.2 

-= 
a: ' <:1 ' ' 0.1 ' ' 

---------
0.0 '----~---'--~--...J..._-~--__l--~-

100 200 300 400 500 

R {!Jm) 

Figure 6.21 Optima! offsets (between centerlines) for minimal coupZing loss 
(a) and minimal phase transfer error ( b) as computed for the example 
presented insection 6.5.9. 
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The computed offset M ph differs from the optimal offset for minimal coupling 

loss M, as described in chapter 4. Figure 6.21 shows both offsets (between 

centerlines) for the example described insection 6.5.9. From the figure it can 

be seen that the offset required for constant phase transfer is approximately 

equal to half the offset required for minimal coupling loss. As long as the 

latter offset is in the order of a few tenths of a micron, the loss penalty in 

applying the constant-phase-transfer offset of equation 6.50b will be negli

gible. If the variation of R is small, a single correction can be applied to all 

radii. 

If necessary, coupling loss may be further reduced by optimizing both the 

offset and the curved-waveguide width. If very small bending radii are to be 

employed, bending effects will have to be accounted for in choosing the array 

parameters. This complicates design. In the present approach this problem is 

circumvented: the design parameters are computed as if there were no bend

ing effects and corrections are applied afterwards to the bending radius, while 

leaving all other parameters unchanged. 

6.5.8 Polarization-independent demultiplexer design 

In section 6.4.4 it was shown that polarization independenee can be achieved 

through a proper choice of the array order m. From equation 6.15b it is seen 

that for a given dispersion oy the array order m is exclusively deterrnined by 

the free propagation length f through the relation !la=d/f. Combination of 
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these relations with equation 6.31 gives us the following criterion for polariza

tion independence: 

(51) 

in which i is an arbitrary integer. If the range of possible values for f, as dis

cussed in section 6.5.5, contains a value satisfying the above relation, 

polarization independent design is feasible. 

6.5.9 Design example 

As an example we will discuss the design of a polarization splitter for epera

tion at 1.5500 pm, to be realized in the aluminum oxide ridge-guide system 

described in chapters 2 and 3. 

The design will be developed for the smallest waveguide width which can be 

fabricated reproducibly in our laboratory: 2 pm, and an etch depth of 350 nm, 

which allows for low-loss bending radii as short as 150 pm. Figure 6.22 shows 

the waveguide geometry. 

An effective index of 1.5362 has beenfound for the TE
00 

mode and 1.5180for 

the TM 
00 

mode using the effective index method. These correspond to 

wavelengths 'A TE= 0.9894 and 'A TM= 1.0013 within the waveguide. The central 

wavelength is thus 'A = 0.9953 and the relative wavelength spacing 
c 
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Figure 6.22 Waveguide geometry used in the example. 
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Figure 6.23 The straight section length s, radius R, element height h and 
height derivative dh!dafor 8y=480 pm and a =60°. 
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ÖÀ. = 1.2%. The lateral V-parameter equals 3.8 for TE-polarized and 3.6 for 

TM-polarized light, so that the waveguides are bimodal. 

From figure 6.10 it can be seen that a ratio glw=1.5 provides more than 40 dB 

isolation between the output channels, so that the channel spacing on cen

terlilles amounts to 5 Jtm. This requires a relative dispersion öy = (g+w)/8P.. = 

5/0.012 = 420 Jlm. 

From formula 3.11 we find an effective modal width of 1.63 Jlm. If the resolu

tion of the lithographic process is 1 Jtm the central channel insertion loss L 
0 

(equation 6.22) is 0.5 dB. Fora maximum total insertion lossof 1 dB the mar-

gin for the angular dispersion loss is 0.5 dB. The corresponding maximum 

dispersionangle e (formula6.34)is0.15 radians,from whichf . (equation 
max mm 

6.33) follows as 310.15 ~ 17 Jlm. The angular array aperture W corresponding 
a 

to 48 (equation6.41) amounts to 0.9 radians (50°). 
0 

Based on these values a reference angle of 60° is selected from figure 6.19. 

Figure 6.23 shows the array parameters for 8y=420 Jlm and a =60°. If we 
r 

choose the array aperture from 40° to 90° (the non-shaded region in figure 

6.23, a = 65°), the free propagation length f can be chosen to be 40 Jlm, lead-
c 

ing to an even lower angular insertion loss of 0.1 dB, so that the totally, 

expected diffraction loss amounts to 0.6 dB. The array order found from equa

tion 6.42 is 30, the required angular waveguide spacing .!1a (equation 6.43) 

amounts to 0.075 radians (4.3°). 
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The corresponding number of waveguides n ( equation 6.44) is 13. From 
a 

figure 6.13 it is seen that no coupling problems are to be expected in the array 

with the value of .ö.a found above (I c(z)dz < 0.2). From figure 6.23 the radius 

is seen to vary between 280 Jlm in the center and approximately 400 flm at the 

inner edge (the left side of the non-shaded window). Figure 6.21 shows that 

for this range an offset of 0.07 ftm will combine the required phase transfer 

with low coupling loss. 

The array length L is read from figure 6.20 as 600 ftm. If the transmitter and 

the receiver are realized using R=300 ftm bends, the totallength will be 1150 

ftm in the implementation of figure 6.16a. The maximum array height is found 

from figure 6.20 to be 400 ftm. Figure 6.24 shows the mask-Iayout. Smaller 

dimensions can be obtained by increasing the effective index contrast, which 

will reduce both the receiver spacing d and the minimum bending radius. 
r 

Figure 6.24 Mask layout of the polarization splitter described in the ex
ample. 
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6.6 Simulation 

6.6.1 Network description 

From a circuits point of view a demultiplexer or a polarization splitter can be 

conceived of as an (m+l )-port (see figure 6.25a), in which mis the number of 

output channels (equaling 2 for a polarization splitter). If reflections are 

neglected, the component can be described by a transmission matrix T: 

U= TU r t' 
(52a) 

u = td], T= n. U =U 
r t t' 

(52b) 

rm m 

in which the complex signa! amplitudes u . in the i-th receiver waveguide and 
rz 

u in the transmitter waveguide are represented as: 
t 

(53) 

Normalizing the signa! amplitude u with respect to the, root of the signa! 
s 

power P has the advantage of making it invariant to the specific structure of 
s 

the waveguide. This is advantageous if waveguides with different geometries 

(widths) are used. 
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Figure 6.25 Network representation of a phased array. 
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All elements t. of the transmission matrix are functions of both wavelength 
l 

and polarization. A general description, which covers both the application as a 

wavelength demultiplexer and as a polarization splitter, can be obtained by 

descrihing all matrix elements as a function of the wavelength 'A within the 
g 

waveguide, or its reciprocal, the propagation constant ~ . For the response of 
g 

the component it does notmatter whether a change in ').., or ~ is caused by a 
g g 

frequency change or by a change of the polarization. 

The overall transmission matrix T can be decomposed as follows (figure 

6.25b): 

T =RPS, (54a) 

with 

R= [~~ 1 :: ~~ n]' p = [~11 ~- ~ ] ' S = [?]' 
r 

1 
.. r 0 0 p s 

m mn nn n 

(54b) 

in which s. describes the transmission from the transmitter to the i-th array 
l 

channel, p .. describes the propagation through the i-th array waveguide, and 
ll 

r .. describes the transmission form the i-th array channel to the j-th receiver 
lj 

channel. The representation of the propagation matrix P as a diagonal matrix 

assumes that there is no coupling between the array waveguides. 

In this description the insertion loss of the i-th receiver channel follows as 

L. =- 20 log
10 

It.(~. )I , 
l l l 

(55) 
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and the channel cross talk C .. , which is defined as the the channel-j signal 
l] 

level in receiver i, as 

C .. = 20 log
10 

It.(~. )I. 
l] l J 

(56) 

fu the following paragraphs the computation of thematrices T, P, and R will 

be described. 

6.6.2 Transmitter-to-array transfer 

The transmitter-tc-array transfer cernprises four phenomena: transmission and 

reflection at the end of the waveguide, diffraction through the free propaga

tion region, coupling into the array and propagation through the first part of 

the array. fu this part of the array coupling effects can not be neglected. To 

facilitate computations the effects of coupling at both ends of the array will be 

included in the matrices S and R descrihing the transmitter and receiver sub

circuit, so that the array itself can be considered to be uncoupled. 

The souree field u; (y) in the transmitter aperture plane s; (see figure 6.26) is 

found as: 

(57) 
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Figure 6.26 Local coordinate system at the transmitter, centered around the 
array central angle a . 

c 

in which U~ (y) is the lateral mode profile of the transmitter waveguide, and 't 

is the transmission coefficient through the transmitter aperture plane. It may 

be estimated using the Presnel formula applied to the effective indices of the 

mode on one side, and the (two-dimensional) plane wave on the other side of 

the junction. For low to moderate index contrasts the transmission coefficient 

will be close to unity. It will be omitted in the following formulas. 

The diffraction field U(a,p) is computed with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld ap-

proximation: 
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in which ~ f is the plane-wave propagation constant in the film between the 

transmitter and the phase array (the free propagation region). The argument 

(a -a ) of the eosine function is the angle between the direction from the 
y c 

souree point y to the observation point ( a,f) and the transmitter axis, which 

coincides with the array central angle a . It is slightly dependent on y but 
c 

approximately equal to (a-a ). Figure 6.26 shows the local coordinate system 
c 

centered around a . The Green function H( 
2

) ( ~~R) can be approximated as: 
c 0 

for ~~R »I. (58b) 

In order to find the excitation coefficients u. of the individual array 
l 

waveguides, we assume that these coefficients are proportional to the 

amplitude of the diffraction-field at the center of the waveguide: 

(59a) 

The proportionality constant a fellows from the requirement that: 

(59b) 

in which 11 is the coupling efficiency from the diffraction field to the guided 

modes in the array, and P; is the power in the diffraction field at s;, which is 

related to the transmitted power Pt (=P~) through: 
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(60) 

The exponential accounts for the propagation loss in the free propagation 

region; it will be mnitted in the following formulae. The proportionality con

stant a is found (from equations 6.59 and 6.60) to be: 

a ~ 

11P 
t 

z.uz (a. ,f). 
. l 
l 

(61) 

For the computation of the coupling efficiency 11 we assume that the guided 

field in the plane S;, at the beginning of the array, may be approximated as the 

sum of the individual waveguide modes U : 
m 

CZ.U (a-a.). 
. m z 

(62) 
l 

in which a. is the angular coordinate of the i-th waveguide. The field is il-
z 

lustrated in figure 6.27. The proportionality constant C is not relevant for the 

determination of the coupling efficiency because it occurs in the numerator as 

well as in the denominator of the overlap integral formula: 

11 = 
I f u;( a) u; (a) dal z 

fl u;(a)l 2 da fl u;(a)l 2 da 
(63) 

/ 
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Due to the overlap of the individual waveguide modes in the plane S;, the 

field u; will not simply equal the sum of the individual modes. When 

propagating through the fan-out section, the guided power will be increas

ingly concentrated within the waveguide so that the field strength at the 

waveguide axis will increase. Consequently it will decay in the reverse direc

tion. The field strength in the array aperture will thus be smaller than 

expected from simple summation of the uncoupled waveguide modes. 

1.5 
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Figure 6.27 The field near the aperture of the phased array: 

u;: Diffractionfield at the array aperture 

u;: Sumfield ofthe individualmodes in the aperture 

U 
3

: Sum field of the individual modes in the uncoupled part of the 
array. 
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The need to analyze this effect is circumvented by applying the approach 

outlined above. The matrix elements s. are thus found to be: 
l 

s. = a U (a .,f), 
l l 

(64) 

which completes the computation of the transmitter array S. 

6.6.3 Array transfer 

If the effect of waveguide coupling on the excitation coefficients is included 

in the matrices descrihing the transmitter and receiver sub-circuits, the 

propagation matrix P of the phased array is a nxn diagorral matrix with ele-

ments 

-j~ l. 
p .. = e g z 

ll 

p .. = 0 
l] 

(65a) 

(65b) 

If mutual coupling effects in the array are small, but not negligible, their ef

fects on the array transfer may be simulated by multiplying the propagation 

matrix on both sides with a coupling matrix: 

(66) 
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in which T denotes transposition. If coupling effects are small, the elements of 

the coupling matrix follow as (see section 6.4.3D) 

c .. = 1 I i-j I= 0 
lj 

= -j f c(z)dz I i-j I= 1 

= 0 I i-j I> 1 

in which the coupling integral is computed from equation 6.29. 

6.6.4 Array-to-receiver transfer 

(67a) 

(67b) 

(67c) 

A straightforward way to analyze the receiver side of the component is by 

reconstructing the field in the array output aperture as the sum of the in

dividual modes (corrected for coupling effects), computing the image field 

using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral, and overlapping this field with the 

modal fieldsof the receiver waveguides in order to find the excitation coeffi

cients of the receiver waveguide modes. 

A more elegant way to compute the transfer properties makes use of the fact 

that components in passive isotropie materials are reciprocal, i.e. transmission 

coefficients for the forward and reverse propagation direction are identical. 

This implies that the transfer matrix of the receiver region is found directly 

(by transposition) from that of a transmitter region in which the transmitter 

waveguides are placed such that both regions are mirrered replicas of each 

other. The matrix R thus follows from: 
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r .. = a U. (a..,f), 
lj J l 

(68) 

in which U. (a.., j) is the diffraction field of the j-th receiver ( considered as a 
J l 

virtual transmitter) at the center of the i-th array waveguide, which follows by 

substitution of 

+ u
1 

(y) =U (y-y.) 
m J 

(69) 

into the integral of equation 6.58a. In the above equation U (y) is the modal 
m 

field of the receiver waveguide and y. is the position of the j-th receiver (= 
J 

virtual transmitter). 

6.6.5 Simulation of dispersion properties 

Inspeetion of equations 6.58a and 6.69 reveals that, apart from a factor 

exp( -jp f f) which describes the propagation through the free propagation 

region, the elements of the transmitter and receiver matrices S and R are only 

weakly dependent on the wavelength ( or propagation constant) within the free 

propagation region. The dispersive properties of the component are deter

mined by the dispersive properties of the array. This greatly facilitates 

simulation of these properties because the (rather complicated) transmittër 

and receiver matrices (S and R) may be considered constant, the only 

wavelength dependent matrix being the (very simple) propagation matrix P. 
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6.6.6 Example 

Figure 6.28 shows the transmission to the two receiver channels of the 

polarization splitter discussed in section 6.6.9, as a function of the intemal 

wavelength À within the array waveguides. The wavelengths corresponding 
g 

to TE and TM polarization are indicated in the figure. Insertion loss can be 

interpreted as the level in a channel at the coreesponding wavelength ( the 

wavelengths indicated in the figure as ÀTE and ÀTM. Cross talk is found as the 

signal level in a channel at the wavelength of the other. Both insertion loss 

and cross talk appear to be close to the design values (0.6 and -40 dB 

respectively). 
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Figure 6.28 Simulated transmission curves. Wavelengths corresponding to 
TE- and TM-polarization are indicated. 
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6. 7 Experiments 

The experimental results described in this section are based on components 

realized according to the initia! strategy shown in figure 6.5a. Experiments 

with the new design approach described in the present thesis, are underway 

but not yet finished. The most important difference between the two ap

proaches is the absence of chromatic aberration in the new approach. In the 

initia! approach the aberration was corrected for by adapting the receiver 

positions, as shown in figure 6.30b. Because of the magnitude of this correc

tion, shadowing of one waveguide by the other occurs which causes the cross

talk level to increase. From the viewpoint of performance the most important 

difference is, therefore, expected to beseen in the cross-talk level. Although 

the two approaches are essentially similar, the reader should be aware of some 

difference in the details. Because the new design approach is considered supe

rior, explanation of the initia! strategy is restricted to a minimum. Some detail 

is provided in Appendix 6A. 

6.7.1 Polarization splitter 

A. Introduetion 

Several concepts have been reported regarding planar polarization splitters. 

Bergman et al. [13] proposed a splitter based on intersecring waveguides 

(device length 25 mm) which showed 1.7 dB insertion loss and 12-15 dB 

cross talk. Ura et al. [14] demonstrated a focussing grating coupler with 4 dB 
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coupling loss and 14-17 dB cross talk, and a total device area of 1xll mm2• 

Aarnio [15] reported the smallest splitter device so far, which was also based 

on a grating coupler (device length 5 mm), but with a channel isolation of 9-

11 dB. Neyer [16] reported a 3 dB loss figure and 20 dB cross talk for a 

contiguration based on Two Mode Interterenee (device length 20 mm). 

Mikami [17] achieved loss and cross-talkvalues of 1.7 dB and 20 dB respec

tively using a directional coupler,, with 15 mm length. His device requires a 

tuning circuit for proper operation. 

In the following paragraphs it is shown that polarization splitters based on 

optical phased arrays combine insertion loss and cross-talk figures com

parable to the best results reported so far, with considerably smaller device 

dimensions. Experimental results were reported earlier by V ellekoop and 

Smit [6,7]. 

B. Design 

The polarization splitter was designed at a wavelength of 633 nm because of 

the availability of accurate measurement equipment operating at this 

wavelength. Design was based on 2 pm wide waveguides with a lateral index 

contrast 11n ~ 0.02. These waveguides combine a waveguide attenuation of 2 

dB/cm with negligible radiation loss for radii greater than 700 pm. 

A waveguide separation of 3 pm (5 pm at centerlines) was chosen. This 

provides a theoretica! channel isolation of 60 dB. The splitter was designed on 
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the basis of an insertion loss L of 0.5 dB, which occurs, with the chosen 
max 

waveguide parameters, at a dispersion angle (relative to the optica! axis) of 

1.5°. At this angle a free propagation length f of 100 pm is required to arrive 

at a receiver spacing of 5 pm. For the 2 pm waveguides chosen, the l/e2 far

field half angle e _ amounts to 6°. With f = 100 Jlm and W -· = 4 e _ the array 
u u. u 

counts n = 24 waveguides. The corresponding cross talk is expected to be 
a 

lower than- 40 dB. 

In the design scheme according to figure 6.5a, the phased array consistsof a 

concenttic section, a fan-out and fan-in section for reducing coupling loss, 

and two adapter sections for connecting the latter sections with the concenttic 

one. The geometry is depicted in more detail in figure 6.29. A straight 

transmitter divergence fan- out 
waveguide region coupling 

sectien 

adapter 
sectien 

concentric 
sectien 

adapter fan- in convergence receiver 
sectien coup!ing region waveguides 

sectien 

Figure 6.29 Polarization splitter geometry with corresponding design 
parameters (drawing is not to scale). 
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section length s (f+t in figure 6.29) of twice the free propagation length was 

chosen for the array. To avoid radii smaller than 700 pm, which is about the 

minimum for low-loss bends in this waveguide structure, R was chosen 800 
0 

pm. The adapter sections contain two circular waveguide sections with 

slightly different radii, in order to conneet the fan-in and fan-out sections 

smoothly with the concentric section. If too small an adapter central section 

length a is chosen, the radius of one of the circular sections may become 
0 

smaller than 700 pm. It follows from appendix 6A that this will not happen if 

a ;:: R sina . (in which a is the value of a. for the outer array 
o o max max z 

waveguides). This requirement is satisfied by a =190 pm. 
. 0 

Once s, f and a are determined, the concentric-section sector angle can be 
0 

determined. For the present waveguide structure the central wavelength 

À. c =lh(f...TE +À. TM) within the waveguide amounts to 0.406 pm, the relative dif

ference between ').,TE and ').,TM is approximately 1.3%. With this relative 

dispersion value the concentric section angle 'I' should equal 'P=l.3 radians, as 

follows from Appendix 6A. Corresponding design dimensions, including 

transmitter and receivers, are 2.5 x 0.6 mm2• 

The dispersive properties of the splitter also apply to wavelength variations, 

so that a wavelength shift !l.f... will decrease the splitter performance. As long 

as these variations are within ± 10% of the relative difference (f...TM- À. TE)!').., c' the 

effect will be small. With a relative dispersion of 1.3% the acceptable 

wavelength fluctuation is in the order of ±10-
3
, i.e. approximately ±1 nm. 
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Table 6.1 summarizes the design parameters and the corresponding predicted 

properties of the phased array. Figures 6.30a and 6.30b show the experimental 

device. The two bent waveguides at each side of the phased array and the two 

straight waveguides are used as reference channels. Loss and cross-talkvalues 

were determined by comparison of the receiver channels with the simul

taneously excited reference channels. 

Figure 6.30a Microscope photograph of the polarization splitter. The two 
waveguides at each side ofthe phased array are reference channels. 

Figure 6.30b Detail of the receiver section showing the aberration correc
tion applied to the two receiver channels. 
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vacuwn wavelengtil A. 633 run 
0 

TE-wavelength A. TE 0.4032 pm 

TM-wavelength A. TM 0.4085 J.lffi 

central design wavelengtil A. 0.4058 J.lffi c 
polarization dispersion dA. 

1
tA. = 1.3 % 

po c 
1/e2 morlal half width w 

0 
1.2 J.lffi 

1/e2 far-field half angle e 6.2° 
0 

free propagation length f 100 pm 

adapter centrallength a 190 pm 
0 

straight section length s 200 J.lffi 

central channel radius R 800 J.lffi 
0 

concenttic section angle 'I' 1.3 rad 

nwnber of array waveguides n 24 
a 

array aperture w 26° 
a,max 

device dimensions 2.5x0.6 mm2 

dispersion angle 9
TE,TM = ±1.50 

• 
dispersive displacement YTE,TM ±2.5 pm 

aberration aTE,TM ±3.4 J.lffi 

insertion loss L 0.45 dB 
max 

channel cross talk c < -50 dB 

Table 6.1 Summary of design parameters for the polarization spUtter. 
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C. Simulation 

Figure 6.31 shows the power coupled to the TE- and TM-channel as a func

tion of~- The lobes occurring below -40 dB are caused by the finite aperture 

of the phased array, and agree well with the coarse estimate made based on 

the spillover. As can be seen from the figure, the predicted insertion loss and 

channel cross talk at the values of À corresponding to À-TE and ').,TM' are ap

proximately -0.5 dB and- 50 dB. 
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Figure 6.31 The numerically simulated power transfer fortheTE and the TM 
channel, as a function of the int erna! wavelength À . The design values for 'A TE 
and À-TM are indicated. g 
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D. Results 

The experimental device was investigated by selectively coupling TE- or TM

polarized light from an He-Ne gas laser into the planar waveguides with a 

prism coupler, as described in chapter 8. The device was cleaved at the posi

tien indicated in figure 6.29. The output end face of the device is projected 

onto a CCD video camera with a microscope objective. The signal from the 

camera is digitized and processed by a computer. Figure 6.32 shows 

photographs of the camera observations for the two polarizations. An inten

sity scan over the different channels is shown in figure 6.33. 

Insertion loss can be determined by cernparing the intensity of the receiver 

channel with the intensities of the reference channels as shown in figure 6.32. 

Table 6.2 lists the values measured for four different devices. The values 

measured for devices 3 and 4 are less representative than the others due to a 

• • • • ••• TE 

• • • •••• TM 

Figure 6.32 Camera observations of the channels at the cleaved end face of 
the device (as indicated infigure 6.29) forTE- and TM-polarization. The two 
channels at the leftand the Jour channels at the right are reference channels. 
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Figure 6.33 Intensity scan ofthe TM-polarized response. 

TE TM 

mismatch Loss Cross talk Loss Cross talk 
Nr. 

AA/A(%) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) 

1 0.03 2.0 -23.1 2.0 -21.3 

2 0.05 1.7 -18.7 0.3 -20.5 

3 0.12 1.5 -19.1 0.1 -13.4 

4 0.12 2.1 -21.1 0.3 -17.3 

247 

Table 6.2 Measurement results of Jour different devices. The measured 
wavelength mismatch of the experimental device relative to the design value, 
is indicated in the second column. 
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poor match of the measured values of ÀTE and ÀTM to the design values. It can 

be seen that an insertion loss close to the theoretically predicted value of 0.5 

dB is obtained for the TM channel (device 2). The lowest values listed in the 

table are not considered significant: measurement errors are estimated to be 

within ±0.5 dB. The TE-polarized channel exhibits a greater insertion loss 

than the TM-polarized one. This may have been caused by shadowing effects 

from the TM-polarized receiver which extends to within the field-of-view of 

the TE-receiver due to the aberration corrections, as can be seen from figure 

6.30b. 

Channel isolation is determined by comparing the transmitted signal intensity 

for a single polarization with the signallevel in the other channel after remov

ing a 20 dB optical attenuator. The cross-talkvalues of 19-20 dB (devices 1 

and 2) are worse than the theoretica! predictions, but comparable to best 

results publisbed so far. 

E. Conclusions 

A polarization splitter based on an optical phased array was realized with 

insertion loss and cross-talk figures of 2 and -19 dB for TE-polarization, and 

0.5 and -20 dB for TM-polarization. Device dimensions are 2.5 x 0.6 mm2• 

This performance is comparable with the best results reported so far, but real

ized with a considerably smaller device size. 
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6.7.2 Polarization-independent wavelength demultiplexer 

A. Introduetion 

V arious configurations of planar (de )mul tiplexers have been reported based 

on optica! interterenee filters [18-20], wavelength selective coupling [21-23] 

and optica! diffraction gratings [24-26]. Verbeek et al. [18] reported a weakly 

polarization-dependent four-channel Mach-Zehnder demultiplexer (device 

length 33 mm) with a channel spacing of 7.7 nm, 2.6 dB loss and 16 dB chan

nel cross talk. Rottman et al. [21] realized a polarization-independent dual

channel (de )multiplexer with 30 nm channel spacing, 3 dB loss and 26-40 dB 

cross talk, based on two-mode interterenee (TMI) and with a device length of 

12 mm. Imoto et al. [22] proposed and demonstrated a dual-channel direc

tional coupler (de )multiplexer with 100 nm channel spacing, 5 dB loss and 20 

dB cross talk. The configuration was designed for a specific polarization and 

had a lengthof 10 mm. Suhara et al. [24] demonstrated a five-channel demul

tiplexer for multimode systems with 30 nm channel spacing using a chirped 

grating. The hybrid component, with dimensions 20x13 mm2, showed 9.5 dB 

loss and 21.5 _dB cross talk. Non-planar grating components using GRIN 

lenses [27 ,28] achleve better performance. Such devices must be assembled, 

however, with great precision and are therefore less attractive. 

Polarization-independent wavelength demultiplexers based on optica! phased 

arrays combine insertion loss and cross-talk figures comparable to the best 

results reported so far, but with considerably smaller device dimensions. 
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Experimental results were reported earlier by Vellekoop and Smit [8,9]. A 

short description will be given below. 

B. Design 

A single mode AlGaAs laser, which is thermally tunable between 775-785 

nm, was employed to measure the device, thus fixing the design central 

wavelength at 'A = 780 nm. The design aim was to achleve a polarization-
o 

independent 4-channel wavelength demultiplexer with a wavelength spacing 

of 1.7 nm. The same (bimodal) waveguide structure (lateral waveguide width 

w=2 pm, optica! contrast tJ.n~0.02), which was succesfully employed in the 

polarization splitter was chosen for the demultiplexer. Due to the slightly 

longer wavelength (780 nm instead of 633 nm), the minimal bending radius is 

increased to 1 mm. The central design wavelength 'A (0.5043 pm), the lle2 

c 
modal half width w (1.34 pm) and the relative polarization dispersion tJ.'A 

1 o po 
/'A (1.37%) are fixed by the choice of the waveguide geometry. 

c 

Receiver waveguide separation was chosen to be similar to the polarization 

splitter: 5 pm at centerlines. Due to the higher operation wavelength the 

predicted channel cross-talk level was higher: -45 dB. This is, however, con

sidered to be sufficiently low. The demultiplexer was made polarization 

independent by choosing the free propagation length according to equation 

6.51, which leads (with d=w=2 ;tm and i=2) to a value !=123 pm. With a 

dispersive displacement of 1-0z.x5 = 7.5 ;tm for the outer channels the disper

sion angle e amounts to approximately 3.5°. This will produce an insertion 
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loss of 2 dB for the outer channels. Channel cross-talk considerations are 

analogous to the polarization splitter design. The receiver-waveguide spacing 

of 5 pm and a number N = 31 array waveguides is calculated to be sufficient 
a 

to achleve a channel isolation better than 40 dB. 

vacuum wavelength ').., = 780 run 
0 

central design wavelength (TE) ').., = 0.5043 p.m 
c 

relative channel spacing fj,')..,j').., 0.22 % 

polarization dispersion Ij,')., lÎv = 1.37 % 
po c 

l/e2 modal half width w 
0 

1.34 pro 

1/e2 far-field half angle 9 6.9° 
0 

free propagation length f 123 pro 

adapter centrallength a 300 pro 
0 

straight section length s 583 pro 

central channel radius R 1200pm 
0 

concenttic section angle 'l' 180° 

number of array waveguides n 31 
a 

array aperture w 28° 
a:,max 

device dimensions 4.5x3.2 mm2 

dispersion displacement 9
14 

±7.5 pro , 
9

2 3 
±2.5 pro 

, 
aberration a1,4 ±4.5 pro 

a2,3 ±1.5 pro 

insertion loss L14 2.3 dB 
, 

L23 0.3 dB , 
channel cross talk c < -40 dB 

Table 6.3 Summary of design parameters for the wavelength demultiplexer. 
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If the concenttic section angle 'Pis restricted to 180° and the adapter section 

reference length a is chosen to be 300 pm, the straight section length for 
0 

obtaining the required dispersion is found to be 583 pm. Corresponding 

device dimensions are 4.5x3.2 mm2 . 

If the demultiplexer is designed for TE-polarization, the aberration-correction 

of the receiver channels, as described in the appendix at the end of this chap

ter, only applies to the TE-polarization. The aberration for the TM-field is 

considerable. Substituting fi..À 
1 

/À = 1.37% in equation 84 of the appendix an 
po c 

aberration a TM of 19 pm is found. Compared to the focal depth dj= rcw~/'A c ~ 11 

pm (this being the distance for which the increase in beam width is within a 

factor ../2), it is to be expected that the demultiplexer properties for TM

polarization will be inferior to those for TE-polarization. 

Polarization performance can be improved by placing the receiver 

waveguides so that the focal mismatch is equal for both polarizations. This is 

achieved by correcting the receiver position by the average of the aberration 

for the two polarizations. We decided to optimize the aberration correction for 

a single polarization (TE) because the demonstratien of demultiplexer opera

tien was considered to be a first priority. The aberration-free geometry 

described in the previous sections was developed based on the results of this 

experiment. 
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Figure 6.34a Mask pattem of the demultiplexer. The upper two bent 
waveguides and the lower two straight waveguides are reference channels. 

Figure 6.34b Microscope photograph of the receiver section. 
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Design parameters and corresponding theoretica! properties are summarized 

in table 6.3. Figure 6.34 shows a photograph of the chromium mask for the 

demultiplexer. The two bent waveguides at the upper side and the two straight 

waveguides at the lower side of the phased array are used as reference chan

nels. Figure 6.34b shows a photograph of the receiver section on the chip. 

C. Simulation 

Simulation results are shown in figure 6.35. The simulation prediets an inser

tion loss below 2.5 dB and a cross talk of -40 dB, which is 5 dB higher than 

the design value due to inclusion of aberration and truncation effects (as a 

result of the finite aperture width). 
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Figure 6.35 The numerically simulated power transfer as a function of the 
vacuum wavelength 'A. 
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As the demultiplexer is designed for a specific wavelength, production 

tolerances or thermal effects may shift the wavelength filter characteristics of 

the demultiplexer, thus reducing demultiplexer performance. Variations 

within ±10 percent of the relative channel spacing b.'A/'A have negligible ef-
c 

fect. With the above values, the acceptable relative propagation constant 

fluctuation lies within ±10% of 1.7nm at a wavelengthof 780 nm, i.e. within 

±210-
4

, corresponding toa maximum wavelength fluctuation b.'A :>: ±0.17 nm. 

D. Results 

The experimental device was investigated by coupling light into the device 

from an AlGaAs semiconductor laser, operating around 780 nm, with a prism 

coupler. Input and reference channels were excited simultaneously with a 

broad beam. Transmission loss was deterrnined by comparing the output in

tensity to that of the reference channels. Maximum measurement errors, as 

determined from comparison of identical (straight) waveguides, were within 

±0.5 dB. A thermoelectric Peltier module was used to tune the semiconductor 

laser wavelength between 775 nm and 785 nm with a temperature coefficient 

d'A/dT ~ 0.25 nm!K. The cleaved end face of the device, as indicated in figure 

6.28 (for the polarization splitter), was projected onto a CCD video camera 

with a microscope objective. The camera signal is digitized and processed by 

a computer. 
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- - - - -

• • • • • A • 776.5 nm 

• • • •• A • 778.1 nm 

• • • •• A • 779.6 nm 
-- - -- -- -- ~ - - - --- -- - -

•• • •• A • 781.2 nm 

Figure 6.36 Camera observations of the channels at the cleaved end face of 
the device for the jour consecutive channel wavelengths. The two channels at 
the leftand the right are straight and curved reference channels, respectively. 

Figure 6.36 shows the intensity pattem observed at the cleaved end face at 

different wavelengths. Insertion loss is determined by comparing the intensity 

from the receiver channel with that from the reference channels. For the TE

polarization an insertion lossof 0.6 dB was found for the central channels and 

1.2 dB for the ·outer channels; for the TM-polarization the insertion loss 

measured 2.1 dB for the central and 3.2 dB for the outer channels. 

TE insertion loss of 1.2 dB for the outer channels is 1 dB lower than the 

theoretically expected value. This may be explained as follows. The limited 

resolution of the optica! lithography results in a parrial filling of the inter

waveguide gap close to both ends of the array, as can be seen from the 
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photographs in figures 6.34a and 6.34b. Due to this filling, the actual focal 

length will become longer than the design value, and the actual length of the 

fan-in-section will be reduced by the same amount. The corresponding 

decrease of the actual dispersion angles willlead to a lower insertion loss. 

The length over which the gaps are filled has been experimentally determined 

to be approximately 70 pm. With a corrected free propagation length !=193 

Jlm the actual dispersion angle for the outer channels becomes 2.2°. For this 

geometry we find an angular insertion loss L
9 
~ 0.9 dB for the outer channels 

(equation 6.19) and a central insertion loss L ~ 0.4 dB (equation 6.22), so that 
0 

a totalloss of 1.3 dB is expected. The measured insertion loss of 1.2 dB for 

the outer channels appears to be in good agreement with this corrected value. 

W aveguide propagation loss are not included in these results which were 

obtained by comparing the intensities in the output channels to those in the 

reference channels. This loss is estimated from experimental results to amount 

to 1.3 dB. 

Channel isolation is determined by comparing the intensities in the receiver 

channels, after removing a 20 dB optical attenuator, to that of the reference 

channels, and measured 15.4-29.7 dB 'for the TE-polarization and 13.4-22.2 

dB for the TM-polarization. Minimum cross talk appears to occur, at 

wavelength spacings (1.55 nm) slightly less than the design value (1.7 nm). 

Table 6.4 lists the results measured for the demultiplexer. The laser 

wavelength was measured by coupling part of the input beam to a 
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monochromator with ±0.1 nm resolution. TM polarized results appear to be 

approximately 2 dB poorer than the 1E-results, both for insertion loss and 

cross talk, as might be expected from the focal mismatch due to aberration. 

Wave- TE transmitted power (dB) 

Channel 
length 
(nml 1 2 3 4 

1 
776.5 -1.2 -19.0 -21.3 -25.7 --

2 
778.1 -19.4 -0.6 -20.0 -20.6 --

3 
779.6 -17.5 -16.2 -0.8 -15.4 --

4 
781.2 -29.7 -21.7 -16.0 -1.2 --

Wave- TM transmitted power (dB) 

Channel 
length 
(nml 1 2 3 4 

1 
776.5 -2.8 -17.0 -21.5 -22.2 --

2 
778.1 -17.6 -2.1 -16.5 -20.0 --

3 
779.6 -20.4 -17.4 -3.2 -15.9 --

4 
781.2 -18.8 -19.1 -13.4 -3.0 --

Table 6.4 Measurement results of the demultiplexer for TE-polarization 
(upper table) and TM-polarization (lower table). 
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E. Conclusions 

The experimental demultiplexer measured an insertion loss ( excluding 1.3 dB 

waveguide propagation loss) of 0.6 dB for the central channels and 1.2 dB for 

the outer channels for TE-polarization, and 2.1 dB and 3.2 dB respectively for 

TM-polarization. Channel isolation was 15.4-29.7 dB forTE- and 13.4-22.2 

dB for TM-polarization relative to the reference channels. Channel 

wavelength spacing is 1.55 nm. These properties are comparable to the best 

results reported so far, but realized with a considerably smaller device size. 

6.8 Discussion and conclusions 

Optical phased arrays combine focussing and dispersive properties on a small 

device area. They provide an alternative for curved planar gratings and can be 

realized simultaneously with the waveguide pattem thus avoiding the need for 

holographic or direct-write electron-beam lithography. Application as a 

polarization splitter and as a wavelength demultiplexer has been 

demonstrated, application as a wavelength filter is straightforward. 

The experimental results reported were based on a design strategy which 

introduces chromatic aberration at the receiver side. A better approach has 

been described which avoids chromatic aberration and simplifies component 

design. A design strategy has been developed with which optima! design can 

be performed using a set of normalized graphs. 
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APPENDIX Design of a phased arraybasedon a 
concentric section 

A. Phase transfer 

The main difference between a phased array based on a concenttic section, as depicted in 

figures 6.5a and 6.29, and the newer scheme of figure 6.5b, as described in the present 

thesis, is that the straight section length is constant in the older scheme, while the radius of 

the concenttic sections is used to achleve the required phase transfer. An adapter section is 

required for a smooth conneetion between the straight and the concenttic waveguide sec

tions. This section contributes to the phase transfer and is responsible for the aberration 

which was seen to degrade the TM-performance of the demultiplexer discussed in 

section 6.7.2. 

Employing the array geometry as depicted in figure 1, the phase transfer ofthe i-th channel 

relative to the reference channel follows as 

<ll. = -~ (l.-1 ) = -~ {2(a.-a ) + 'P(R.-R )}, 
1 10 10 10 

(70) 

in which 'I' ( R .-R ) is the difference in length between the i-th and the central channel of the 
1 0 

concenttic section and 2(a.-a ) is the same difference for the two adapter sections. To 
1 0 

obtain focussing action the radii R. are chosen to be equidistant, and are then rounded off 
1 

to the value for which the relative phase transfer <ll. equals an integer multiple of 2n. 
1 

The individual waveguides of the fan-in and fan-out coupling section are described by their 

starting angle o.. relative to the reference angle o. of the array for which the curvature of 
1 0 

the adapter section equals zero (see figure 6.29). The i-th waveguide ofthe fan-insection is 

smoothly connected to the concentric section by an are over an angle a. with a radius 
1 . 
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a +s(l-cosa.) 
0 l 

p.= 
1 sin a. 

(71) 
l 

in which a is the reference length of the adapter section, s is the straight section length, 
0 

and f is the free propagation length. The radius of the corresponding channel in the con-

centric section is 

R.=R +2(s++2a )tan+2a., 
l 0 0 l 

(72) 

R being the radius of the reference channel. The total relative length 1.-1 of the i-th chan-
o l 0 

nel thus becomes : 

1.-1 = 'f' (R.-R ) + 2(a.p .-a ). 
l 0 l 0 l l 0 

(73) 

To meet the phase transfer requirement for the i-th channel, R. must be altered by a small 
l 

amount dR. (to be calculated later). This change dR. introduces a conneetion error between 
l l 

the adapter section and the concenttic section. The error can be prevented by dividing the 

adapter section into two circular waveguide sections, each over an angle +2a ., with radii: 
l 

(74a) 

p .
2 

= p .+ Ap .-dR., 
l l l l 

(74b) 

in which 

(75) 

If a.=O, i.e. for the reference element, dR .=0 and the adapter waveguide becomes straight. 
l l 

The length a. of the i-th channel in the adapter follows as 
l 
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a. = a. ( p .- lf2 dR. ) 
l l l l 

(76) 

so that the corresponding total relative length becomes : 

l.- l ='I' (R.-R ) + 2(a.p .-a ) -dR. ('P+a.). 
l 0 l 0 l l 0 l l 

(77) 

To obtain focussing action the dR. have to be chosen such that ( l.- l ) equals an integer 
l l 0 

number of wavelengths. If the solution is chosen ciosest to zero for the dR. , R. will be-
l l 

come nonlinear in a. , as can be seen from equation 6.72. The tangent of a. being 
l l 

described by a.+ -
3
I a~ + O(a

5
), this nonlinearity can be avoided by choosing the value 

I 
1 1 

3 1 
dosest to ....;;{I

2 
s+iha ) a. for dR. 

0 l l 

B. Dispersion and aberration 

Ifwe substitute the expressions for R.-R (equation 6.72), p. (equation 6.72), and dR. (the 
l 0 l l 

series expansion ....;;{I
2
I s+iha ) a~ into the expression for the relative channellength l.- l 

0 l l 0 

(equation 6.72) we can develop the resulting expression into into the following Taylor 

series in a. 
l 

2 I 3 4 
(l.-1) = w(s+iha ) a.+ (s+a 13) a. + -

6 
(s+iha ) a. + O(a.). (78) 

10 0 l 0 l 0 l l 

Through a proper choice of the R .'s the array is designed such that <I>.(~ )=0 for all i. 
l l c 

Consequently 

<I>.(~)=-(~-~ ) (1.-1 ). 
l 0 l 0 

(79) 

1) This choice was considered later as a less fortunate one. A better choice would have 
been to choose the values of dR. such that the element lengths 1. are linear in a .. 
This would have eliminated the abJrration. 

1 1 
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The phase transfer function <P. ((3) thus contains linear, quadratic and higher order tenns in 
l 

a .. The linear term describes the dispersion of the array. The tilting angle de of the outgo-
I 

ing wave front is detennined by the tangent of the phase difference between two adjacent 

channels, expressedas a fraction of the wavelength ( dC!?/(3), divided by the distance f da 

between the channels according to : 

de 
-o. 
öl3 

-1 d<P 
= 132 f da 

(80) 

At the receiver end this angular tilt will cause a lateral displacement of the focal point : 

d =!de dl3 = dl3 'P (s+0a) =- dÀ 'P (s+0a). 
dl3 13 0 À 0 e e 

(81) 

At the central propagation constant 13 , the wave-front curvature in the array aperture is 1/f 
e 

thesecondorder term of equation 6.78 introduces an additional phase difference between 

adjacent channels proportional to the square of the angular coordinate of the i-th channel 

(a.) fora variation of the propagation constant. This phase difference leads to an addi-
1 

tional wave-front curvature de, described by the second derivative of <I>. It can be inferred 

that this extra curvature is described by : 

de 1 
dl3 = J2 

The co~.'!sponding change in the focallength is : 

The aberration a is thus found as : 

(82) 

(83) 
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a = dj ó!) = 
dl) 

Optica! phased arrays 

2 ~13 (s+ai3) = -2 ~À (s+a
0
!3). 

c c 

Chapter 6 

(84) 

For small values of a the ratio dia approaches ~'I'. For small values of 'I' the aberration 
0 

may therefore become considerably greater than the dispersion. 
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Chapter7 

~easurernenttechnique 

Ellipsometry 

Ellipsometry is a widespread technique for measuring the thickness and the 
refractive index of transparent films on semiconductor substrates. The ac
curacy of the methad is strongly dependent on the optica! thickness of the film 
and the condition of bathfilm and substrate, which complicates the interpreta
tion of measurement results. In this chapter, the accuracy of the methad is 
analyzed using a bounded-error estimation method. Further, a methad is 
developed and tested for estimating both random and systematic errors from 
a series of measurement data. 

7.1 Introduetion 

Ellipsometry is a quick and nondestructive method for measuring optica! film 

or substrate properties [1,2]. The method is basedon measuring the complex 

ratio of the reflection coefficients of a (film-covered) substrate for light 

polarized parallel to and normal to the incidence plane, respectively. The 

complex refractive index of the substrate can be determined from this ratio or, 
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for a film-covered substrate, the film thickness and the refractive index, as

suming the substrate index is known. If the latter is not known, or the 

refractive index has a non-negligible imaginary element, additional measure

ments are necessary to determine the unknown parameters. 

Additional measurements can also be used to increase the measurement ac

curacy. They can be obtained by measuring at multiple angles of incidence 

(MAl). MAl measurements find wide application. Accuracy analysis of MAl

measurements has been reported employing Least-Squares Estimation (LSE) 

methods [3,4] and parameter correlation analysis [5]. Another way to increase 

the number of independent measurements is by measuring at different 

wavelengths (MW). MW-measurements have the difficulty that most 

materials are dispersive; each additional wavelength introduces additional 

unknown refractive indices. This increase in the total number of unknowns 

can be reduced if a dispersion equation employing a small number of un

known constants is available [6,7]. Bu-Abbud et al. [8] and Snyder et al. [9] 

showed that a combination of MAl and MW ellipsometry (MA W) can yield 

considerably more information than either of the methods alone. 

To take full advantage of the methods discussed above, measurement 

equipment operating along a continuously variabie incidence angle and 

wavelength is required. Such equipment is available only in a limited number 

of places. HumHeek [4] showed that MAl ellipsometry involving a limited 

number of incidence angles may yield quite satisfactory results. In this chap

ter the accuracy which can be obtained using commercially available, 
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inexpensive ellipsometry equipment will be investigated. The analysis is 

tailored to the wavelength (633 nm) and the three incidence angles (30°, 50°, 

and 70°) available on a Gaertner 645-AK ellipsometer. Conclusions, however, 

are not restricted to this specific instrument. Finally, a method for estimating 

the magnitude of random and systematic errors will be discussed. The results 

were recently published [10-12]. 

7.2 Measurement metbod 

Pi gure 7.1 illustrates the measurement setup. A linearly polarized laser beam, 

which is fed through a quarter-wave plate transforming it into a circularly 

polarized beam, is incident to the film-covered substrate with an adjustable 

incidence angle e. The polarization state of the beam is altered on reflection. 

The polarization state after reflection contains information about the film; it is 

measured with a rotating analyzer. 

Substrata 

Figure 7.1 Ellipsometer configuration. 
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Optical film and substrate properties are calculated from the measured com

plex ratio 

(7 .1) 

of the reflection coefficients pp and p s for light polarized parallel and normal 

to the plane of incidence, respectively. p is usually represented by the 

parameters il and 'P, which are defined as: 

il = arg(p), 

'P = arctan( I p I). 

For a substrate covered with a single film, pp and p s follow from: 

p,s 
p = 

[ 

p, s p, s - 2j ö l r u + r 1 e 

1 + r~, s rf, s e- 2j ö ' 

(7 .2a) 

(7 .2b) 

(7.3) 

in which r~, r :, rf, and r: are the reflections at the upper (film-air) and the 

lower (film-substrate) interface, for parallel (p) and normal (s) polarization, 

respectively. The optical film thickness ö (i.e. the phase change experienced 

by the refracted beam, in traversing the film) follows from: 

ö = k d 
t ' 

(7 .4) 

in which d is the film thickness and k the transverse propagation constant: 
t 
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(7.5) 

k 
0 

is the vacuum wave number and <1> f the propagation angle of the refracted 

beam in the film: 

1 . 
<j>f = -arcsm <j> n

1 
o 

(7.6) 

The terms r ~,s and r f's are the reflection coefficients at the upper (film-air) 

and the lower (substrate-film) interface for parallel (p) or normal ( s) polariza-

tion, respectively: 

nbcos <!>a - n cos <l>b 
rp = a 

u,l nbcos <!>a + n cos <l>b ' a 
(7 .7a) 

n cos <!>a - nbcos <l>b s a 
r = u,l n cos <!>a + nbcos <l>b a 

(7 .7b) 

A more detailed description is given by Azzam [1]. 

The parameters ~ and 'P can be written as functions of the (complex) film and 

substrate refractive indices n f and n s' the film thickness d, and the incidence 

angle <j> : 
0 

~ = ~(nf, n , d, <j> ), s 0 

'P = 'P(nf, n , d, <j> ). 
s 0 

(7 .Sa) 

(7 .Sb) 
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If n s is known, and the film absorption (i.e. the imaginary part of 'y:) can be 

neglected, n
1 

and d can be determined from a single measurement of il and 'P 

using equations 7.8a and 7.8b. The influence of measurement errors in il and 

'P on the calculated values for 'y: and d can be analyzed using these formulae, 

which are known as the Drude equations. 

Accuracy can be improved by measuring il and 'Pat n incidence angles in

stead of at a single one. This yields 2n equations (the realand imaginary parts 

of equations 7.8a and 7.8b for each of the incidence angles) with two un

knowns. The set is over-determined and, due to the unavoidable measurement 

errors, most probably incompatible. A Least-Squares Estimation (LSE) 

method is usually employed to find n f and d from this set. 

Loescher [3] and HumHeek [4] both analyzed the accuracy obtained using a 

LSE-method. This analysis assumes the measurement errors to be normally 

distributed and described by their covariance matrix. From this matrix the 

errors in the unknown parameters can be inferred, assurning equations 7.8a 

and 7.8b can be written in matrix form, i.e., can be linearly approximated 

around the observation point. 

A more complicated approach is necessary to estimate the parameter errors in 

strongly non-linear regions, as will occur around the pseudo-Brewster angle 

(to be shown in the sequel). To avoid this problem we used a Bounded-Error 

(BE) approach, as introduced by Schweppe [13] and Witsenhausen [14], in

stead of a more conventional LSE method. The BE-approach has the 
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additional advantage of permitting the validity of the assumptions made about 

the actually occurring measurement errors, which are often difficult to 

validate, to be easily tested. A non-linear BE-approach, as described by Smit 

and van Vliet [15,16], was employed here. A short description will be given 

below. A recent survey of the bounded-error estimation technique is presented 

by Walter and Piet-Lahanier [17]. 

The measurement result is represented as a hypercube B in a six-dimensional 

space, constructed from the six measurement entities (.:1 and 'f' at 30°, 50° and 

70° incidence angles). The lengthof the edges is determined by the magnitude 

of the errors in the different entities. Because the possible values of .:1 and 'f' 

are determined by only two parameters n
1 

and d, the model-response surface 

(defined by equations 7.8a and 7.8b) will be two-dimensional. Figure 7.2 

illustrates the foregoing for a three-dimensional measurement space (a six

dimensional space being difficult to draw). The curved response surface 

represents the subspace of measurement values which are physically possible, 

the orthogonallines indicating lines of con~tant nf and d. The model memher

ship setS, i.e. the region of values of nf and d which could have caused the 

actual observation given the possible observation errors, is represented by the 

shaded area of the curved plane falling, within the cube. To determine the size 

and shape of this memhership set, we applied a boundary-detection algorithm 

as described by Preeman [18]. 
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Y, 

Figure 7.2 Cross-section (shaded region) of a two-dimensional model 
response surface with a three-dimensional uncertainty region. 

Figure 7.3 shows an example of a memhership set computed in this way. The 

maximal error in n f and d can be read directly from such a plot. Further, the 

effect of a priori knowledge about one of the parameters, for example ~ , on 

the measurement accuracy of the other one can be immediately seen: the un

certainty region is reduced to the slice falling within the error bounds of ~ 

(the striped region). 

If the measurement errors are estimated too optimistically, or if the descrip

tion of equations 7.8a and 7.8b is notexact (e.g. due to film anisotropy or the 

presence of a thin film of adsorbed water) no intersection between the 
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Figure 7.3 Model memhership set for ~f and d, with (striped) and without 
( dotted) a priori knowledge about the rejfactive index. 

cube B and the response plane may occur at all. This provides a means of 

testing the validity of our assumptions about the actual measurement accuracy 

for .Ll and 'I'· Mter computing the memhership setS, as shown in figure 7.3, 

for a considerable number of independent observations, the smallest error

value of Ll and 'I' for which all observations yield non-empty sets may be 

considered to be an indication of the actual measurement accuracy. This will 

be discussed insection 7.4. 
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7.3 Error propagation 

To determine the error-propagation properties of the single- and three-angle 

measurements, we analyzed the effect of measurement errors in .ó. and 'i' on 

the estimated values of n
1 

and d fora thermally oxidized Siü
2 

layer on a 

silicon substrate. Conclusions will be extended to other film and substrate 

materials. All computations were perlonned using the progra1-n described by 

Smit and van Vliet [15,16]. 

7 .3.1 Single-angle measurement 

Figure 7.4 shows the magnitude of the maximum errors in the film thickness 

and the refractive index for thickness values ranging from 100 to 400 run. The 

curves show the effect of an error of 1 o both in .ó. and 'i'. The first three curves 

represent the accuracy of results based on a single-angle measurement, for 

30°, 50° and 70° incidence angles, respectively. From the figure it is clear that 

two situations have to be distinguished: fora film thickness between 110 and 

140 nm the measurement errors are minimal, for the double thickness they are 

maximaL The first range corresponds to ö~rc/2, i.e. the film thickness equals 

IA\ (À-t being the transverse wavelength within the film, which is slightly 

angle dependent through equation 7.5). The second range corresponds to ~À. 
t 

film thickness. These ranges will be referred to as the IAÀ. and ~À--range . 
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The condusion that a film thickness of Y2À, or a multiple of Y2À, yields a max

imal inaccuracy, whereas a film thickness of 1.41., (plus a multiple of Y2À) 

yields an optimal accuracy, applies to a wide variety of film-substrate com

binations (see for example HumHeek [4]) and may be explained physically by 

the fact that the reflection of a low-loss V21.,-film does not differ from the 

reflection of the underlying substrate and thus contains no information about 

the film. Because the region around the point of optimal measurement ac

curacy is most interesting from a measurement point of view, the analysis 

may be restricted to 1.41.,-films without great loss of generality. 

Intuitively it is to be expected that accuracy will be optimal in parameter 

regions where p (equation 7.1) varles rapidly with n
1 

and d. This is the case 

at the so-called pseudo-Brewster angle of the film-covered substrate [1], i.e. 

the angle at which either pp or ps goes through zero. From equation 7.3 it is 

clear that for low-loss 1.4À films this angle occurs for r~"" rf or r:"" r:. 

Figure 7.5 illustrates the angle-dependence of these reflection coefficients for 

a silicon nitride film on silicon substrate. From the figure it can be seen that r 

~"" rf at 20° incidence angle. Fora film index n!"" Ins the pseudo-Brewster 

angle occurs at normal incidence and pp equals p s for all incidence angles. 

This condition is optimal for anti-refleerion coatings and corresponds to the 

1.41.,-transformator in microwave technique. The zero reflection condition 

occurs for ps insteadof pp for lower values of~. Figure 7.6 shows the de

pendence of the pseudo Brewster angle on the film index for two different 

values of the substrate index (silicon and sapphire). 
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To verify the relation between the pseudo-Brewster angle and the measure

ment accuracy, we computed the errors in '1 and d resulting from an error of 

1 o in il and 'P fora series of film-indices. The results are shown in figure 7.7. 

Comparison of figures 7.6 and 7.7 confirms the intuitive expectation that 

measurement accuracy is optimal at this angle. From the figure it can be seen 

that the highest accuracy will be obtained at small pseudo-Brewster angles, 

i.e. for film indices close to -In . 
s 

7 .3.2 Multi-angle measurement 

The accuracy of a single-angle measurement collapses near Y2À film thick

ness. Because this condition occurs for only one specific incidence angle, 

measurement accuracy can be improved by utilizing the results obtained at a 

number of incidence angles simultaneously. The fourth curve in figure 7.4 

presents the accuracy for the combined utilization of the measurement results 

obtained at 30°, 50°, and 70° incidence angles. For d ~ V4À the results are 

identical to the results obtained with a single 70° measurement. For d ~ ~À, 

however, the accuracy improves by a factor of more than 10 compared to the 

best value obtained at one of the three angles. It is even better if compared 

only to. the 70° measurement. 

Addition of three other angles (40°, 60°, and 80°) yields only marginal im

provement, which might be expected because the minima in figure 7.4 are 

rather broad, indicating a weak angle-dependence and, consequently, a high 

correlation between results obtained at closely spaeed incidence angles. The 
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choice of 30°, 50°, and 70° will, therefore, prove adequatefora wide range of 

film-substrate combinations. 

Figure 7.8 shows the ~À-points for three commonly employed materials. 

Construction of such diagrams for a variety materials is not difficult (using 

equation 7 .5). The probiernatie film thicknesses for single-angle measure

ments can be easily read form the diagram. Measurement accuracy becomes 

less angle dependent when a combined three-angle measurement is employed, 

as can be seen from figure 7 .4. Problems may be expected with re gard to film 

thicknesses for which the ~À-points for the various angles are close to each 

other. The accuracy of the combined method will severely degrade at these 

points, and additional angles may yield considerable improvements in ac

curacy. From the figure it can be seen, however, that this will not occur for 

film thicknesses under 1 pm. 

0 70° • • • • 
Si 02(n::::1.46l 

30
o50 • • • • • • • 

0 70°. • • • • • Si3 N4 (n:::: 2.00} oSO • • • • • • 
30 • • • • • • 

500 700 • • • • Resist (n::::1.63l • • • • • 
30° • • • • • 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 

FILM THICKNESS (nml 

Figure 7.8 lf2À-Thicknessesfor SiO 
2

, Si
3 

N
4 

and photoresist (Hunt HPR-204), 
at 30°,50° and 70° incidence angle. 
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In conclusion, a multi-angle measurement method will yield a considerable 

improverneut in accuracy relative to a single-angle measurement for film

thielmesses close to lf2m'A. It will be much less useful around ~À+lf2m'A. An 

additional advantage of the combined method is that the fundamental am

biguity of lf2mÀ , which is inherent to the single-angle measurement, is 
t 

strongly reduced in the combined approach due to the fact that À is angle
t 

dependent 

7.4 Accuracy analysis 

To test the validity of the above described method, a series of measurements 

were made, each consisring of L1 and 'f' measured at 30°, 50°, and 70° in

cidence angles, on three silicon substrates covered with thermal oxide films of 

145, 195, and 235 nm thickness, respectively (i.e. 0.25')., , 0.35'A , and 
t t 

0.4'A ). The three substrates were obtained from one 2"-wafer by dicing it and 
t 

etching the pieces to the required thickness in buffered HF. The 0.25\-

substrate was measured at 9 different positions within 1 cm2• The other 

substrates, which showed less spread in the measurement data, were measured 

at 6 positions. The number of measurement series thus totalled 21 three-angle 

series or 63 single-angle series. 

Substrates were thoroughly cleaned before measurement (ultrasonic cleaning 

in a strongly alkaline soap solution, rinsing in demineralized water foliowed 

by spin-drying). The ra11dom variation of L1 and 'f' over the substrates was 
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found to amount to ± 0.15° for L1 and ± 0.4° for 'P. We tested the significanee 

of these figures by substituting them for the maximum observation errors for 

all measured series. We found no solutions for n
1 

and d (i.e. all memhership 

sets S were empty) for any of the 21 records. The error value had to be in

creased to 0.4° for both L1 and 'P befere the first nonempty set appeared. 

Increasing the error value to 0.6° caused all but three empty sets to disappear, 

which suggests that the systematic errors are considerably larger than the 

random ones. The remaining three empty sets all occurred with the 0.25t.

film; the last one disappeared on increasing the measurement error to 1. 7°. 

These results illustrate that in a practical measurement situation the errors 

may be considerably greater than those which are usually presented in the 

literature (0.01 °-0.1 °) for comparable measurement equipment. The dis

crepancy may be due to systematic errors occurring in the measurement of L1 

and 'P, but are more probably due to the deviation of the experimental 

measurement configuration from its idealized description in equations 7.1-7.8. 

This may occur due to adsorption of a thin water layer, depolarization due to 

surface scatter or birefringence due to tension in the film, to mention just a 

few possibilities. 

Systematic errors will cause a displacement of the model response surface and 

the hypercube B, as shown in figure 7.1, relative toeach other. If this displace

ment is directed along the response surface, the systematic error is not 

detectable with the present approach. If it is directed perpendicular to this 

surface, however, the lewest value of the observation errors for which none of 
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the measurement series yields an empty memhership setS, is indicative of the 

total effect of both random and systematic errors (a fixed ratio between the 

observation errors is assumed). By computing the memhership set correspond

ing to the observation errors so-found, we obtain an estimate of the magnitude 

of parameter errors resulting from both systematic and random errors ( except, 

of course, for the worst-case series on which the error estimate was based). 

Assume that the number of measurements is much larger than the number of 

parameters. The projection on the response surface of the displacement in

duced by systematic errors is then likely to be small in relative terms. The 

error estimates produced by the above algorithm are, therefore, unlikely to be 

overly optimistic. 

To investigate the practical value of the algorithm we proceeded as fellows. 

We computed the refractive index value as the center of the uncertainty inter

val for all measurements. The error in this value was determined by 

cernparing it to the value given in the literature for fused silica (1.4573, [19]) 

which is assumed to be close to the value for thermal oxide. In this way maxi

mum errors were determined for both single and three-angle measurements 

for the three film thicknesses investigated. 

Of a total of approximately 60 independent measurements (for the 0.25A- and 
t 

the 0.35A- -substrate the combined measurement and the 70°-measurement 
t 

yield identical results, as might be expected from figure 7.4) we found only 

two cases in which the real measurement error, i.e. the di:fference between the 
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literature value and the estimated value, exceeded the one predicted according 

to the above algorithm. !Jl the worst of these, the real error was twice the one 

predicted. Both discrepancies occurred for the 0.25À film, for measurement 
t 

sets where the computed parameters coincided with the singularity observable 

in figure 7.4. If we exclude these measurements, the maximum errors found 

for the different measurement series were within 15-80% of the predicted 

errors, and for 60% of the series within 40-80%. 

Although no general conclusions can be drawn from these experiments, the 

results indicate that in the field of ellipsometry the above algorithm may be 

applied with advantage to analyze the magnitude of both random and sys-

tematic errors. 

The singularity occurring at the pseudo-Brewster angle for 1,4À-films is caused 

by the fact that if pp or p s crosses zero the ratio p and, consequently, the phase 

parameter Ll, experiences a phase jump of 180°. This corresponds to an ex

tremely high sensitivity for the film-parameters resulting in the sharp dip 

observed in the 70° curve of figure 7.4. Because this extremely high sen

sitivity only occurs for values of pp or p s close to zero, the accuracy in 

measuring L1 will severely degrade, thus filling the accuracy dip. The problem 

might be circumvented by basing numerical methods on the realand imagi

nary portions of p, instead of on its amplitude and phase. 
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7.5 Conclusions 

Accuracy in determining the parameters of a low-loss film on an absorbing 

substrate from measurement at a single incidence angle is very poor for any 

film thickness close to an integral number of half wavelengths (measured in 

the film along the normal) and optima! in between, independent of the in

cidence angle. 

Accuracy at the optimum film-thielmess (i.e. 1.4À + 'hmÀ) is maximal for 

incidence angles close to the the pseudo-Brewster angle of the film-covered 

substrate. For silicon dioxide on silicon substrate and for epitaxially grown 

semiconductor films (high refractive index values for both film and substrate) 

the optimum incidence angle occurs between 70° and 75°. As the optimum 

range in the accuracy curves is broad, a set of 30°, 50°, and 70° provides op

tima! accuracy for a wide variety of film-substrate combinations. 

For lAÀ-films addition of results measured at angles other than the optima! 

incidence angle ( the pseudo Brewster angle) yields no improvement in ac

curacy. The accuracy loss near YzÀ film thickness can be reduced 

considerably, however, by including results measured at other incidence 

angles having different transverse wavelengths À within the film. Combined 
t 

utilization of results measured at 30°, 50°, and 70° yields optima! results 

through a wide range of film parameters. The effect of adding more incidence 

angles is small. 
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Film parameters may be determined from the measurement results using 

either a Least-Squares Estimation method or a Bounded-Error Estimation 

method. The latter method also yields reliable accuracy information in 

parameter regions where the dependenee of the observations on the 

parameters is highly nonlinear, as occurs for 1,4).,-films near the pseudo

Brewster angle. Further, it provides a tool for analyzing the maximal 

measurement errors, both random and systematic, which occur in the applied 

measurement procedure. 
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Chapter8 

~easurernenttechnique 

Prisrn coupling 

The prism coupter is widely employed for coupling light into or out of planar 
waveguides for measurement purposes. In this chapter, a theoretica! and 
experimental investigation into the coupling of light into or from narrow 
waveguides is described. Special attention is given to the effects of focusing. 
Further, methods and setups for measuring film properties, propagation con
stants, optica/ attenuation and transmission loss of films, waveguides and 
components are described. 

8.1 Introduetion 

The methods most commonly used for coupling power into or out of a planar 

optica! circuit are prism-coupling and butt-coupling. Prism-coupling was 

introduced for this purpose by Ulrich and Tien [1] and described in more 

detail by the same authors in later publications [2,3]. A compact description 

has been provided by Unger [4]. 
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Prism-coupling has some important advantages over butt-coupling from an 

experimental point of view. It eliminates the alignment and field-matching 

problems which occur for butt coupling to narrow waveguides. It offers a 

potential for non-destructive measurement of optical attenuation, and it is 

suitable for simultaneous excitation of a series of waveguides, thus facilitating 

transmission measurements on optical components, as will be shown in the 

sequel. 

Furthermore, prism-coupling is mode-selective and, consequently, also 

suitable for measurement of mode properties (propagation constant, mode 

profile), in multimode waveguides. This is well known for the case of 

transverse film modes, but much less so for the case of lateral waveguide 

modes. Excitation of lateral modes was reported by Millar et al. [5] and 

Sirnova et al. [6]. These reports lacked, however, quantitative details with 

respect to selectivity. A theoretica! analysis of the coupling mechanism, in

cluding the excitation of lateral modes, was provided by Wang and Laybourn 

[7]. They calculated the coupling efficiency between a plane input wave with 

finite cross section and a number of waveguide modes as a function of both 

the incidence angle and the skew angle. 

In this chapter their analysis will be extended to include the effects of diffrac

tion, which will be shown to play a dominant role when light is coupled into 

narrow waveguides (section 3). The results described in this section were 

published earlier [8]. Section 2 recapitulates two-dimensional coupling 

theory. Inthelast section (section 4) the methods developed for measuring the 
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properties of guided modes (propagation constant, attenuation, mode profile), 

waveguides (width and thickness, refractive index, refractive index contrast) 

and planar optical components (transmission coefficients, insertion loss) are 

discussed. 

8.2 Transverse coupling mechanism 

8.2.1 Coupling length 

, If a guided mode enters a region in which the top layer of the waveguide 

structure is covered with a prism (the region z>O in figure 8.1), a small frac

tion of the guided flux in the exponential tails of the mode will strike the 

prism. If the prism index n is greater than the effective mode index N ( = {3/k , 
p 0 

f3 is the propagation constant and k the vacuum wavenumber), this flux will 
0 

radiate into the prism. The mode will thus become leaky and decay exponen-

tially. 

The length l over which the amplitude is reduced to its 1/e value is called the 
c 

coupling length. It depends on the waveguide and mode parameters according 

to [4]: 

1 1 
f3d2 ( t z +wz ) ( uz +wz ) ( 1 +-+-) 

V W 
Ze= exp(2gwld) 4 t uz wz (1) 

in which f3 is the propagation constant of the mode, d is the film thickness, g 

is the gap width, and u, v, w, and t are the normalized transverse propagation 

constants: 
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Figure 8.1 Transverse output coupling geometry. 
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(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

(ld) 

In these formula's n
1

, n , n , and n stand for the refractive indices of the 
s g p 

waveguiding film, the substrate, the tunneling gap, and the prism respectively. 

Formula 8.1 is only valid for TE-polarization and is basedon the assumption 

that the perturbation due to the presence of the prism is small, in which case 

the unperturbed value of the effective index N can be substituted. The latter 

assumption is justifiable for most practical cases. 
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For small contrasts the coupling length for TM-polarized modes will be close 

to the TE-value. More accurate estimates can be obtained by computing the 

complex effective index N = N'-jN" for the prism-loaded waveguide struc

ture. This is easily done using a transfer-matrix method as discussed in 

chapter 3. The coupling length l then follows as: 
c 

1 1 
l = - = --
c a N"k' 

0 

in which a is the attenuation coefficient. 

(2) 

Formula 8.2 is also useful for computing the prism coupling length for three

dimensional waveguide modes in Siü
2

-covered ridge guides. If the effective 

index method, as discussed in chapter 3, is applied to the complex effective 

indices which are found for the prism-covered regions, then the coupling 

length can be derived directly from the imaginary part of the effective index 

computed for the ridge guide mode. 

8.2.2 Coupling angle 

Light leaves the waveguide under an angle e for which n k cose = ~ (phase 
0 p 0 0 

match) according to the continuity conditions for the tangential field com-

ponentsin the plane x=O, so that: 

N e = arccos- . 
o n 

p 

(3) 
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From this formula it is apparent that only modes with effective indices N<n 
p 

can be coupled into or out of the waveguide. 

8.2.3 Coupling efficiency 

Because radiation is proportional to power level in the waveguide, the output 

beruu will have an exponential profile as depicted in figure 8.1. In the absence 

of absorption, 100% of the guided power will be coupled to the output beam. 

For reasons of reciprocity, an input beam with the mirrored exponential 

profile and an incidence angle e , as shown in figure 8.2, will be coupled to a 
0 

guided mode with 100% efficiency if the exponentlal beam is properly 

aligned relative to the prism corner. Such a beam will be described by its 

n = 1 3 

Figure 8.2 Transverse input coupZing geometry. 
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(complex) z-dependence U (z) in the plane x=O. If a differently shaped input 
e 

beam U. ( z) is employed, the coupling efficiency is detennined by the overlap 
l 

of the two beams, as computed using the well-known coupling integral: 

rt= 

* I f U. ( z) U ( z) dz I 2 
1 e 

fiU.(z)l 2 dz fiU (z)l2dz' 
1 e 

(4) 

in which the integration is over the y-z plane at the bottorn of the prism. With 

a Gaussian input beam lU. (z)l = exp(-z2/w2 ) a maximum coupling efficiency 
l z 

of about 80% is obtained if [4]: 

l = 1.48w , 
c z 

z = 0.73 w ' c z 

(5a) 

(5b) 

z being the distance from the beam center to the prism corner. For the 
c 

0.25 pm thick waveguide films applied in our experiments, a silicon-dioxide 

top-layer thickness g = 0.57 firn yields a coupling length l "" 1.5 mm, which 
c 

coordinates well with the width w "" 1 mm of the applied input beam. 
z 

8.2.4. Coupling selectivity 

Coupling selectivity is derived from equation 8.4 by considering the e
dependence of 11· It should be noted that the maximum coupling efficiency 

occurs for the value of e for which the periodicity exp(-jn k zcose) of U. (z) 
* p 0 l 

just cancels the periodicity exp(+j~z) of U (z) in the integrand of the 
e 
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numerator. This means that a small incidence angle deviation .LlO will cause a 

term 

êJ( n k cos O) 
{ 

. p 0 
exp -] ao .LlO z} = exp{jn k sin(O )zilO}, 

0=0 p 0 0 

(6) 

0 

to appear m the integrand. This exponential term has no effect on the 

denominator, so that 11 follows as: 

I fp(z)exp{jn k sin(O )zilO}zl2 
p 0 0 

11(il0) = 11(0) fl p( z) I 2 dz ' (7) 

where 

* p(z) = U. (z) U (z). 
z e 

(8) 

The integral in the numerator is a Fourier integral, so that 11(ilO) follows as 

the square of the Fourier transferm P{n k sin(O )ilO} of p(z). To obtain a 
p 0 0 

simple expression for p(z) we approximate it as if U and U. were both 
e l 

Gaussian: 

p(z) = exp(-z2fw2 ), 
p 

~ 
w = ( 1 lw2 + 1 Iw~ ) . 

p e l 

Employing this approximation, 11(il0) follows as: 

(9) 

(10) 
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From this formula the effective (Gaussian) width wei of the coupling ef

ficiency, which determines the coupling selectivity, as measured inside the 

prism, is approximated as 

2 
(11) wei= n k sine w 

p 0 0 p 

Substitution of w = l 12 and w .= w Î<'lto equation 8.10 yields: 
e c 1 z 

2(1/w2 + 4/ZZ)lfz 
z c 

wei~ n k sine (12a) 
p 0 0 

The approximate angular width wee outside the prism follows by multiplication 

withn : 
p 

2(1/w2 + 4/l 2 )lfz 
z c w ~--------

ee k sine 
(12b) 

0 0 

To verify the validity of the above formula in descrihing the coupling selec

tivity we measured the width of the coupling curve at the 11 e2 points for three 

aJuminurn oxide films with thicknesses 0.16, 0.205, and 0.25 pm, which were 

covered with a 0.6 pm Si02 film. The experimental results are presented in 

figure 8.3. The agreement with the predicted curve, according to eq. 8.12b, 

which is also shown in the figure, is quite satisfactory. 
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-- Predicted • Measured 
(Eq. 8.12b) 
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Figure 8.3 Angular width w 
0 

of the coupZing curve as a function of the film 
thickness d (g=0.6 Jtm, n = n ;,1.457, nf=1.690, 'A=0.6328 pm). 

s c 

8.3 Three-dimensional coupling mechanism 

8.3.1 Coupling efficiency 

In the three-dimensional situation, the input beam at the bottorn of the prism 

has to be matched to the lateral profile of the exponentially increasing mode. 

This provides 100% coupling efficiency. At first glance it might be expected 

that an optima! coupling efficiency would be obtained if the waist of the input 

beam matches the lateral width of the guided mode. This appears not to be 

true, however, as will be explained below. 
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waveguide 

Prism coupling 301 

region 

Figure 8.4 Projection of a sharply and a weakly focused input beam onto the 
substrate surface. 

Figure 8.4 shows the projection of a sharply and a weakly focused (gaussian) 

input beam onto the bottorn of the prism. Due to diffraction it is not possible 

to match its lateral profile to the lateral mode profile through the whole cou

pling region. If a sharply focused beam is employed the field match will 

rapidly degrade away from the beam waist. If a weakly focused beam is 

employed the field match in the waist will be reduced, but it will also degrade 

less rapidly. Todetermine the configuration for optimum coupling the optimal 

overlap of the two fields in the y-z plane has to be determined as a function of 

the input beam waist (i.e. the focusing angle). 
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Coupling efficiency for the three-dimensional coupling situation is inferred in 

much the same way as for the two-dimensional case by applying the overlap

integral theorem in two dimensions: 

* I f f U. ( y, z) U ( y, z ) dy dz I 2 

z e 
(13) 11= ffl U.(y,z)l 2 dydz ffl U (y,z)l 2 dydz · 

z e 

In this formula U. (y,z) describes the y-z dependenee of the input beam at the 
l 

bottorn of the prism (see figure 8.4), which is found by substituting x=O into 

the description of the incident three-dimensional Gaussian beam. It should be 

noted that the beam-parameters for the two transverse dimensions differ be

cause of the lateral focusing. U (y,z) represents the field required for 100% 
e 

coupling efficiency. lts (exponential) z-dependence follows from the coupling 

lengthof the prism-loaded waveguide. To obtain a simple expression for the 

overlap integral we applied a Gaussian approximation to the lateral mode 

profile, as described in chapter 3, section 3.2.1B. 

In the three-dimensional situation 11 is dependent on the incidence angle as 

well as on the skew angle of the input beam. In our analysis we assumed the 

skew-angle to be zero, which is the optimal situation for exciting the fun

damental mode. For exciting odd lateral modes a (small) skew angle is 

essential; experiments show that the effects on selectivity are small, however. 

The evaluation of coupling efficiency according to equation 8.13 is 

straightforward, but slightly laborieus. An integral expression for the coupling 
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efficiency is derived in the appendix at the end of this chapter. Numerical 

evaluation of this expression as a function of the lateral input beam waist w 
. yo 

with the effective mode width w as a parameter yields the results plotted in 
m 

figure 8.5 with solid lines. We substituted the optima! values for the two-

dimensional coupling case ( equation 8.5) for the coupling length l and the 
c 

optimal offset z of the input beam center relative to the corner of the prism. 
c 

The following conclusions can be drawn from figure 8.5. As rnight be ex

pected, for very wide waveguides the maximum coupling efficiency 

approaches 80% as in the two-dimensional situation. The maximum occurs at 

>
(.) 
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Figure 8.5 The maximum coupZing efficiency as a function of the focal width 
w , for various values of the effective mode width w . Solid curves are com-
prifed. Dots represent experimental results. m 
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w = w , i.e. the input beam and the mode have the same width. Por smaller 
yo m 

mode widths the maximum coupling efficiency is considerably reduced and 

the position of the maximum is fixed approximately at w ~ 6 ftm. As can be 
yo 

seen, it makes no sense to apply focal (half) widths less than 6 pm for narrow 

waveguides (for 'A=633 nm). Furthermore, the efficiency loss in employing 

considerably wider beams (20-30 pm) is relatively small. 

Computed results were experimentally checked for a nurnber of focal widths 

and waveguide widths. The experimentally found values are also indicated in 

figure 8.5. The shape of the experimental curve and the position of the maxi

mum compare well with the theoretica! results. The absolute levels differ a 

few decibels; we did not invest much time in absolute calibration. 
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Figure 8.6 CoupZing efficiency as a function of the angular deviation L1 El. 
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8.3.2 Coupling selectivity 

Focussing also affects the selectivity of the coupling. Just as in the two

dimensional case, a small incidence angle deviation A e contributes a factor 

exp(+jn k z.A9sin9) to the coupling integral (equation 8.13). Figure8.6 shows 
po 

the angle dependenee of 11 for two different values of the ratio between the 

input beam waist w and the (Gaussian) modal half width w (for w ~ 1.7 
yo m m 

pm). Fora wide input beam the width is approximately the same as for the 

transverse coupling configuration. This might be expected because of the 

planar character of the input beam. The angular width of the coupling curve 

increases, though not dramatically, for beam widths comparable tothemode 

width in the focal plane 

These results were verified experimentally on a 3.5 J.lill wide waveguide with 

w ~ 1.7 pm. Figure 8.7 (upper graph) shows the measured coupling spectrum 
m 

of the first three lateral modes of the waveguide excited with a wide beam 

(w Iw ~ 12). The half width of the TE
00 

curve at the 11e2 level is ap
yo m 

proximately 0.00027 rad, corresponding to w
1 ~ 0.02°. Figure 8.6 also prediets 
11 

0.02°. The lower graph shown in figure 8.7 depiets the spectrum resulting 

from excitation with a sharply focused beam (w Iw ~ 1.5 ). The broadening of 
yo m 

the spectrum (w ~ O.OJO) appears to be considerably greater than predictedby 
11 . 

figure 8.6 (w ~ 0.03°). This discrepancy may be explained as follows. 
11 
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Figure 8.7 Experimental record of the coupZing efficiency for three lateral 
modes as a function of e for two focal widths ( and w ~ 1. 7 pm): 

m 

a): w Iw ~ 12 (upper figure) 
b): J 0

iwm ~ 1.5 (lower figure) 
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Wang and Laybourn [7] have calculated and Milier at al. [5], Sirnova et al. 

[6], and the present authors have demonstrated experimentally on the basis of 

the diffraction pattem of the field coupled out of a waveguide that radiation 

does not occur along a plane at an angle e with the bottorn of the prism, but 

along a conical surface. This can be understood by considering the spectrum 

of plane waves originating from the coupling region. The magnitude of the 

wave veetors is the same for all waves (/k/=n k ). The same holds fortheir z-
po 

components, which equal ~ (phase-match condition). Consequently, the 

transverse component will decrease with increasing magnitude of the lateral 

one. This means that the outgoing radiation will be curved along a conical 

surface with the apex in the coupling region. 

Taking redprocity into account it may therefore be concluded that, in order to 

obtain good efficiency, the input beam should be focused along the same 

conical surface. This is difficult to realize in practice. If we do not fulfill this 

requirement, the field-match in the coupling region will be violated. This is 

probably the origin of the speetral broadening observed in the lower part of 

figure8.6. 

The direction of the broadening is in agreement with this explanation. The 

curvature of the conical surface of the output field is in the direction of 

smallervalues of e, i.e. highervalues of N. This means, conversely, that if we 

employ a non-curved input beam, the broadening of the coupling spectrum 

will occur in the direction of higher N as has been observed. 
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8.3.3 Conclusions 

Prism coupling of light into narrow optica! waveguides is only possible if 

high coupling losses due to diffraction effects in the coupling region can be 

accepted. A wide waveguide should be applied in the coupling region and 

afterwards tapered to the required width if high coupling efficiencies are re-

quired. The application of an "oversized" input beam is advantageous, a small 

focal width reducing both selectivity and coupling efficiency if a maximal 

coupling efficiency is not required. In addition, a large focal width reduces 

the sensitivity of the coupling to environmental vibrations. 

8.4 Measurement methods 

8.4.1 Propagation constant and effective refractive index 

The propagation constant can be determined from the coupling angle through 

equation 8.3: ~=n k cose , in which e is the angle between the input beam 
p 0 0 0 

and the substrate (measured inside the prism) for which coupling is maximaL 

Accounting for the refraction at the prism front face, we find 

N = ~Ik = n cos [ !_ arcsin {0 - (n/2-a )} + (n/2-a )], (14) 
o p n e p p 

p 

in which e is the extemally measured coupling angle, and a is the angle 
e p 

between the front face and the base of the prism (see figure 8.2). 
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Figure 8.8 shows the setup for measuring propagation constants. The laser 

signalis lead through a ~A.-plate, a chopper, a beam splitter, and a cylindrical 

lens to the input prism. The circular polarization state behind the ~A.-plate 

allows for excitation of both TE- and TM-polarized modes. The output prism 

is provided with a photodiode. The photocurrent is applied to a lock-in 

amplifier, which is locked on the chopper reference signal. The measurement 

accuracy can be enhanced by dividing the detected signal by the reference 

signal behind the beam splitter, thus eliminating the influence of souree level 

fluctuations. 

Both prisms are made of SF13 glass (n=1.7356 @ 633 nm), and coated with a 

chromium film on opposite facesin order to avoid direct transmission of scat

tered light. Prism base angles should be chosen such that multiple reflections 

inside the prism cannot hit the prism base under the same angle as the direct 

beam. We use a front face angle of 60° and a back face angle of 75°. Prism 

faces which are not used for transmission of light are made diffuse in order to 

further reduce the risk of coherent interference with multiply reflected beams. 

To avoid the reproducibility problems and the poor local coupling uniformity 

which are inherent to the use of an air gap as tunneling layer, the silicon

dioxide top layer is used as a tunneling gap instead. Methylene diodide 

(CH}
2
), which has a refractive index (n~I.74) close to the prism index, is 

applied under the prism in order to prevent the occurrence of an additional air 

gap between the silicon dioxide top layer and the prism. 
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Figure 8.8 Schematic top view of the prism-coupling setup. The photograph 
shows a close-up of the substrate holder with the coupZing prisms. 
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Coupling unifonnity obtained in this way is in the order of 0.1 dB over 

several mm's. The latter unifonnity is only obtained if the coupling angle is 

continuously adjusted to maximum coupling efficiency. Without adjustment a 

local variation of the effective index in the order of 10-
3 

will cause a reduction 

of the coupling efficiency by several decibels. 

The substrate and both prisms are mounted on a rotation stage with a mea

surement precision of ±1'. Calibration is performed by positioning the 

substrate perpendicular to the input beam and aligning the incident and the 

reflected beam, and introduces another ±1' measurement error. The maximum 

error in measuring the coupling angle is thus estimated to be within ±2'. With 

n = 1.74 and N::,;1.6 the corresponding absolute accuracy in measuring the 
p 

effective indexNis ± 4.10~4 Comparably, the varlation in the effective index 

of a 0.25 pm thick film, sputtered with the standard process, over 1 cmz is 

approximately ± 2.10-
3
; the fabrication toleranee has the same value. 

The measurement resolution is determined by the angular width of the coup

ling curve. For an optima! coupling length l ::,;1.5 mm the effective angular half 
c 

width wee (eq. 8.12b) is 10~3 The detectionresolution is approximately 0.1 dB. 

If the coupling curve is assumed to be quadratic, the full width at the- 0.1 dB 

level ::,; 2.10-
4

, which is a limit for the measurement resolution. This value is in 

agreement with the results of reproducibility experiments carried out by a 

number of researchers. An effective-index varlation of 2.10-
4 

corresponds to a 

thickness variatien of 0.5 nm in the standard film thickness of 0.25 pm., i.e. in 

the order of molecular dimensions! 
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The ultimate measurement accuracy being limited by the measurement resolu

tion (!!.N=±2.10-
4

), it is concluded that the absolute accuracy obtained with 

the present setup (f!.N=±4.10-
4

) is close enough to the ultimate value, and 

sufficient when compared to fabrication toleranee and variation over 1 cm2 

-3 
(both flN=±2.10 ). 

8.4.2 Waveguide parameters 

The thickness and the refractive index of a single film on a silicon substrate 

are easily determined with an ellipsometer. Determination of the film 

parameters is more complicated for a three-layer structure. If the refractive 

indices of the silicon dioxide cladding layers are known, the parameters of the 

aluminum oxide film can be determined easily and non-destructively from the 

effective indices measured for two different modes (usually TE
0 

and ™a ). 

If the refractive indices n and n of the substrate and cover layer are con-
s c 

sidered to be constants, the dispersion relation (equation 3.2) can be written 

as: 

V= f (N,n_r ,m,q), (15) 

in which V is the V-parameter, nf the film index, N the effective index, m ·the 

order of the mode and q the polarization parameter as described in chapter 3. 

V being independent of mode number and type, the following relation holds 

for each two guided modes: 
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(16) 

in which q 
1

,
2 

, N
1 

,
2 

, and m 
1

,
2 

stand for the polarization parameter (q=O forTE 

and q=2 for TM-polarization), the measured effective index, and the order of 

the two modes. From this relation ~ can be solved using a numerical root

finding algorithm, a variety of which are available in most numericallibraries. 

Once ~ is found, V follows from eq. 8.15, and the film thickness dis readily 

computed from: 

d = V/{k .f(n/2 -n2 )}. 
0 s 

(17) 

The above procedure is based on the assumption that alllayers have a uniform 

isotropie index profile. To test this assumption measurements were performed 

on a number of layers of different thickness, for which the method is expected 

to yield the same refractive indices. The refractive indices computed from the 

TE
0 

and the ™o mode increase from 1.68 fora 125 nm film to 1.69 fora 250 

nm film. For thicker films the index decreases again and the corresponding 

predicted film thickness assumes unrealistic values. This suggests that our 

films are not uniform or isotropic. 

To investigate the birefringence of our films we determined the parameters of 

a thick (bimodal) film both from the TE
0 

and the TE
1

-modes, which gives us 

the TE-polarized refractive index, as well as from the ™o and the TM
1

-

modes. This leads to an average refractive index of 1.701 and a birefringence 
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nTE-nTM""' -2.10-
3 

(after annealing). The average value agrees well with ellip-

sometrically measured values, which, however, arebasedon t.1.e assumption 

of isotropy. The thickness, computed after substitution of the above index 

values, is far more proportional to the sputtering time than thickness values 

computed on the assumption of isotropy. This supports the birefringent 

hypothesis. Measurement of the effective indices of TE- and TM-modes on 

both sides of an etched step, wit.1. t.1.e assu..-nption t.1.at the optical properties 

are equal on both sides of the step, leads to different values, however, thus 

indicating that the birefringent model is too simple. Further refinement may 

require the introduetion of a non-uniform index profile or birefringent clad

ding layers. 

Because the analysis and the design of planar components is based on effec

tive indices which are directly measured, rather than the optica! and 

geometrical film parameters, it was not considered useful to invest too much 

experimental work in further refinement of the description of the waveguide 

structure. 
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8.4.3 Optical attenuation 

Optica! attenuation of both ridge guides and slab waveguides can be deter

mined by coupling light into the waveguide with a fixed input prism and 

recording the intensity along the waveguide with a sliding output prism. The 

matching liquid (CH}
2
) applied provides good optical contact between 

waveguide and prism during sliding without causing meehwical damage. The 

output prism is moved using an electronk translator. The detected output 

power is recorded logarithmically against the translation. 

Pigure 8.9 shows an experimental record demonstrating the quality of the 

measurement procedure. The measurement accuracy is dependent on the 

prism-coupling length. The reproducibility of the input coupling degrades 

severely for short coupling lengths. Por long coupling lengths the output 

prism detects only part of the total power, which also reduces stability. Por 

coupling lengths between 1 and 2 mm and a measurement range of 10 mm the 

measurement accuracy is in the order of 0.1 dB/cm. 

) ; 

---.--------' 
-- -·-·-- ---

--j~ __ ? __ L _2. ,.? -~ ~-f-· 4 ---Ï--- -i! 9 

Figure 8.9 Example of a (logarithmic) attenuation recording. The coarse 
grid corresponds to 0.5 dB!division vertically, and 1 mm!div horizontally. 
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Figure 8.10 The near-field measurement setup. The He-Ne laser is usedfor 
alignment for long-wavelength measurements. The photograph shows a close
up ofthe substrate with the prism and the microscope objective. 
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8.4.4 Lateral field profiles 

Lateral field profiles are measured by coupling light into a film or a 

waveguide with a prism and imaging the near field at a cleaved end face onto 

a CCD-camera (or an IR-vidicon for the long wavelengths) with a microscope 

objective. The image is processed by a video-digitizer card installed in a per

sonal computer. For this type of measurement a second measurement setup 

was developed, analogous to the first, but with a rotating laser mount and a 

fixed substrate in order to avoid the necessity of mounting the camera system 

on a rotaring substrate holder. The setup is shown in figure 8.10. 

With this measurement setup the intensity pattem through a component can 

be followed by appropriately positioning a number of identical devices onto 

the substrate as illustrated in figure 8.11. The mask pattem is aligned relative 

to a natural cleave, then processed and cleaved again after being scratched at 

the position indicated with a marker. The second cleave is required because 

the circuit quality at the substrate edge is poor due to build up of the 

photoresist during spinning. If the tapers are located as indicated in the figure, 

the intensity profile through the taper region can be measured by exciting 

them one by one. At the top of the figure three oscilloscope images show the 

video lines registered across the lateral intensity distribution at the beginning, 

the center, and the end of a taper. 
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Figure 8.11 a Circuit design ( schematic) for measuring the field through a 
component. The cleave initiated at the marker ( dashed fine) wil! pass through 
the beginning, the center, and the end ofthe three tapers, respectively. 

Figure 8.11 b Three oscilloscope images showing the video !i nes recorded 
across the lateral intensity distributions measured at the three positions 
shown infigure 8.11a. 

Figure 8.12 demonstrates the potential quality of the intensity measurement. 

The modal intensity dis tribution of the TE 
0 

-mode in a 5 pm wide waveguide, 

both computed ( with the effective index method) and measured using the 

above setup is shown. It was found that the agreement between theory 
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Figure 8.12 Calculated and measured lateral intensity profile of a TE 
0

- and a 
TE

1
-mode in a 5 firn waveguide. 

and experiment is optima! for monomode waveguides; small imperfections in 

multi-mode guides or waveguide slabs lead to the excitation of unwanted 

higher-order modes or field perturbations. Furthermore, the quality of the 

cleave is important, especially if a microscope objective with a small numeri

cal aperture which does not capture all of the radiation coming out of the 

waveguide structure is employed. 

Cleaving of silicon wafers is more complicated than cleaving GaAs or InP 

because of the greater strength of the silicon crystal. In appendix 8B the pro

cedure and equipment which we developed for inducing good-quality cleaves 

at well controlled positions is discussed. 
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8.4.5 Insertion loss and optical transmission 

Two methods have been developed for measuring the optica! transmission of 

planar components, which are more or less complementary. The first method 

is based on comparison of the guided power before and behind the component 

by sliding the prism over the component. The second method is based on 

comparison of the transmission through the component under test with the 

transmission through a straight reference channel. This can be dorre with a 

fixed output prism or by measuring the intensity at a cleaved end face. 

A. Measurement with a sliding output prism 

If t1te output prism is slid over a lossy component a step should be detected at 

the position of the component. If the component has waveguides as input and 

output ports, and the detected power is recorded logarithmically against the 

translation, the insertion loss follows directly as the offset between the 

straight lines recorded before and behind the component. Figure 8.13 gives an 

example of recordings measured on a series of tapers with different taper 

angles. As can be seen from the figure, this method is suitable for detecting 

insertion lossesin the order of 0.1 dB. The measured results agree well with 

theoretica! results computed using the Beam Propagation Method (see also 

van Vaalen and Smit [11]). 

The substrate has to be covered with a metallic coating in which slits are 

etched above the waveguides, as depicted in figure 8.14, for this method to 
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Figure 8.13 Intensity patterns recorded with a sliding output prism along 
waveguides containing a taper section. The taper angles are indicated at the 
right ofthe curves. 

be employed succesfully. If it is not applied the detected step will be too small 

or, if the lossof the component is caused by radiation into the slab guide, no 

step will be detected at all. If the discontinuities in the waveguide pattem are 

not very abrupt the divergence of the radiation loss will be small, and all of it 

will arrive at the output prism. The coating shields the output prism from 

radiation propagating in the film next to the waveguide. 
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Figure 8.14 Planar taper with chromium coating to prevent lateral radiation 
from being detected by the output prism. 

B. Measurement at a cleaved end face 

The near-field measurement described in the previous paragraph is also 

suitable for comparative measurement of a number of components positioned 

parallel to each other, or of components with several output channels, such as 

directional couplers, wavelength demultiplexers and polarization splitters. 

An attractive measuring method involves excitation of a number of closely 

spaeed waveguide channels simultaneously with a broad input beam. 

Examples of results measured in this way can be found in chapters 5 and 6 

(figures 5.8 and 6.33). Under appropriate conditions (clean surfaces, optima! 

beam alignment, and end face of good quality) the uniformity of the measured 

throughput is within ± 0.5 dB. The accuracy of this method is, thus, less than 
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the sliding-prism method. A great advantage, however, is that all relevant 

channels can be observed simultaneously, which greatly enhances the ease of 

measuring. 

C. Measurement with a fixed output prism 

Similar measurements can be performed with a fixed output prism. In this 

approach the channels have to be excited one by one because the individual 

channels cannot be separated with the detector diode glued onto the prism. 

This can be done by using a (weakly) focused input beam (w ~20 Jtm), and 
0 

(transversely) translating the whole platform (including the prisms) relative to 

the input beam, thus holding the input coupling conditions as reproducible as 

possible. The accuracy of this type of measurement is slightly better than that 

of measurement at a cleaved end face because of the absence of the cleaved 

end face which can affect the measured throughput. The coupling 

reproducibility at the output prism is good, because the coupling efficiency is 

close to 100%. Pennings [12] employed this method for measuring waveguide 

bend losses. 
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8.5 Conclusions 

Prism coupling is a versatile and non-destructive technique for measuring 

transmission properties of planar optical films, components, and circuits. The 

application of a weakly focused "oversized" input beam has been shown to 

increase the selectivity of exciting single modes, and to reduce the sensitivity 

to environmental vibrations. Measurement accuracies in well-designed experi

ments are in the order of 0.1 to 0.5 dB, depending on the specific method 

employed. 
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Appendix 8A Prism coupling efficiency for a three-dimensional 

input beam. 

In this appendix expressions will be derived for calculating the three-c:limensional overlap

integral (equation 8.13), which has been used for computing the results shown in figure 

8.5: 

* I fJ U. ( y, z) U ( y , z) dy dz I 2 

1 e 
11 = TIIU. ( y, z J I 2 dydz J J I U ( y, z) I 2 dydz 

1 e 
(13) 

In this formula U. (y,z) is the y-z dependenee of the input beam at the bottorn of the prism, 
l 

and U (y,z) describes the y-z dependenee of the exponentially increasing mode which is 
e 

required for 100% coupling efficiency. The input beam is assumed to be Gaussian and 

described by: 

U. (l;,x,Ç) = G (i;,Ç) G
1 

(x,Ç) exp(-jn k Ç), 
l t p 0 

(18) 

where 1;, x and Ç are the transverse, the lateraland the longitudinal coordinates in a car

tesian coordinate system where the Ç-axis coincides with the beam axis, as depicted in 

figure 8.15, and: 

(18a) 

n k x2 
exp [- w2 ~~) - lhj Rp ( ~) + lhj arctan (...;.---)], (18b) 

x x xo 

w (Ç) = w {1 + (-bç )2 ;
0

, 
x xo 

xo 
(18c) 

b 

RiÇ) = Ç {1 + ( t )2 }, (18d) 
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(18e) 

In these formulae G t and G l describe the transverse and the lateral amplitude prof:tle, w 1; 

and w are the transverse and the laterall/e2 half widths, R describes the lateral phase-
X X 

front curvature, and b is the lateral focal depth. Our notation follows that of Kogelnik xo 
[13]. 

The transverse beam waist w 1; will normally be such that the Ç -dependence of the 

transverse beam shape (equation 8.18a) is negligible in the coupling region. In the formula 

for the lateral beam shape description ( equation 8 .18b) the term between brackets accounts 

for the amplitude reduction due to the broadening of the beam. In the exponent the first 

term describes the Gaussian beam profile and the second term the spherical phase fronts. 

The third term disappears at Ç=O and introduces a ±!An phase shift for large values of Ç. 

input prism 

Figure 8.15 Three-dimensional coupZing geometry. 
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For the transverse coupling problem, optimum coupling occurs if the beam focus coincides 

with the interseet ion point with the bottorn of the prism. We will assume that the same 

holds for the lateral focus. Although beam shaping in two dimensions might shift the op

tima! focal positions, it is believed that the effects on the following analysis will be small. 

From equation 8.18 the following expression for U. (y,z) in the y-z plane (i.e. at the bottorn 
l 

of the prism) is derived: 

where 

U.(y,z)=G(z)G (y,z)exp(-jn k zcose), 
l z y p 0 

(19) 

(19a) 

w lfm k y 2 

G/y,z) = {'w ~: )}lh exp b~ ~:) -R (~)~os e + lhj arctan(-;!-J)], (19b) 
y y y yo 

w 
z =w'S/sine, 

b 
R(z) -z{l+(y 0

)2 
y - z , 

w =w 
yo xo' 

n k 
b = lf2 __f!__..!!_ w2 . 

yo cos e yo 

(19c) 

(19d) 

(19e) 

(19f) 

(19g) 

In this formula G and G describe the y- and z-dependence of the amplitude profile in the y-
y z 

z plane, w and w are the lateral and longitudinalJ I e2 half widths in the same plane, R ( z) 
y z y 
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describes the lateral phase-front curvature, w is the lateral bearn waist, and b the lateral 
yo yo 

focal depth. 

For the field U (y,z), which is required for 100% coupling efficiency, the y-dependence is 
e 

described by the fundamental mode profile U (y ). To sirnplify the expressions we will 
m 

approxirnate the mode profile as a (non-diverging) Gaussian bearn exp( -/Iw 
2 

). Using these 
m 

approxirnations we find: 

U (y,z) = exp (-yZfw2 + (z-z )ll - j~z), 
e m c c 

=0, 

z";zc' 

z>zc, 
(20) 

in which l is the prism coupling length governing the z-dependence, and z the position of 
c c 

the end of the input prism. Substitution of eqs. 8.19 and 8.20 (with ~ = n k cose ) into the 
p 0 0 

integrals of equation 8.13 yields: 

f flU. (y,z)l2 dydz = ~1t w w , 
l yo z 

f flU (y,z)F dydz = ~ w l ~ nl 2 , 
e me 

z 

f JU.(y,z) 
l 

* c w ~ 
U (y,z) dydz = In f Q(z){- y( 

0 J 2 
exp {-z2/w2 + (z-z )ll 

e w z z c c 
-00 y 

in which 

Yz 
Q(z) = w w (z)l{w2 + w2 (z) + jw2 zlb } , 

m y m y m yo 

+ ~j arctan(-f-)J, 
yo 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Substitution of eqs. 8.21, 8.22 and 8.23 into equation 8.13 leads to an expression for 11 

containing a single integration in z, which is easily computed numerically. 
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Appendix SB Substrate cleaving. 

Cleaving silicon substrates in a well controlled manner is more complicated than cleaving 

GaAs and InP substrates because of the greater strength of silicon crystals. Silicon crystals 

cleave along { 111 } -planes. In { 110} -oriented wafers the { 111 } -planes are positioned 

perpendicular to the waf er surf ace, so that cleaved { 110} wafers show orthogonal cleaving 

facets. The more customary { 111} orientation yields cleaves at 70.4° with the wafer sur

face. { 100} -oriented wafers are not suitable for cleaving purposes. Figure 8.16 shows the 

orientation of the cleaves for different wafer types. 

We developed a cleaving apparatus based on the same principles as existing GaAs cleaving 

equipment. Figure 8.17 illustrates the operation. The substrate is mounted between two 

pieces of Mylar foil. After making a small scratch through a window in the foil, in order to 

f"tx the starting point of the cleave, a small circular rod, which is positioned 

{1 00} { 111} {11 0} 

Äf 

Cross section AA' 

Figure 8.16 Orientation of the cleaves for different wafer types. Thin solid lines indicate 
the orientation ofthe {111} cleaving planes. 
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Figure 8.17 Upper figure: Principle of the scratching and cleaving method. 
Lower figure: Close-up of the scratching and cleaving section of 

the developed instrument. 

Chapter 8 

under the scratch and parallel to the natural cleaving direction, is pressed against the back 

side of the substrate with increasing force, until it is cleaved. The positioning of the scratch 

is controlled with a microscope. 
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Wafers with thennal oxide films of 4 pm are very difficult to cleave in a controlled way 

because of the compressive stress in these films which impedes cleave propagation. For 

these wafers dicing and polishing yields better results. 
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Chapter9 

A navel approach to 
fiber coupling 

The problem of low-cost coupZing of planar optica! circuits with smal! 
waveguide dimensions to fibres has not yet been solved. In most approaches 
micro-optica! components are used to adapt the mode profiles of both 
waveguides to each other. In this chapter a novel methad is decribed for 
realizing this adaption without the use ofmicro-optics. 

9.1 Introd uction 

One of the most important problems with respect to the application of in

tegrated optical circuits is their conneetion to optical fibers. Low-cost 

solutions, basedon direct coupling, suffer from high coupling losses [1]. To 

obtain low losses the planar mode profile must be matched to the fibre mode. 

This is most frequently done employing micro-optica! components [2-5]. 

Alignment tolerances are in the submicron range due to the dimensions of the 

planar waveguide. The coupling problem is further aggravated by the strong 

ellipticity of the mode profile within most small-size waveguides. 
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Although efficient coupling methods are presently employed industrially, they 

suffer from high fabrication costs. The cost of a "pigtailed" cleaved-mirror 

laser, for example, is many times the cost of the laserchip. It will be difficult, 

if not impossible, to reduce the coupling costs to the same order as envisioned 

chip costs. The main problems are in the alignment and the packaging, where 

relative positions have to be fixed with sub-micron precision under widely 

varying operating conditions. 

The problem can be solved by creating a gradual local change of the planar 

waveguide geometry near the coupling region in order to adapt the mode 

profile to the fibre mode [6,7]. In this approach the alignment and packaging 

costs would be reduced. The remaining problem is the one of reproducible 

fabrication of the non-planar films which are necessary for adiabatic conver

sion of the mode profile. In the present paper an approach is proposed and 

experimentally tested which allows for a fibre-matched output beam which 

does not require adaption of the transverse waveguide geometry. Results were 

recently published [8]. 

9.2 Basic principle 

The prism coupler is widely employed for experimental purposes. Coupling 

efficiency of the commonly employed configuration which has a uniform 

tunneling gap is maximally 80% for Gaussian beams [9]. Better coupling 

efficiencies can be obtained by employing a tapered tunneling layer [10] 

which yields a bell-shaped output beam, as shown in figure9.1. 
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j prism 

~ 
substrate substrate 

(a) (b) 

Figuur 9.1 Geometry of the beam radiating from a waveguide covered with a 
uniform tunneling layer (a) and a tapered layer (b). 

The width of the output beam is determined by the taper angle of the gap, and 

will decrease monotonously to the transverse width of the guided mode if the 

taper angle is increased to 90°, corresponding to a perpendicular endface. A 

particular taper angle will thus exist for which the transverse width of the 

outgoing beam is matched to the width of a fibre mode. Consequently, it is 

possible to match the transverse width of the output beam of an arbitrary 

planar waveguide to a fibre mode by choosing this angle appropriately. The 

lateral width is determined by the lateral mode width; it is easily matched to 

the fibre mode by employing a planar taper. 

The principle can be applied to couple light from a planar circuit to a fibre if a 

high-index liquid is employed between the fibre and the waveguide. The in

dex of this material has to be greater than the effective index of the mode 

which is to be coupled out of the waveguide. Permanent conneedons can be 
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made, in principle, using UV-hardening epoxies or low melting-point eutec

tics, if the optical and mechanica! properties can be sufficiently stabilized. In 

the following we will refer to the high-index material as the "prism material". 

The potential of the above coupling principle will be theoretically analysed 

and experimentally demonstrated below for a wavelength of 633 nm. The 

latter wavelength was chosen because of the availability of accurate measure

ment equipment eperating at this wavelength. The principle applies equally 

well to other wavelengths. The present experiments were designed with a 

view to establishing the validity of the theoretica! description given in the 

next section. 

9.3 Coupier analysis 

9.3.1 Output beam shape 

Two regimes should be distinguished in calculating the shape of the output 

beam. For small taper angles evanescent field coupling will be the dominant 

mechanism. For large taper angles the coupling region will become so short 

that evanescent coupling and diffraction effects are small and the coupling 

can be described as refraction of a parallel beam through a skew endface. 
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A. Evanescent coupling 

In the evanescent coupling regime the radiated power is equal to the power 

leakage of the guided mode so that the output beam shape can be computed 

by solving the differential equation descrihing the power decay of the guided 

mode due to radiation leakage: 

dP(z) 
dz 

= -2 a(z) P(z). (1) 

The attenuation coefficient a is dependent on the thickness g of the tunneling 

layer and follows from the effective index as a(g) = N"(g) k , in which- N"(g) 
0 

is the imaginary part of the effective index N. The complex effective index of 

a prism-loaded waveguide can be obtained numerically in several ways; we 

employed a transfer-matrix method [11]. The local attenuation coefficient 

a(z) follows from a(g) by substituting the (linear) dependenee of g on z. 

Numerical integration of eq. 9.1 yields the z-dependence P(z) of the guided 

power, from which the power S(z) radiated per pm follows as: 

S(z) = -~: "' 2 a(z) P(z). (2) 

Figure 9.2 shows the beam shapes S(z) along the z-axis, radiating from the 

fundamental modes (TE and TM) in an aluminum oxide waveguide on silicon 

substrate, as described insection 3, for two different taperangles (1 o and 2°). 
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Figure 9.2 Shape of the beam coupled into the prism medium from a guided 
mode through a linearly tapered tunneling layer. Beam shapes are shown for 
]

0 and 2° taper angle,for the TE and TM-polarizedfundamental modes. 

The above computations are valid so long as the mode is able to adapt its 

profile adiabatically to the changing waveguide structure. This will be the 

case so long as the ray propagation angle e' after reflection is smaller than 
m 

the critica! angle at the reflection interface, i.e. e' = e + 2 e < e ' in which 
m m t c 

e is the critica! angle of the waveguide structure and e is the ray propaga-
c m 

tion angle corresponding to the guided mode. The reason for employing small-

sized waveguides is usually a requirement to keep the waveguide single 

moded despite a relatively large index contrast. Critica! angles in small-sized 

waveguides will therefore be large, in the order of 10° to 20°, and no 

problems should be expected in applying the above computation method until 

close to the end of the waveguide where the mode approaches cutoff and e 
m 

comes close to e . 
c 
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B. Refraction 

In the refraction regime most of the guided power reaches the skew endface 

before being coupled out of the waveguide by evanescent coupling or diffrac

tion. Computation of the beam shape in the refraction regime is 

straightforward. From figure 9.2 it can be seen that the transition from the 

evanescent to the refraction regime begins before taperangles of 2°; notall of 

the guided power is coupled out of the waveguide before it becomes 

degenerate (at z=z in figure 9.6a) at this taper angle. 
e 

9.3.2 Output beam width 

In the evanescent coupling regime the effective width w of the output beam 
s 

measured along the z-axis (see figure 9.3) is computed from: 

fS( z)dz 
w = s -:s--. (3) 

ma x 

Figure 9.4 shows the effective width as a function of the taper angle for both 

polarizations. In the refraction regime w follows directly from the effective 
s 

mode width w (figure 9.3): 
m 

w = w. cos e = w 1 tg e , 
s z t m t 

(4) 

in which w. is the beam width measured along the skew interface. The dotted 
l 

curve in figure 9.4 shows the width computed according to this formula. The 
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Figure 9.3 Refraction of a parallel beam through a skew endface. 
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Chapter 9 

Figure 9.4 The effective width of the output beam measured along the z-axis 
as computed from eq. 9.3 ( evanescent coupling) forTE- and TM-polarization, 
andfrom eq. 9.4 (refraction, bothpolarizations). The markedpoints represent 
experimentally measured data (TE). 
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various predictions are not far apart. If we were able to correct for the trunca

tion error which can be observed in the beam shape for the 2° taper (see figure 

9.2), the widths found for the evanescent field coupling method would be

come slightly greater and the curves would come even closer for taper angles 

in excess of LSO. 

The effective beam width w (see figure 9.3) is derived from the assumption 
p 

that the amplitude profiles match at the skew interface: 

w = w. sin ( 8 + e ) ~ w sin e . 
p l p t s p 

(5) 

In this formula 8 is the propagation angle of the output beam which follows, 
p 

both for the refraction and the evanescent coupling regime from the field 

continuity conditions at the skew interface: 

e = arccos [~ cos e J -et ~ arccos [~ J -et ' 
p p p 

(6) 

N being the mode index. Por the waveguide configuration used in the present 

experiments w ~ 0.30 Jlm, with a negligible difference between the two 
m 

polarizations. The radiation angle e is approximately 25°. In the refraction 
p 

regime an effective width of 5 pm, which is representative for a fibre mode; 

requires a value w ~ 12.5 Jlm, from which a taper angle of 1 o is computed 
s 

using equation 9.4. 
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9.3.3 Coupling efficiency 

Coupling petformanee is determined by the overall coupling loss L, which 

consists of two components: 

L =L +L , 
r m 

(dB). (7) 

L represents the reflection losses at the skew intelface and at the fibre tip, and 
r 

L the loss due to field mismatch hetween the output beam and the fibre mode. 
m 

The latter mismatch may occur in the amplitude as well as in the phase of 

both fields. The various loss mechanisms will be discussed subsequently. 

A. Reflection 

Reflection loss at the fibre tip is easily estimated using the Fresnel reflection 

formula; it can be eliminated by applying an appropriate anti-refleerion coat

ing. The reflection at the skew intelface is more difficult to predict. In the 

evanescent coupling regime the mode will be able to adapt itself adiabatically 

to the changing waveguide geometry and there will be no reflected field. In 

the refraction regime the loss will be dominated by Fresnel-like reflection 

which approaches 100% near grazing incidence. 

For guided beams, however, the reflection deviates from plane-wave reflec

tion, a difference which increases with increasing incidence angle [12,13]. 

This mechanism has been analysed for reflection at a plane normal to the 
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propagation direction of the mode. The reflection of a guided wave at strongly 

skew interfaces has not yet been analysed theoretically. We determined it 

experimentally, as will be discussed insection 9.5. 

B. Amplitude mismatch 

The loss L due to field mismatch can be computed by evaluating the overlap 
m 

integral between the output beam and the fibre mode along the z-axis. Por 

ease of computation we approximated the fibre mode as a Gaussian beam. Por 

the experimental waveguide configuration and a taper angle of 1 o the effec

tive width of the TE-polarized beam was found to be 12.5 pm and that of the 

TM-polarized beam 13.5 pm, as can beseen from figure 9.4. Figure 9.5 shows 

the overlap of the (square root of the) corresponding beam profiles S(z) with a 

Gaussian profile with 12.5 pm width, as a function of the z-coordinate of the 

Gaussian beam centre. 

From the figure it can be seen that on proper alignment of the beam relative to 

the output beams a transverse coupling efficiency in excess of 94% can be 

obtained for the TE- and TM-polarized beams simultaneously. This cor

responds to a 0.25 dB coupling loss to a Gaussian beam; coupling loss to a 

fibre mode is expected to be close to this value. 
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Figure 9.5 CoupZing efficiency from the output beamfor a 1° taper angle to 
a Gaussian beam with 12.5 Jlm effective width, measured along the z-axis. 

-Curve 1: TE-polarized beam, 12.5 Jlm effective width 
-Curve 2: TM-polarized beam, 13.5 Jtm effective width 

C. Phase mismatch 

Because the two polarizations have different propagation constauts it is not 

possible to match their phases sirnultaneously. The resulting coupling losscan 

be estimated by comparing the difference in radiation angles within the prism 

material with the numerical aperture of the fibre. 

In the aluminum oxide waveguide system the angular difference between the 

two polarizations in a medium with n=1.74 is in the order of l'l2°, both at 

short and long wavelengths ( assuming the film thickness is adapted so as to 
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hold the V-parameter at a fixed value of 2, see chapter 3). If the fibre mode is 

approximated as a Gaussian beam, the effective numerical aperture 
1 

of the 

fibre follows fromNA = 'A!(4w ). For an effective fibre mode width w ~ 5 ;tm 
e e e 

___ -at-L3-pm--Wa:v€1Éffigth--tlle-mnnerical-aperture-will-be--2~1fliTefi""br=ec-:a"'ho-;;gnm==e=n:;:-t ----

is centered between the radiation angles of the two polarizations, the angular 

misalignment will amount to 40% of the numerical aperture for each polariza-

tion. Assuming a Gaussian radiation pattem, an angular misalignment 

equalling the effective Numerical Aperture angle will cause a coupling loss of 

approximately 3 dB (for Gaussian beams the effective width comes close to 

the FWHM). Because the coupling losses reduce quadratically with decreas-

ing misalignment angle, they are estimated to be in the order of 0.5 dB. 

In conclusion, the anticipated excess loss due to both amplitude and phase 

mismatch is expected to be well below 1 dB for the present experimental 

waveguide system. As the output beam closely resembles the fibre mode, the 

loss due to residual misalignment should be the same as in the fibre-to-fibre 

coupling case. 

1) The effective numerical aperture is related to the Gaussian beam divergence 
parameter e according to (see also chapter 3, section 3 .2.1B ): 

0 -

NA = 0e l(rc/2). 
e o 

Using the relations e =AI(rcw ) and w =w 1(2/rc) we find the following relation 
between NA and w : 

0 0 0 e 
e e 

NA = ')J(4w ). 
e e 
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9.4 Experimental results 

To test the model description, developed in the previous section, we fabri

cated a series of waveguides 
1
, as depicted in figure 3.3, and provided them 

with a tapered end face, as shown in figure 9.1b, in the following way. The 

end section of the waveguides was covered with an additional 0.4 pm Si0
2

. In 

this thick cover region we polished a spherical hole with a metal ball, as indi-

cated in figure 9.6a. Figure 9.7 shows an interterenee-contrast micrographof 

the tapered edge with a waveguide ending up into the taper region. 

The taper angle e at the edge of the hole follows from the diameter of the 
t 

hole, which can be measured using a microscope to be: 

et = arcsin ( Wlz- ~~ I Db ) (8) 

in which D h is the hole diameter, Db the diameter of the polishing ball, and ~ 
0 

the offset of the waveguide axis relative to the hole center. 

To determine the quality of the beam coupled out of the waveguide, we 

coupled light into the waveguide at the thin cover region and imaged the light 

distribution coupled out of the tapered region onto a CCD camera through 

1) Waveguide geometry as depicted in figure 3.3: film thickness d = 0.25 Jlm, ridge 
height !!.d = 0.04 Jlm, cover layer thickness d = 0.6 Jlm and waveguide width w=6 Jlm 
(adapted to the fiber mode width). cover 
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Figure 9.6a Experimental configuration for verification of the coupZing 
principle. Light is coupled into the waveguide with an input 
prism at the right side ofthe substrate (not shown). 

Figure 9.6b Measurement recording of the power detected by a prism sliding 
from the tap er region towards the input prism. ( scale not 
calibrated.) 
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Figure 9.7 Interference-contrast micrographof a tapered waveguide section, 
revealing polishing grooves. The waveguide at the left is 6 Jlm wide. 

a small high-index prism with a long-working-distance microscope objective. 

The prism (SF6 glass, n""-1.74) was provided with good optical contact to the 

waveguide structure using a high-index liquid (CH
2
r
2

, n~l.74). Figure 9.8a 

gives an example of the transverse and the laterallight distributions measured 

with this setup, figure 9 .Sb of the transverse profiles measured for the TE- and 

the TM-polarized mode. The widths of the measured transverse distributions 

are indicated in figure 9.4, showing good agreement between theory and ex

periment. Results shownare for TE-polarized light. 
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Figure 9.8a Transverse and lateral intensity distribution at the coupZing 
region, as imaged onto the CCD camera. 

Figure 9.8b Transverse intensity distribution radiating from the TE and TM
polarized fundamental modes. 
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To determine the reflection loss L at the skew interface we slide the output 
r 

prism in the direction of the input prism and record curves as shown in figure 

9.6b for taperangles ranging from 1.1 to 1.6°. From left to right the flat zone 

corresponds to the region where the output beam is detected by the 

photodiode mounted on the prism. The dip at the left of this zone corresponds 

to the region where the output beam is no longer detected by the prism

mounted diode. The zone farthest to the left corresponds to the region with a 

thin cover layer where the guided power is coupled out of the waveguide in 

the usual way. The slopeis due to waveguide attenuation. By comparing the 

extrapolated curve with the power level in the flat zone at the right, the reflec

tion loss at the skew interface is seen to be less than 1 dB for both 

polarizations. This is a very promising result. The low reflection loss indicates 

that evanescent coupling is still the dominant mechanism for taper angles up 

to 1.6°. 
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9.5 Conclusions 

A novel method is proposed for coupling monomode fibres to planar optica! 

circuits with small waveguide dimensions. It combines the alignment 

toleranee of butt-coupling with good coupling efficiency, without the need to 

apply micro-lenses. The method applies toa variety of waveguide structures. 

If polishing is performed employing a flat polishing process on a number of 

circuits parallel to each other, simultaneous coupling to a number of circuits 

seems feasible, thus opening the way to potentially low-cost production. The 

experimental results obtained with the surface quality as shown in figure 9.7 

indicate that the polishing requirements are not very critica!. 

Based on theoretica! calculations supported by experimental results, coupling 

losses are anticipated to be in the order of 1 to 2 dB (1 dB beam-shape mis

match loss and reflection losses in the order of Y2 dB). 
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Epilogue 

Technica! science differs from natura! science in that its goal is creation rather 

than analysis and description. It is, therefore, more than an applied science. lts 

emphasis is not primarily on the extension of analytica! methods or descrip

tions, which is the domain of non-technica! science, but on the creative 

combination of existing analytica! knowledge in order to arrive at new techni

ca! entities. 

By systematically applying the scientific method of analysis and abstraction 

the desired functional performance of the intended object (in electrical en

gineering ussually a component, a circuit or a system) is decomposed into a 

number of more elementary functions, for which standard solutions exist or 

can be developed. In a second stage the elementary solutions are integrated in 

a problem-specific way to synthesize the intended technica! function. This 

function is modeled by combining the theoretica! descriptions of the elemen

tary functions. For a well-developed technology a single pass through the 

analysis and synthesis cycle may yield a satisfactory result. In technica! re

search the two stages are often applied iteratively in order to correct for 

unforeseen differences between modeling and experiments. 

In the thesis this approach has been applied to a number of new functional 

components in the field of integrated opties: a new type of directional coupler, 

polarization splitters and demultiplexers based on a novel concept, the optica! 
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phased array, and a new planar-to-fiber coupling technique. All these com

ponents can be described by a combination of three elementary components: 

waveguides
1

, free space
2

, and junctions
3
. They were analyzed by combining 

the well-known properties of the elementary components, and strategies were 

developed and experimentally tested in order to arrive at optimal designs. 

The work reported in this thesis is one step in a continuing process of 

development which will eventually lead to the achievement of operational 

designs. The experimental work has been performed using a silicon-based 

aluminum oxide waveguide system which is well-characterized but has little 

significanee for product development. A next step, which has already been 

undertaken, is the application of the developed concepts into the more promis

ing InGaAsP/InP material system. 

The prospects for such a program are good. The interest in compact and 

reproducible 3-dB couplers is growing rapidly. The importance of short 

waveguide bends will increase with increasing circuit complexity. The need 

for dedicated optica! components for use in broadband telecommunication 

networks has been clearly identified worldwide as a technical challenge, not 

only for coherent communication systerns but also for high-density 

wavelength division multiplex (HDWDM) systems based on direct detection. 

1) Straight or bent. 
2) Three-dimensional or two-dimensional (planar rJlm). 
3) Between different waveguides and between waveguides and free space. 
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The concepts which have been developed are not restricted to telecommunica

tion applications; they may also be employed succesfully in optica! 

processing and optica! sensor technology, as well as in consumer and profes

sional applications. With the work reported in this thesis the laboratory of 

telecommunication and remote sensing technology has established its poten

tial for participation in international development of photonics. 
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Epiloog 

De technische wetenschappen verschillen van de natuurwetenschappen door

dat ze een scheppend element bevatten. Waar de natuurwetenschappen zich 

op een bestaande werkelijkheid richten, doen de technische wetenschappen 

dat op een te vormen werkelijkheid. Ze zijn daarom niet primair gericht op 

het ontwikkelen van analytische methoden en analytische kennis, die het 

domein van de niet-technische wetenschappen vormen, maar op het op 

creatieve wijze combineren van bestaande kennis om daarmee tot nieuwe 

technische ontwerpen te komen. 

Door het systematisch toepassen van de generaliserende wetenschappelijke 

methode van analyse en abstractie wordt de gewenste functie van het te 

maken object (in de elektrotechniek meestal een systeem, een schakeling of 

een component) opgedeeld in een aantal meer elementaire deelfuncties, waar

voor standaardoplossingen bestaan of kunnen worden ontwikkeld. In een 

volgende fase worden deze elementaire oplossingen op een individualiserende 

(op de specifieke functie toegespitste) wijze geïntegreerd om tot de gewenste 

functie te komen. Deze functie kan worden beschreven door de theoretische 

beschrijvingen van de elementaire deeloplossingen te combineren. Voor een 

goed ontwikkelde technologie zal een enkele gang door deze cyclus van 

analyse en synthese tot een bevredigend resultaat leiden. In technologisch 
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onderzoek zijn meestal meerdere cycli nodig om te corrigeren voor onvoor

ziene verschillen tussen de experimentele resultaten en de theoretische 

voorspellingen. 

In dit proefschrift is de hierboven omschreven methode toegepast op een 

aantal nieuwe componenten op het gebied van de geïntegreerde optica: een 

nieuw type richtingskoppelaar, polarisatiesplitsers en golflengtedemul

tiplexers gebaseerd op een nieuw concept, de optische phased array, en een 

nieuwe techniek voor het koppelen van glasvezels aan optische chips. Deze 

samengestelde componenten kunnen worden beschreven als een combinatie 

d . 1 . lf 1 "d 1 . . . 2 . . 3 
van ne e ementmre componenten: go ge e1 ers , vn J rmmte en Juncties . 

In het proefschrift is de werking van deze componenten beschreven uitgaande 

van de bekende werking van de elementaire componenten. Verder zijn er 

ontwerpmethoden ontwikkeld en experimenteel getoetst. 

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven werk vormt een stap in een voortgaande 

ontwikkeling die moet leiden tot een operationeel toepasbare technologie. 

Het experimentele werk is uitgevoerd met behulp van aluminiumoxyde op 

siliciumsubstraten. Deze technologie geeft uitstekend reproduceerbare resul

taten, hetgeen voor het onderzoek van groot belang is, maar is niet erg 

geschikt voor het vervaardigen van meer gecompliceerde optische chips. Een 

volgende stap, waarmee reeds enige resultaten zijn geboekt, is het toepassen 

1) Zowel recht als gebogen. 
2) Drie-dimensionaal en twee-dimensionaal (filmgolfgeleider). 
3) Zowel tussen golfgeleiders met verschillende afmetingen, als tussen golfgleiders en 

vrije ruimte. 
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van de ontwikkelde concepten in het quaternaire halfgeleidermateriaal 

InGaAsP (op !nP-substraat). In dit materiaal kunnen optische chips, met in

begrip van lasers en detectoren, volledig worden geïntegreerd. 

Het perspectief voor een dergelijk programma is goed. De belangstelling voor 

compacte en reproduceerbare 3-dB koppelaars neemt snel toe. Het belang van 

golfgeleiders met zeer kleine bochtstralen wordt groter, naarmate er meer 

componenten op één chip moeten worden geïntegreerd. De behoefte aan op

tische componenten die geschikt zijn voor toepassing in breedbandige 

communicatienetten wordt internationaal als een technische uitdaging gezien, 

zowel op het gebied van coherente systemen als voor systemen gebaseerd op 

golflengtemultiplexing (High-Density Wavelength-Division Multiplex). In 

deze laatste kunnen phased arrays een belangrijke rol spelen. Hoewel de 

ontwikkelde concepten primair voor de telecommunicatie zijn ontwikkeld, 

beperkt hun toepassing zich daar niet toe. Ook in sectoren als optische 

gegevensverwerking, sensortechnologie alsmede in de consumenten en de 

professionele sector kunnen ze met voordeel worden toegepast. Met het hier 

gerapporteerde werk heeft de vakgroep telecommunicatie- en teleobser

vatietechnologie zich dan ook een goede positie verworven om mee te werken 

aan de internationale ontwikkeling van de optische technologie. 
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1 Golfgeleidersystemen met een laag brekingsindexcontrast zullen minder 
toepassing vinden naarmate de integratiegraad van optische IC's 
toeneemt. (hoofdstuk 1) 

2 Planaire optische componenten in aluminiumoxyde zijn zeer geschikt voor 
het uitproberen van moeilijk te karakteriseren passieve InGaAsP com
ponenten met zichtbaar licht, daar de golfglengte van 1.3-pm licht in 
InGaAsP vrijwel gelijk is aan die van He-Ne licht in aluminiumoxyde. 
(hoofdstuk 2) 

3 Daar berekeningsmetheden over het algemeen niet veel nauwkeuriger 
hoeven te zijn dan de spreiding in de te berekenen eigenschappen als 
gevolg van onbeheersbare variaties in het fabricageproces, zijn bij het 
ontwikkelen van nieuwe methoden eenvoud en brede toepasbaarheid 
zeker zo belangrijk als nauwkeurigheid. (hoofdstuk 3) 

4 Door een geschikte normalisering van het golfgeleidingsprobleem in boch
ten kan het optimaal ontwerpen van golfgeleiders met zeer korte bochten 
met behulp van een zakrekenmachine worden uitgevoerd. (hoofdstuk 4) 

5 Op het multimode interferentieprincipe gebaseerde richtingskoppelaars 
combineren geringe afmetingen met een geringe gevoeligheid voor 
variaties in het produktieproces, en zijn daarom zeer geschikt voor 
toepassing in passieve optische koppelnetwerken. (hoofdstuk 5) 

6 , Optische "phased arrays" vof!llen een aantrekkelijk alternatief voor ge
kromde planaire tralies. (hoofdstuk 6) 

7 De brede verspreiding van op ellipsametrie gebaseerde geautomatiseerde 
laagdiktemeetapparatuur is niet gepaard gegaan met een vergelijkbare 
verspreiding van de kennis omtrent nauwkeurigheid en betrouwbaarheid 
van deze methode. (hoofdstuk 7) 

8 Een ernstige handicap van het InGaAsP/InP systeem voor het ontwikkelen 
van passieve optische componenten is dat het zich niet leent voor 
reproduceerbare in- en uitkoppeling van licht met behulp van een prisma. 
(hoofdstuk 8) 



9 Een spoedige oplossing van de problemen rond het koppelen van fibers 
aan planaire golfgeleiders zal de ontwikkeling van monolithische in
tegratie vertragen. (hoofdstuk 9) 

10 Frequentieverdubbeling is op korte termijn een betere techniek voor het 
maken van blauwe lasers dan directe generatie van fotonen. 

11 Ringlasers vormen door hun potentieel geringe afmetingen in combinatie 
met bistabiliteit en een lage drempelstroom een geschikte bouwsteen voor 
planaire optische logica. 

12 Een gespreid beheer van het openbare telecommunicatienet en de kabel
televisienetten belemmert een snelle introductie van een geïntegreerd 
breedbandig telecommunicatienet 

13 De technische wetenschappen onderscheiden zich van de wiskunde en de 
natuurwetenschappen doordat hun onderwerp niet een te ontdekken, maar 
een te vormen werkelijkheid is. 

14 De technisch-wetenschappelijke ontwerpmethode, als een neutraliserende 
functiedeling enerzijds en een variërende en individualiserende functie
integratie anderzijds, bepaalt de grondstructuur van de moderne techniek 
en behoort als zodanig de basis te vormen voor het onderwijs in de tech
nische wetenschappen. 
(n.a.v. E. Schuurman, Filosofie van de technische wetenschappen, Maninus Nijhoff, 
Leiden, 1990). 

15 De vierjarige eerste-fase opleiding is te kort om het merendeel van de 
studenteninstroom als vplwaardig ingenieur af te kunnen leveren en wordt 
daarom door de FEANI terecht niet als zodanig erkend. 

16 De reductie van ethiek tot het afwegen van positieve en negatieve gevol
gen, die uit de beleidsnota "Wetenschapsbeleid voor de jaren negentig" 
spreekt, is symptomatisch voor het onvermogen van onze samenleving 
om temidden van de pluraliteit een basis te vinden voor normativiteit. 

1) FEANI: Fédération Européenne d' Associations Nationales d'Ingénieurs 



17 Het sociaal darwinisme, dat niet wil weten van ethische nonnen, heeft 
mede het klimaat bepaald waarin de holocaust zich kon voltrekken. 

18 Omdat de gecompliceerdheid van maatschappelijke processen alles te 
maken heeft met de onberekenbaarheid van menselijk gedrag, is een in
spirerende visie van groter belang voor het sturen van die processen dan 
een wetenschappelijke analyse. 

19 De bereidheid om het eigen belang ondergeschikt te maken aan het 
gemeenschappelijk belang is een belangrijke factor voor het functioneren 
van een organisatie; de individualisering van de samenleving leidt tot een 
afname van deze bereidheid. 

20 De Partij van de Arbeid heeft, vanuit socialistisch oogpunt bezien, met de 
individualistisch georiënteerde emancipatiebeweging het paard van Troje 
binnengehaald. 

21 De neutrale staat is een waarde-loze staat. 

22 In het dynamische bestuurlijke klimaat dat in de onderwijssector ontstaan 
is door de niet aflatende stroom van bestuurlijke maatregelen, is het 
verstandig om met de uitvoering van een maatregel even te wachten tot 
de nieuwe afkomt. 

23 Vele problemen lossen op doordat ze nooit opgelost werden. 

24 Nu de overheid bepaald heeft dat een vloekverbod in strijd is met de vrij
heid van meningsuiting, valt te verwachten dat binnenkort ook het laten 
van boeren en winden als meningsuiting gerespecteerd zal dienen te wor
den. 
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